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I INTRODUCTION

i Preface

According to the original proposal (January, March
1962), the CUrriculum Center at Northwestern had the following
objectives:

a. to review and make available to the schools the
results of research in the teaching of composition;

b. to determine precisely what is now being done--
and how and why it is being done--in teaching com-
position and language;

c. to define the aims of composition, considering
such matters as the relation of creative writing
to exposition and also the relation of composi-
tion to language, psychology, rhetoric, and reading;

d. to develop manageable teaching units in language
and writing that can be tested before an ambitious
sequential program is finally recommended;

e. to relate composition to the various levels of
intellectual endowment and define aims appropriate
to each level; and

f. to prepare for widespread use, such materials as
course syllabi and Teview and bibliographies of
research.

Anyone familiar with the attitudes of college people in
the early sixties will recognize the mood and assumptions behind
that statement. And had the circumstances remained constant,
the course of the Northwestern Center would have been ordinary
enough. But the fact is that the life of the Center included
what may turn out to have been a moment of decisive change in the
history of the teaching of English in the United States. And
what was clear when the proposal for the Center was submitted
in 1962 did not long remain so. Moreover, to meet quite local
(no to say special) conditions, the contract of the Center was
revised in March 1965, The revision did not entail any essential
changes In the original objectives, although some deletions
were made, and the range of the study was set at grades seven
throdgh-tWelve (rather than fourteen). But at the same time
thete Was also a change in the Directorship and organization
of the Center; inevitably this meant some changes in approach.
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Everything considered, perhaps the most significant fact
to bring out in the Final Report of the Northwestern Curriculum
Study Center in English is the story of how events affected the
accomplishment of its original objectives. After all, the
contact between colleges and schools has not been unruffling to
either; and to an extent, the story of the Northwestern Center
may provide some evidence--however special--of the play of
forces--ideologicaL political, and personal--which shaped the
course of English teaching in this period. Historical narra-
tive, though it does not always deal with quantifiable problems,
nevertheless has its basis in empirical data and observation
by responsible men has a validity of its own, though of course
not of a statistical sort.

It is to be hoped that this procedure falls within the
"cases where, due to the unusual nature of the project, the
director may develop his own format Lfor the Final Report)."
(See "Instruction for Preparing Reports ." jwashingtons
n. d., U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare),
p. 3)

ii Background

Obviously the decision to establish Curriculum Study
Centers in a number of universities was the outcome of the
flurry in American edcation caused, first of all, by the criti-
cisms of figures such as Arthur Bestor and Admiral Rickover and,
secondly, by the apparent success of Russia in scientific and
engineering education that was signalized by the launching of
Sputnik. This context was recognized in the original proposal
for the Center (January, March 19629 Section 3, Backgrounds,
pp. 2-3). But, curiously, the most significant fact about
the reform movement--that it had begun in mathematics, physics,
and the foreign languages--was only alluded to, and that in a
parenthesis.

Nevertheless it seems clear that the framers of, the pro-
posal must have at least felt, if they did not fully recognize,
a degree of skepticism about the applicability to the teaching of
English of some, at any rate, of the assumptions and values of
the :reformers. They wire perhaps even more skeptical about the
effect on the behavior: of teachers in the classroom that seemed
likely to result from the reform discussion. One paragraph in
the proposal (pp0 3-4) expresses this feeling as clearlyas it
could be at the time, given the writer's comparative lack of
direct contact with the schools' response to the pressure of the
criticism.

2
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After an allusion to other expressions of uneasiness,
the proposal indicates several specific reservationsabout the
nature of the reforms being suggested to the schools.

In the first place, much of the reform activity does
seem to be out of touch with the classroom; or rather,
its principles have not yet been brought into touch with
the actual classroom situation. Second, the suggested
principles Lof reform) are abstractions from the subject
matter (or sometimes from the social ideals of their pro-
ponents) and show no very close connection with the needs
and capacities of pupils. Third, the reforms do seem to
be addressed to the inadequacies of some sort of fictional
or mythical "teacher," perhaps in the small high school,
and to define the inadequacies as largely personal (a lack
of "education in the subject matter") rather than institu-
tional (the result of the failure of the subject matter
specialists to analyze their subject). Fourth, the
reforms very often center on improving the preparation of
the gifted and the college-bound (the latter apparently
defined as those bound for the prestige colleges where a
literary culture is, or may be, expected, if not demanded),
while the work of the general student is left untouched.
Fifth, the reforms seem to center on the content and method
of courses and to ignore the practical techniques or the
actual cperations by which concepts can be actualized for
pupils in the classroom. Sixth, the reformers have been
concerned with the division of the subject matter (chiefly
literature) among the various levels of the school system;
they have done little to explore how the subject matter
is to be divided for the purpose of teaching and learning.
Seventh, it is not always clear that the reformers are will-
ing to recognize (a) what teachers do know about presenting
the material that they have been given to present, and
(b) what educational research has discovered about the
learning process.

It seems clear that the staff of the Northwestern Center
did not, even so early as 1962, wholeheartedly accept the notion
that their best contribution to "curriculum reform" could be made
by a purely intellectualistic analysis of what is currently known
as the "discipline of English" or, alternatively, among those close
to teacher preparation, the "subject matter area of English."
It would be inaccurate to say that there was any recognition
of the logical flaws in the English "tripod" of "language, litera-
ture, and composition." But at least there was a fairly strong
suspicion of teaching techniqw and practices derived from logi.
cal analysis of such abstractiots.

Vt.;
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The first action at the Center, then, was the establish-
ment of a "large advisory council" composed of representatives of
the co-operating school districts. (See Appendix I, pp. 38 - 42
for the original table of organization of the Center.) Subse-
quently, in April and May 1962, as the first work of the Center,
a series of school "visitations" was made by Dean E. T. McSwain,
then Dean of the Scfidol of Education, and Professor Jean H.
Hagstrum, then Chairman of the English Department, who was
acting as the operating head of the Center. For the most part,
their conversations were with superintendents, principals, and
department chairmen. "The design was to acquaint the English
Department Chairman . with school problems, and this ven-
ture seemed extremely worth while inasmuch as the school
people were impressed by the unusual sight of a Professor of
English going about with a Dean of Education." (Letter of 8
October 1964, Payson S. Wild, Vice-president and Dean of Facul-
ties, to Ralph C. M. Flynt, Associate Commissioner of Education.)

The results of these exploratory conversations were
recorded in twelve "Bulletins" which were distributed among
members of the Advisory Council and others. (For the Bulletins,
see Appendix II, pp.43-61. Their content is of some historical
interest.) A final summary was made for a meeting of the Policy
Committee of the Center, 28 May 1962. In it, the "advice" from
the schools was divided into five kinds.

(1) The Center should collect and disseminate informa-
tion. Its shelves should house curricular materials, class
outlines, reports of plans underway and of successful
research--collected mostly from the participating and neigh-
boring schools but also from other sources. A bulletin should
be issued periodically, to keep everyone in this area
informed of what is taking place. A person of prestige from
the University . . . should make the dissemination of infor-
mation from participating schools a matter of his special
concern. The experimental work now being done in the Chicago
school system should be reported to the entire community,

(2) The Curriculum Center should conduct meetings-of
giscussion. English chairmen, teachers with special skills,
and administrators should be convened periodically to think
about the English curriculum.

(3) Several short-term projects of limited aim should be
undertaken (a) to inform the community about what is going on
and (b) to make recommendationi. Such studies as the following
have been recommendeds spelling, the use of the dictionary,
the retearch paper, models of theme correction, the impromptu
theme, detailed descriptions of theme assignments in composi-
tion that have been-proved successful.

4
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(4) Ultimately the Center should recommend a sequential
curriculum in English. The proper place to begin is with com-
position in the seventh and eighth grades. Several begin-
nings are now being made locally. Reports of these activities
should be digested, interpreted, and refined.

(5) Many schools urge that we consider' administrative
problems: the size of classes, the recruitment and train-
ing of new teachers, the internship, levels of learning
before the high school, labor-saving devices, team teaching,
lay readers.

So described, the conversations seem to have contained
strikingly little on the major concern of the Curriculum Center,
an investigation of the teaching of composition, to discover
weaknesses and strengths, and to make recommendations looking
toward improvement. To have taken literally the implications of
the conversations, would have meant the transformation of the
Center into an agency of the schools. It would. have become a
clearing house, a resource center, to tell the world about success -

.ful practices already in use in the schools, and to help the
schools with such problems of technics and administration as
had already been identified by their several layers of management.

Of course the contractual purpose of the Center may have
seemed so obvious that the talkers did not consider taking it
up. But another possibility is that the conversations were
seized upon as a means of expressing both uncertainty about
the kind of change needed in the teaching of composition, and
indeed some diffidence about recognizing the need of any change
at all. In fact, the evidence is that the Center did begin
operating in the shadow of uncertainty. A letter from one of
the Co-directors (22 March 1962) is indicatives

I think we must go slow in developing our own ideas
concerning curriculum improvement--however attractive and,
even, useful those ideas might appear'to us. 'Nor should we.
"manage" things so that certain emphases we think important
evolve from our discussions with"the public school people.
We discussed a series of lessons on the use of the dictionary;
should we go ahead. with such lessons even though they do not
actually stem from the discustions and declarations of public
school personnel?

The reply from hii congener is to be noted:

Your advice about giving the schools more than a fair
chance to be had is certainly sound.. We will, of course,
know more precisely how to treat the schools once bvel

5
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have visited them and once our advisory council has met.
I agree that we must not manipulate things so that we get
what we already have decided on. But how do you distin-
guish manipulation from proper guidande? From keeping a
firm hand on the rudder? It is impossible to discuss these
matters abstr ;ctly. We must learn empirically how leader-
ship is to be exercised.

A year later, the relationship between the schools-and the
Center had not yet been resolved. One of the Co- directors still
obviously felt that the Center.existed as an extension of the
schools. In his statement on the Center prepared for the Indiana
Conference on English Education (28-30 March 1963) we read,
"The cooperating schools in the area toffer] a complex labora-
tory of students, teachers, and practices; discussion between
Center and school personnel LhasJ helped sharpen the focus of
the Center's work." And again,

Regular dialogue between the Center and school personnel
will continue to define manageable, useful projects with
which the Center must concern itself. On the Advisory Coun-
cil of the Center sit representatives of most of the school
systems in the area--usually chairmen of either English or
language arts departments. Members of the Council have
already had an impact upon the work of the Center.

But this "impact"--in the forms of "demands for assist--
ance"--seems to have been interpreted quite narrowly, as if to
keep the work of the Center wholly within the known practices
of the schools. The questions that were asked concerned matters
of form and technique, not of content. For example, "Do 7th and
8th grade students need assignments and instruction less rigorous
and forbidding than those accompanying formal exposition and more
closely related to narration, description, and other forms of
creative writing?" In the context of-school composition, that
question is not, perhaps, without an impact of its.own. But still
its phrasing preserves the four forms of discourse, which have
been a staple of-composition teaching in this country since
the latter part of the nineteenth century. Similarly, though
the Indiana Statement suggests some preference for informal
over formal English, it does so in a sentence which preserves
the ancient objective of the composition course, that of
improving the students' use of English. It is difficult not to
conclude that the job of the Center was being defined as that
of discovering means, perhaps mechanical, of improving the
schools' efficiency in doing what they always had done.

In the spring of 1963, the Staff of the Center began to
plan its attack on the problem of teaching composition. (The

6



first projects bruited had been investigations of spelling,
vocabulary building, and the use of the dictionary.) The earli-
est set of directions for this project, as stated in a memorandum
between the Co- directors, read as follows:

You asked me to put in writing what I think we ought
to be getting out of [the) Niles [Township) Schools) during
tne coming spring-quarter. -I shall attempt to do so.

(1) We want samples of various kinds of writing. from
grades six through nine. Some will be impromptu writing,
others the result of particular assignments. We should not,
it seems to me, impose assignments or aims upon high school
teachers at this time, but should ask them for samples of
whatthey currently do. They should be asked to describe
clearly and fully the kind of assignment made and also provide
as many details about the student as possible.

(2) We should like to have outlines of the curricula and
as much information as possible on how these outlines are
actually put into practice--that is; what is the aim of
each assignment? how are themes corrected? are discussion
periods used to prepare for written expression? how is the
student motivated? We also want information about texts,
syllabi, lesson plans, exercises, audio-visual aids, etc.

(3) We want all of the materials outlined under (2) for
grammar also; but, more specifically, we should also like a
statement of the general purposes governing instruction in
grammar.

The job-analysis of this project, reported at the Indiana
Conference, is suggestive. There it was said that samples of stu-
dent writing were to be collected from-the approximately forty
classes in grades six through ten in the neighboring district.
The district schools are highly "tracked": there were low
ability, regular, honors, and heterogeneous sections. Children
were to write (in something of a test situation) various sorts
of papers: impromptu, creative, practical. Some papers were to
"get their energy from students' reactions to professional models
of both artistic and utililitarian sorts." In addition, it was
said, one of the directors and a ninth grade teacher would

f

get information about the student writers, too: For
example, how capable as writers have these students proved
themselves? How capable do they promise to be? What kinds
of homes do they come from? What kinds of instruction have
they had?

7
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In th& end only two of the several kinds of papers were
done: one was "descriptive," the other "argumentative." (See.
Appendix I t, pp.65 -72 for the directions for the writing
samples.) But even so, nearly eight hundred children wrote close
to sixteen hundred papers.

In the summer of1963, some attempt was made to use the
papers to establish warrantable generalizations about one aspect
of the style of children's writing: "the relationship between
competence in the use of detail and quality of description."
Correlations between holistic judgments of papers and esti-
mates of "detail-contemr would be found, it was hoped.

Several experimental hypotheses were established, and
the Center personnel sought to prove or disprove them from
the data available in the Niles sample. Each of the hypothe-
ses involved "quantitative" aspects. People engaged in
"counting" were continually concerned with problems of
significance and definition.

We found it relatively simple to set agreement from
"competent judges" concerning the general quality of certein
student papers. We also found it relatively simple to quan-
tify certain kinds of discrete information. For example:

the average number of sentences in certain "excellent"
papers is 14.3;

the average number of sentences in certain "bad"
papers is 10.2.

Or

the average number of complex sentences in "excellent:
papers is 3.1;

the average number of complex sentences in "bad"
papers is 1.5.

So with number of Words,.number of details, number of
words per sentence, number of words of more than three syllables,
etc.

But to test a hypothesis concerning the guagu of
detail used by writers of "excellent" descriptions, the
quantifiers must agree on what a detail is and, further, agree
on its quality or effectiveness. Can a detail be defined
simply as a noun modified in this way or that? Is a "ripped
maroon bolster" a more effective detail than "a torn red
pillow"? Judging such detail apart from the purpose of the
writer, the intended audience, etc., seems futile. Moreover,
attempts to establish a Rpiori classifications for details

8
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ranged from a reworking of Roget's classifications, an adapta-
tion of Bacon's sensibles, and several different rhetorical
categorizations to mEt facto categorizations inferred from
papers judged to be "excellent" student writing.

This is an interesting and usefta analysis of one of the
most pressing perplexities-in the evaluation of teaching materials
in English. But the problem seems not to have been pursued.

long with, but apparently independent of, this investiga- J
tion, there was to be beginning in June, a workshop on composition
assignments. Three school teachers, joined by members of the
Center Staff, were to

have in hand a statement.of convictions that have grown
out of debate and study at the Center--convictions about
such things as the use of student and professional models
in getting ready to write, about ways of building sensory
experience, about alternate strategies that might accomplish
a single writing job, about similarities and differences
between speech and writing, and the like.

It was suggested that the work of the summer was to begin in
discussion of these "convictions."

Several things are to be said about these passages. In

the first piece, on the negative side, as it were, the proposed
investigation,was somewhat lacking in form. As described, it
seems to have been based on the kind of assumptions that are
often supposed to underlie Baconian induction; that is, since
valid conclusions may be drawn by enumerative induction from
simple ocular inspection, the beginning of an investigation may
be in the random or haphazard accumulation of material. But of
course the concepts or preconceptions are always there, however
unregarded or disregarded. And so it is proper to point out
that in its concentration on the properties of various kinds of
papers, the investigation showed a very strong influence from the
composition teacher's-conventional concern with the written prod-
'uct (rather than the writing process) and also his reliance
upon the student's paper not merely as a test of the student's
competence (and his own) but also and even as his chief teaching
tool.

On the positive side, two points may be noted. The pro-
posal "to get information about the student writers" was worth-
while, Even though the questions that were to guide the-work do
not now seem very promising, still the interest in trying to
analyze the experience of students as writers suggests that
there was at least a slight awareness that, the received image of
composition needed-re-examination from some new standpoint. The

9
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way teachers were to be involved in the work is also noteworthy.
Thingh it was perhaps not very strongly felt, there does seem to
have been some desire to provide conditions that would encourage
them to learn how to become innovative as a result of their awn
work and study. "For a month or more," the Center statement
reads, "the three teachers, sometimes working alone, sometimes
vith their colleagues and with Center personnel, will read,
study, think, and then write . . . ."

But here the experience Of the Center seems to be very
firm evidence of the strength of convention's hold in matters
of curriculum development and lesson planning. The sentence
just quoted ends in this fashion, ". . . . and then write drafts
of sequential compos!i-ion assignments, each sequence focusing on
a given writing job." The passage goes on,

For illustration, assume that one of the jobs thought to
be reasonable and useful for junior high students is a charac-
ter sketch. A first assignment might involve the careful obser-
vation of a classmate, the recording of these observations,
and then their ordering into a paragraph. A se;:ond character
sketch might demand more imagination, something more of the
student's personality and perceptions. This more complicated
assignment might begin from a series of pictures students
are to observe and interpret. Assuming that students know
less about anonymous, portraits than they do of their class-
mates, an imaginative response might be encouraged. Later,
even at another grade level, students might be asked to create
a fictional character based on readings. They might have in
front of them sample sketches culled from good junior books,
other more complicated sketches revealed expertly in profes-
sional writing.

It should go without saying that the activities sketched
here are all, in themselves, very good. It seems likely that chil-
dren who are alloyld and encouraged to do a good deal of such
observing and notetaking will, at some time or other, become
able to deal with writing. There are, however, three Very worry-
ing things about the assignments. First is the insistence on
tying these activities not merely to papers but in fact to quite
artificial sorts of papers. Certainly the "paragraph" is an arti-
ficial notion, and it may be that the "character sketch" is too.
Involving children of junior high age in problems of form, such
as are implied here, is a dubious practice. A second problem is
the insistence on organizing the assignments in a "sequence"
that is based on abstractly determined characteristics of the exer-
cise. Using the imagination was, apparently, conceived as more
difficult than observing, though at a guess the contrary might be
supposed to be true. Finally, there is the recurrent use of "job"
and "assignisent" as means of describing the writing activity of
the children.

10



II PROCEDURE

in the event, however, when, in that summer of 1963,
work on new materials actually began, the direction was somewhat
different from that suggested in the documents -lust discussed.
The modification resulted from a further analysis of the samples
of children's writing that had been accumulated during the
spring of 1963. This second time, the papers were read by a
high school teacher (subsequently a curriculum director and
now a principal) end a member of the Center Staff. Undoubtedly
the impressions of the readers were controlled by their experi-
ence of the "inadequacy" of the writing of high school students
and college freshmen. In other words, they were looking at
the papers in hand for evidence of what they reaarded as weak-
nesses in the writing of older children. Probably this bias is
ill-advised; it cannot be said to be unusual.

At any rate, the result of the readings was stated for
the Center (though not by.either of the readers) in the follow-
ing terms:

Everyone agreed that the writing was flat--that it lacked
vividness, descriptive detail, imagery, metaphor. The
same paucity of sensuous detail and imagery that impoverisher
writing in college was already the most striking deficiency
in the writing of the grades. [The present' iter would
note also the inaccuracy of much of the writing, its lack of
contact with the (presumed) feeling-life of children, and
its generally abstract and even academic quality.]

To this awareness was added a growing conviction, based
on actual experience with junior high school students and
on a thorough examination of junior high school curricula,
that there was not nearly enough informal writing in the
seventh and eighth grades. In some cases long papers or
even research papers were assigned. Usually fairly formal
exposition has pre-empted the field, and the writing of nar-
ration and description was only perfunctory. There seemedtoo
little concern with the personal or informal essaya with the
experiences, interests, insights of the students themselves,
with autobiographies, anecdotes, personal letters, and biog-
raphies.

There is an important fact about these paragraphs. Though
they come rather late in the history.of t'he Curriculum Center, and
though they express a fairly broad criticism of the composition
program in the junior high school, they still preserVe the conven-
tional categories of the very system they criticize. Even more
interesting is the fact which emerged from the conversations and
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comments of thy teachers who were working at the Center. Appar-
ently the "weaknesses" in student writing alluded to in the
first paragraph were, it turned out, precisely those that the
teachers professed to be working to correct. By this time (that
13, the summer of 1963) the accumulated evidence seemed to suggest
that little profit was to be expected from adjustments in the
present system, and indeed that neither "sophisticated use of
audio-visual aids" nor "introduction of those pPinciples from
the rhetorical tradition that are adaptable to early adolesc[ence]"
was likely to help. (The quotations are from the report to the
Indiana Conference on English Education, cited above, p. 6.) It
was being borne in upon the Staff of the Center that what was
called for was a radical review not only of the techniques and
methods associated with the teaching of composition in the schools,
but also of the very values and objectives that support and jus-
tify its place in the curriculum.

The notion that was emerging at this time--call it
hypothesis--was that the writing of children at the seventh
and eighth grade level--and also, perhaps,-their general concep-
tual'foundation for further edutation--would be strengthened
or supported by more or less systematic practice in observation
and analysis of rather simple objects and actions. Put another
way, it was supposed that children need, as a basis for writing,
some practice in thinking concretely and specifically. (The
idea is hardly a new one; see below, pp. 17 ff.)

Probably the basis of all writing, imaginative as well
as practical, is accurate, detailed, specific, and full observa-
tion of the world. As Erich From says, "The art of seeing is
about the most important act one can perform in one's life." A
man who has learned to see a fish (cf. Shaler's account of his
first days as a student with Agassiz) has at least the potential-
ity of seeing the parts and details of the great abstract ques-
tions of ethics and politics, to say nothing of the problems of
busineis and industry. It seems to be the case, however, that
human beings do not naturally see in detail but rather in broad
outline. You can know that a thing is a locomotive without see-'
ing that its wheels are arranged in 2-6-6-2 order, or knowing
that that formula signifies a locomotive with a leading axle,
six pairs of driving wheels, and a trailing axle supporting the
firebox, or indeed that such a locomotive would have two cou-
pled, articulated parts and would be an example of a second
stage, developed in this country, of the Mallet locomotive,
which was originally of French design. You can know that a
thing is a picture without seeing whether the lines have been
produced fromiwood or linoleum blocks, whether they have been
drawn on metal or left there by the action of an acid.

12
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The ability to make such detailed perceptions must be
learned. Indeed, so must the need for them. For when an object
of discussion is visible or familiar to all parties in a dis-
cussion, it is, of course, not necessary to describe it in
detail; a general term will do. On the other hand, it is not
hard to imagine the many times when specific descriptions are
necessary, if communication is to be complete. One of the rea-
sons for the characterless and impersonal writing that chil-
di.en turn out is probably their inability to see, in all the
complex meanings of the word. It is true, of course, that their
teachers do not often ask them to look'at anything, let alone
see it. Bemused by the bits and pieces from the rhetorical
tradition ont of which their textbooks are made, the teachers
deliberately--and from the best of intentions--train children
to be abstract by insisting that they learn how to form topic
sentences for paragraphs and thesis sentences for outlines, as
if they were going to spend their lives arguing in courts and
legislative chambers. Why, then, should children not have
some practice in looking and reporting, in dealing with things
before they deal with words, especially words on paper? As
Cato said.a long time ago; rem tene, verbs seouentur.

The lessons which were developed as a result of this
hypothesis were designed to take children through the actions
involved in discovering the material for rather simple per-
sonal reports. It was supposed that the cause of improvement
in their writing (if any) would be in the pressure to be accu-
rate and specific, which would require the discovery of words and
constructions to classify and particularize their general obser-
vations.

In designing these lessons the Center Staff had in mind
the fact that one of the announced purposes of Project English was
curriculum development and the promotion of change in the schools.
As indicated above, the Staff felt that the improvement of teach-
ing depends, to a very great extent, on improvement in the atti-
tude teachers take toward their responsiblities as curriculum
planners. It seemed to the Staff at tha time (and still does)
that the essential condition for improvment is that teachers
become accustomed to making"cholces among their materials on
grounds derived fry:: or appropriate to the particular needs of
their various students.

Accordingly the lessons were over-developed, as it might
be said. That is, in each lesson there were more exercises and
activities than, it was supposed, any teacher would find time to
do. In addition, though the lessons were arranged in what seemed
to the Staff a rough order of difficulty, it was emphasized in
various ways that the order was not fixed, and indeed that the

13
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total.collection of lessons was not regarded as exhaus-
tive and complete. Teachers could make shifts, and
omissions too, without necessarily weakening the effect
of the materials. Finally, paper assignments were
omitted. As a matter of fact, is was hoped that
teachers might therefore de- emphasize the paper as a
part of the composition class. If they persisted in
resting their teaching on papers, which seemed likely,
at least they would be free to develop their own
assignments, in terms of their own and their studentt needs
and interests.

Beginning in the Fall of 1964, the lessons were'
informally tested in a number of schools of different sorts.
(For a list of the co-operating schools, see Appendix III,
p.62.) Perhaps the one clear finding that emerged from this
experience was the very great difficulty of bringing about
change in the attitudes of teachers. All the teachers ex-
pressed strong desires to try something "new." But the "new"
that they wanted was tobe in technique- -the manner or means
of classroom presentation of their material. Innovation in
content and method they found difficult to accept or under-,

stand. Curiously, they would report that children seemed to
enjoy the lessons, but they would then add that neither they
nor the children saw what the lessons had to do with writing.
What was missing, it transpired, was (1) papers, (2) proof-
reading by teachers to catch various kinds of errors, and
hence (3) "functional" study of grammar.

In fairness to the teachers, it must be admitted that
they were probably insufficiently prepared for the task of
using the lessons. A lengthy Introduction laid out the
rationale for the lessons (see above, pp. 12-14 for a summary
version), and it was thought that would be guide enough. It
wasn't. Moreover very few of the teachers using the lessons
had had any connection with their creation. Commitment was
minimal. In general, the teachers seem to have felt them-
selves thrived in nothing more than an impersonal extension,
of courtesy to a university "team" of researchers or
experimenters. .The children, however, were often reported to
be excited by being parts of an experiment; apparently the
teachers thought this fact would .be heard with pleasure.
Needless to say, it was the cause rather of disturbance and
dismay; and that not because of any concern for the ficwthorne
effect.

Finally it seems now that it must have been a major
error to make contact with the teachers chiefly through usual
channels. Probably such an approach must lessen the amount of
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value teachers will invest in a project. Of course counter
measures can be taken; in-service briefing, supporting visits
are obvious possibilities. But these are still quite insti-
tutional, quite within the known procedures of educational
management. And it does not seem that innovations achieved
through conventional channels can have a strong life, or a
long one. Besides, in the circumstances of school life and
organization, in-service contacts must almost necessarily be
limited and hasty, with all the disadvantages of the episodic.
At'any rate, in the course of the year, the members" of the
Center Staff came to realize that they needed to know a good
deal more than they did about the motives for teacher behavior
and the dynamics of the school organization, if the lessons
were to be given a fair chance in adequate use.

To a great extent, the teachers who developed, wrote,
and revised the lessons at the Center, in the summers of 1963,
1964, and 1965 did learn to tolerate and indeed to enjoy the
responsibility that accompanies the opportunity for choosing
among teaching materials. In their long summer hours of work,
they learned to develop and follow-a design in their own
fashions. In a way they must have had a sort of Bruneresque
experience of learning the form and implications of a general
idea, which they could use as a basis for making decisions
about their own practical actions. Having the general framework
and knowing the relationship between the theory and the actions,
they were able to)fnake rational choices comfortably.

Perhaps the general atmosphere of the Curriculum Center
was the cause of their development. Every effort was made to
encourage the growth of their self-trust. After all, being in a
Way in stet; nuoillari, they had to be allowed at least the
freedoms that were being urged upon them as among the rights
of children. The essential requirement seemed to be that they
come to have the writer's desire to revise and improve. Hence
they had to really believe that they controlled the lessons
they were producing. They had to believe that, having tried the
lessons in their classrooms (with variations, additions, or
deletions, as they might desire), -they could, of their own
wish* incorporate in the lessons whatever changes seemed
valthible or necessary. The lessons were not fixed, and
especially they were not fixed by the notions of the Director..
If the result was loose ends, false starts, thin developments,
then so it was. Inadequacy in the lessons would have to be
tolerated, for the endAwas not a perfect lesson, but only a
better and more confident teacher.

In Fall, 1964, the Center Staff began to discuss the
kind of work that could be expected from, the kind of lessons that
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could be directed toward, students in the ninth and tenth grades.
The responsibility of the Center was to study the curriculum in
compositim in the schools and to propose revisions, where the
necessity appeared. Abstractly, such a charge could, and by
many would, be interpreted as demanding the creation of either
a new or at least a fuller curriculum in composition, which
would have at least a chronological sequence through all, the
years of schooling from seventh grade to twelfth, and which--
ideally at least -- would' also be. developmental and incremental.

But planning involves children and time, as well as the
subject or the discipline. And it seemed to the Staff of the
Center that the amount of repetition in present curricula is by
no means an accident of bad planning; rather it is a necessary
consequence of the-principles that now control curriculum
planning in composition. So far as can be Seen, difficulty
alone has been the one sure principle of differentiation on
which sequence has been based; and in all too many cases it is
not an exaggeration to say that the sign of difficulty has
been quantitative only.,

Discussion of these conditions led to the conclusion
that the materials at the Center might be ordered acoording to
principles derived from analysis of the process of writing as
it may be related to accepted knowledge or reasonably informed
guesses about the growth of children. (That is, on such more
or less empirical facts rather than on the arbitrary consequences
of the present grade organization of the American public school.)
It was decided that the seventh and eighth grade lessons should
be regarded as giving practice in the basic processes of
composition: observation, analysis, accumulation of material,
and expansion of the word-stock. Hence the title Some Lessons
in the Basic Processes of Composition. The "Some," incidentally,
was used to emphasize the notion that is discussed above, p. 14,
that the lessons include the possibility of choice. The Basic
Lessons were seen as exercises, having the purpose of exploring
the resources of words and sentences! the problems of form in
conventional writing units were, on the whole, to be left
untouched, on the grounds'that material is more important than ,

form anyway, and that children of thirteen or fourteen may'not
be able (or willing?) to deal with formal abstractions.

In the second division of the Northwestern Lessons, it
was thought, children might be introduced to some of the simpler
journalistic forms: factual reports (news-stories), short
editorials, opinion columns, reviews. Journalistic forms were
thought appropriate to this purpose for two very ordinary
reasons. First, only in newspapers and in the commentary sections
of some magazines is it possible to find real (that is, published)
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pieces of writing that correspond to the word limitations of
most assignments in composition classes. Second, the journalistic
style (informal but hardly uncalculated) seemed closer-to the
needs of the audience-that was being addressed: various kinds of
students, many, if not most, of whom might be expected to have
somewhat less than a considerable interest in, say, the style
found in most pieces of formal argument and exposition.

As it turned out, the lessons came to emphasize the
relationships a writer may take to his material, to his central
idea, his audience. These relationships were analyzed under the
rubrics of report, analysis, and evaluation. The categories
suggest the old four forms of discourse in all their abstractness'
so it is important to note that the lessons are planned to
demonstrate the activities of the writer in the gathering of 1//
material for the production of various kinds of writing. In

general the lessons do not consider the abstract qualities of
style, on which the four forms are based.

In many respects the high school lessons follow directly
from the emphalis on observation and description as the basic
processes of ,*-omposition in the junior high school lessons. The

"basic processes" of observing and describing are those of the
reporter, who presents his material objectively to the reader.
He surveys material, selects salient features, and re-creates a
picture of the data for his audience. In the analysis another
step is added to-the process; the writer collects his material
then interprets its significance. He thus adds a personal
element, his own opinion, before and during writing. Finally,

in the evaluation, another step, criticism, is added. But all

of these processes are cumulative; a writer always starts with a
basic set of observations, with material, and afterwards arrives
at interpretation or criticism. In both the junior high school
and senior high school lessons, attention is focused on the infor-
mation contained in a piece and what the author does with it in
transforming it into an essay.

It is interesting to note that thid same approach to
writing assignments appeared briefly in the mid-nineteenth
century as part of the Pestalozzian object lesson. In the lower
grades, object-teaching theory called for the teacher to bring
common objects, perhaps an apple or baseball or picture, into
the class for the children to discuss. In their conversations,
and in the writing which frequently followed, the children then
reported on their ebsei-vations.- In the upper years-of the
elementary school the writing became more tomplex; the students
might write abstract descriptions (we would call this analysis)
for example describing the presumed character traits of a figure
in a picture, or they might begin writing comparisons of two or
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more objects. The final stage in this sequence (a stage which
was discussed in the periodical literature but never seems to
have gotten into the texts) was for.the students to move into
criticism of events,' situations, or books. The key point in
object-teaching and in our materials was the attention paid to
the material-gathering stage; while most nineteenth century
rhetoricians were focusing on style and the abstract forms of
discourse5 the object-lessons constantly focused on the gathering
of materials, and regarded good writing as the more or less
natural by-product of careful collection and examination of
material.

As work and discussion on the ninth and tenth grade
lessons proceeded, it became clear that what was being produced,
including the lessons for seventh and eighth grades, was a core
curriculum in composition. The lessons were seen as embodying
the teachable principles and practices of "writing." It should

be noted that this "core curriculum" is assumed to take up the
problems of a child who is being asked (for the first time, it
is to be hoped) to consider the problems of writing as such.
The audience is not precisely seventh-graders or twelfth-graders,
not twelve-year-olds nor seventeen-year-olds, not disadvantaged
children, not the college bound; neither those in the first
track nor those in the last. The audience for these lessons may
better be taken as "children who are becoming able to learn about
writing"; that is, "who are becoming able to comprehend and use
whatever few concepts we have developed to talk about writing."
It has seemed likely to the Center Staff that most children will
reach this stage of development around thirteen or fourteen, in
grades seven or eight, and that most of the necessary teaching
(not learning) about writing can andshould be got through between
then and grades nine and ten. It is, of course, obvious that
what is or may be generally appropriate for most students in
grade seven, for example, may in certain situations be
specifically useful for, say, verbally skillful and socially
advanced children in fifth grade, or, alternatively, for more
or less disadvantaged children in ninth or tenth grades. It

may even be feasible to use a selection of the lessons as a basis
for remedial work in the upper high school years or college.

This model for composition assumes that in the upper years
of high school most students will be learning how to handle
various kinds of class papers, including, of course, those
associated withEnglish classes. Specific instructions for such
kinds of papers had better be left to.individual instructors. But

there are also some general topics in writing which English teachers
can usefully take up. Accordingly the Center prepared lessons
on the author's persona, so-called, on practical logic in argu-
mentative prose, and on the analysis of prose style. The persona
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lessons were designed as two units, for grades eleven and twelve.
The first unit was to treat the author's voice, the image of the
writer that is created for an audience. The second unit
considered the various techniques used by authors to adjust their
writings to their audiences. The lessons in style include work
on the functions of diction and syntax, standard arrangements,
and sentence rhythm.

The Center has also issued the following general papers on
the teaching of composition: Composition in Seventh and Eighth
Grades, On Teaching Composition, On the Concept of Persona, On
Types of Prose: An Introduction to the Northwestern Curriculum,
On the Use of Models in Teaching Composition, On Usage and the
Teaching of Composition, A Guide to the Evaluation of Descriptive
Essays, and Questions in Aid of a Modern System of Invention. The
last is by Professor Wilbur Gilman of the Speech Department,
Queens College, City University of New York.

The minutes of two meetings of the English Department at
Evanston Township High School are reprinted for the record. (See

Appendix VIII, p. 1363 The meetings (16, 17 February 1966)
discussed the progress of the new grammar program in the High
School. Since the Center co-operated in the development of the
program, it seems proper to report its existence.

One point remains. It has been indicated already; but for
the ultimate purposes of this report, it may well be repeated.
In the final years of the Northwestern CUrriculum Center, there
was developed a genuine and fruitful co-operative relationship
between University and schools, between school teachers and
university teachers. Materials produced in the Center, chiefly
by experienced school teachers were used in carefully selected
schools; some of the schools might indeed be called self-selected.
By that is meant only that someone in the school--teacher or
administrator--having studied the Northwestern materials, was
persuaded that they were worth using.

In this period the participating teachers came to feel
that they themselves had an active role in the lesson-making
process. They were not merely passive testers of the lessons,
whose responses and suggestions might be listened to but not
necessarily followed. Rather they were being asked to use the
lessons precisely because their expert practical knowledge would
undoubtedly suggest important revisions. In most cases, they had
rather direct access to the Center through a teacher who was
working or had worked there. Needless to say, much of the success
of the Center's efforts has depended on the ability of these
latter teachers to carry into their schools the interest in
experiment, the interest in trying things out that is the heart
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of the matter.

Those wise in: he ways of research may note at once

that this implies a rather deliberate
building in of the Hawthorne effect, so called. Why this effect
should be thought objectionable,Is never very clearly stated.
Indeed, if-present.discussions of material. versus moral
incentivesin; for example, Russia and China--are indicative,
it must be supposed that assuring a sort of continuing Hawthorne
effect is one of the central problems of advanced societies. At

any rate, whatever the condition of the research design as a
result of the kind of co-operation that has lately existed
between Center and schools, it is certain that the information
gained from the experience ofteachers has had considerable
influence on the form of the Northwestern lessons.

helped.

c

_

It is a pleasure to report the names of those who have
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CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Chicago, Illinois

Orii'Evelyn F,-CarlSoh, Attociate Superintendent,
CUrricUlum Development and Teaching

Dr. Ellen L. Brachtlpinstrict Superintendent,
Curriculum Development

Dr. Shirley E. Stack, District Superintendent
District 1

Dr. George W. Connelly, District Superintendent
District 19

DISTRICT 1
Mrs, Rita Hansen, Taft High School

Center Associate and Testing Coordinator

TAFT HIGH SCHOOL
Dr. Gerald J. Haley, Principal

Mrs. Daniels
Mrs. O'Keefe
Mr. Tfrateili

NORWOOD BRANCH, TAFT HIGH SCHOOL

Mr.-Catanzaro
Mrs. Duke .

Mrs. Garver
Mr. Morten
Mr. Hartman
Mr. Hall
Mrs. Inkley

DISTRICT 19
Mrs. Osanna Nesper, Shepard School

Center Associate and Testing Coordinator

CHALMERS.SCHOOL
Regina I. Devine, Principal

Mr. Gallegos
Mrs. Newnan

JOHNSON SCHOOL
Elizabeth G. LaPalermo, Principal

Mr. Ball
Mr. Freelon
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HOWLAND SCHOOL -

Joseph Rosen, Principal
Mr. Hooks
Mr. Moffett

SHEPARD SCHOOL
Sonja K. Becvar,,Principal

Mr. Agrimonte
Miss Mendak
Miss Moran
Mr. Bilandre



DISTRICT 6
PEABODY SCHOOL
Sander M. Postol, Principal

OAK PARK JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
Oak Park; Illihols

Dr. Lester Ball, SUperintendent

LawrenCe F. HUbbell, Director of Instruction.

Lewis A. Grell, Principal, Holmes School

Mrs. Andrews, Holmes School
Mrs. Webb, Lincoln School
Miss Wegersen, Beye School
Mrs. Whiston, Longfellow School
Miss Warden, Mann School
Miss Driggs, Hawthorne School
Miss MacKinnon, Beye School

LAKE FOREST HIGH SCHOOL
Lake Forest, Illinois

Mrs. Mary Thorne-Thomsen

GROVE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Elk Grove, Illinois

'Ronald Glovetski, Principal

Miss Edgerton
Miss Bowman

NICHOLS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Evanston, Illinois

Mrs. Morton
Mrs. Roane
Mr. Pace
Mr. Bildky
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III TESTING PROGRAMS AND RESULTS

The Center has conducted four research projects on the
teaching of composition in general and on the effectiveness of
Center materials. The first of these was exploratory, an attempt
to quantify growth patterns in student writing as a possible
route to an objective evaluation instrument. We obtained a random

sample of student writing on two topics, one descriptive, one
argumentative, from schools in Niles Township, Illinois. After

discarding papers from heterogeneous classes, we had 561 students,
grades seven through ten,. from three ability groups. Frequency

counts were made on each paper-in eleVen categories of mechanical
and structural characteristics. Growth patterns were determined
by analysis of variance, regression analysis, and calculation of
correlation coefficients. No truly stable patterns emerged;
student writing simply did not appear to be quantifiable within
the grouping system that was used. The chief conclusion was
that grouping student writers by grade level and ability groups,
particularly when those groups are consecutive, is spurious for
research purposes,. Within-group differences and individual
performance differences are so great that between-group differences
are obscured. The complete report, "An Investigation of the
Grammatical and Structural Characteristics of Student Writing,'
Is included in Appendix IV, pp. 73 - 108.

In the second project we turned to the lessons "A
Teacher's Experience with Composition," designed for use with
disadvantaged fourth, fifth, and sixth graders. Six classes,

three experimental and three control, in Chicago inner-city
schools participated in the experiment. A standardized pre-test
and post-test were administered in October and June, and
experimental classes studied the first unit of "A Teacher's
Experience" during the period. We made no attempt to create an
evaluation instrument for this project; the writing of these
children was simply not developed to the point where a single,
consistent set of criteria could be applied to it. Instead, we

collected a random sample of papers from both groups and
evaluated changes subjectively. Our chief discovery in this
study turned out to be distinctly non-quantifiable; it concerned
what might be labelled a "truth factor.". Pre-test essays from

both groups and post-test essays from the control groups did not
seem to be accurate' reflections of the children's own beliefs
and attitudes; when asked to respond to a story describing a
boy's first day at school, the children described a fairly
peaceful world in which they liked their teachers, friends, and
school in general, In many of the experimental post-test essays,
however, a different world appeared, one which seemed to reflect
more accurately the difficulties of the inner-city child; students
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described quarrels and fiitfights, personal accomplishments and
failures; they seemed to lose their fear of expressing themselves

openly. This is hardly composition growth in any traditional
sense, but it does seem to us to be highly significant. (See

Appendix V, p. 109.)

Two formal research projects were conducted to evaluate
Center materials at higher grade levels. Six junior high schools
in Oak Park, Illinois provided experimental and control classes
for testing the seventh grade units, Some Lessons in the Basic"
Processes of Composition. Pre- and post-test descriptive essays
were graded on an evaluation_instrument that was based, we felt,
on a reasonable compromise between'subjective and objective
criteria. A panel of judges pre-read many of the essays and
listed observable factors which contributed to success. Two

theme evaluators then araded the essays on the basis of whether
or not the "success" features appeared. The five criteria finally
selected included such matters as organization, the use of various
kinds of detail, and depth of sentence structure. In this project,

analysis of covariance demonstrated that on two criteria, the use
of classifying and individualizing details, there was a signifi-
cant experimental treatment effect. No effect was registered on
the other three variables. (See Appendix VI, p. 121.)

The same evaluation instrument was used on pre-test and
post-test essays collected at Taft High School, Chicago, Illinois,
as a test of two ninth grade units, "An Introduction to the
Writing Process," and "The Journalistic. Report." In "honors"

classes the same two - criteria, the use of classifying and
individualizing details, registered significant gains in
experimental classes. The remaining criteria and all criteria
in "regular" classes, showed no significant between-group
differences. (See Appendix VII, p. 128.)

The experiments yielded some positive effects, but these
were not recorded across-the-board in all projects, so that one
would not want to label the materials as "successful" on a
statistical basis alone.

It is by now a truth universally acknowledged ever
among humanists (or at least among humanists who have had to
consider the matter) that evaluation of teaching materials is to
be accomplished by testing the "ability" of groups of students to
do several operations into which any general objective or objec-
tives1 it is thought, may be analyzed. There is little reason to
question such a formulation, and perhaps not much chance. But
perhaps its implications may be examined, even now.

Evidently the very first requirement is that the aims be
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worthwhile. It is a poor word, no doubt--"worthwhile." But
since the subject of the discussion is the growth of children and--
secondarily- -their schooling, a better one does not come easily to
mind. So "worthwhile" must do; and perhaps what it may mean can
be got atby stating or describing the objective to which the Staff
at the Northwestern Center have tried to hold.

At their best--though that may be seldom enough--composi-
tion teachers do set themselves a worthwhile objective. One of
its phrasings was Porter Perrin's in his Address as President of
the National Council of Teachers of English in 1946: "No matter
in what dialect it is stated or under how many subheads it is
divided, the basic aim of work in composition is simple: to help
young people communicate their information and ideas, their imag-
ined conceptions, and their desires and feelings appropriately in
situations they meet or may meet--to speak and write to people."

Every word of the quotation is worth consideration; they
all seem to have been chosen with extreme care. It is important,
however, to make known, as precisely as possible, the inferences
that were drawn from them by members of the Center Staff. First,

there is no essential opposition between the needs of a child and
the objectives of "composition," none between child and teacher.
Second, words are expressions of experiences; value and worth must
be sought firct in the experience, secondarily in the writing of
or about the experience, and only in a rather remote third place,
in the properties of the written piece, such as correctness, co-
herence, elegance, refinement, or any of the other abstractions
which we are accustomed to say we want children to achieve.
Third, it is, therefore, the role of the composition teacher to
stand in the place of an editor. He is not to be a tester, or a
deviser of exercises either. Though he may have to be an evalu-
ator, he should be so only in some very tenuous and hesitant re-
lationship to his teaching, and certainly not at all as a prelimi-
nary to ranking the children in front of him. Rather than any of
these, the composition teacher is a person who is helping young
people express, in words and constructions that are suppriate to
themselves) whatever, from time to time, they may want or need
to express.

But what of the child, it will be asked. What ought he to
'be aimed at? The question is wrong, of course;'and its wrongness
explains why discussion of objectives in composition must begin
with the teacher's. It is not logic that makes this demand, merely
the practical exigencies of the current situation. We are all so
committed to teaching that we inevitably think of the child as an
object. Perhaps this Is necessary. At any rate it is current.
And the only way to get a proper relationship going, it sometimes
seems, is to begin with the attitudes and values of teachers. If
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those are changed, then perhaps the question can be more properly

phrased: What ought the child to be experiencing in "composition"?
It has seemed to those working at the Northwestern Center that his
essential experience should be to find value in the act of writing

and, to the extent possible, of composing too. The addition of
"composing" means that it seems reasonable to want the child to
have the experience of composing (in writing or speech) a certcin
number of formal constructions ("papers"? "compositions " ?). But
probably not every child can be expected to have the pleasure in
verbal forms that is implied here. Nevertheless, since the sense

of form is a sensuous value of very great moral and psychological
importance, it does not seem that it can be entirely overlooked.
Given the phrase in the quotation from Perrin about "to speak and
write to people," it may be possible to add that children may ex-
pect to have their works evaluated by standards that are public
and conventional and yet, at the same time, appropriate to them-
selves; which is no doubt also an experience.

To return now to the "paradigm" of research in composition.
If the objectives should be worthwhile, so also should the opera-
tions derived from them which are treated (if only, ex hypothesi)
as means of realizing, actualizing, or accomplishing the objec-
tives. And the operations should also be relevant, truly derived
from the objectives.

in considering this axiom, let it be noted first of all
exactly what is innovative about the approach to composition that
has been taken at the Northwestern Center. Characteristically, in

methods books, curriculum guides, standardized tests, research
projects, and most articles in the pedagogical journals, work in
composition is treated as a means of improving the child's lan-
guage or use of language. In most cases, the improvement that
is looked toward is an abstraction derived-from the properties
and qualities of examples of adult writing of various sorts, all
of them highly edited for purposes of publication. Necessarily,'

then, any writing the child does must be treated as either a test
or a practice exercise.

The system has the fault of conditioning the child to
suppose that his writing is inherently inadequate, and that ex-
cellence in the writing class (not in writing, which is seldom
involved) consists in imitating the examples of adult writing
that his various teachers happen to be familiar with or to regard
as good. Needless to say, the Child's conditioning hardly leads
him to a conscious awareness of the principle he is following.
Hence any successes he. has will likely be accidental and not
repeatable.

Thus the system deprives the child of what would ordinarily
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be supposed to the chief value (indeed perhaps almost the suffi-
cient condition) of a creative activity--the self-satisfaction
arising from a consciousness of successful performance. Grades
may provide a satisfaction.("reinforcement") of a kind; but it is
an ulterior one. And besides even a good grade carries within it-
self the seeds of threat and punishment. Teachers, of course, like
to talk about satisfactions to come (in work, if not in school),
when the ability to use language ("communicate" is the word most
often used) will produce a raise or a better job. But all experi-
ence argues against a child (even a middle class child) being
capable of feeling in the present the value of a satisfaction to
come in the future, as the result of the performance of an unknown
and probably qu:te unimaginable act.

In addition, of course, the system has the further fault
of treating the child's words in isolation, as examples of gram-
matical or stylistic inadequacies or infelicities. On the one
hand, his words are viewed as isolable from the experience that
has caused them and which they are intended to embody. On the
other hand, the child himself Is viewed as isolable from not only
that experience but also from the very experience of using words
in the process of composing and making contact with others.

At Northwestern, however, as should be clear from the dis-
cussion of objectives, it has been the view rather than the center
of "composition" is the student engaged in the act of composing
pieces of writing or speaking that somehow may be regarded as
wholes. The teaching materials developed at Northwestern are
based on three operational assumptions.

1. Writing is a process, and lessons designed to "teach"
writing must be developed from what is known or discoverable
about that process.

2. Beginning writers need much experience in all the
activities that go into the production of written pieces; the
preparation of papers is only one of these activities.

3. Style and such matters depend on the ability to see
and gather material.

The Northwestern Lessons are conceived to be lessons in
the art of writing. "Art" is used here in the practical, not the
honorific, sense. The intention is to emphasize the fact that
writing is a process. "Now all Art," Aristotle says, "has to do
with production, and contrivance, and seeing how any of those
things maybe produced which may either be or not be, and the
origination of which rests with the maker and not with the thing
made." But even without Aristotle, common sense would tell us
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that 'Ivriting" refers in the first place to an activity and only
secondarily to a congeries of qualities that can be found, or at
least looked for, in pieces of writingt, It should not be forgotten
that terms such as "invention," "disposition," and "word-choice"
were orioinally applied to parts of the process of constructing
speeches; only later was their significance transferred to the
abstract qualities of the products of that process.

But all processes do have products. And though composition
teachers ought to concentrate on the child's growth in his using
of language or as he uses language in the process of composing,
still no doubt the success or failure of the teaching can only
be judged by inference from inspection of the written products
which it develops. What, then, might be the properties of finished
pieces that would be legitimate signs by which to evaluate teaching
materials (and teaching strategies generated by them) that have
been constructed on such assumptions as these? Or to put it more
actively, what ought a student be able to do, who has had a success-
ful (from his own as well as the teacher's point of view) experi-
ence in "composition"?

Such a student will know how to put into his papers an
appropriate number of details. He will know how to see details
and how to embody them in words that are at least accurate and
authentic, and that may be also vivid and forceful. He will be
in control of his writing, so that his words will reflect himself.
He will know how to move from concrete to general; but at the same
time he will keep himself firmly grounded in the specific and con-
crete. He will be able to give some indications of a sense of
form or at least of planned sequence. His writing will convey a
sense that it is connected with, grounded in his feelings; that
it is somehow relevant to his life in general. Above all there
should be evidence that the writing has been done freely, with
pleasure and satisfaction.

It does not seem likely that the discrete items in a stand-
ardized test will really discover relevant measures of these "be-
haviors" in children. And perhaps even evaluation of whole papers
by sophisticated readers will not quite work, if it is carried on
within a framework of norms and averages. Holistic objectives are
perhaps not improper; there is at least a long tradition in modern
philosophy--from Coleridge (Kant?) to William James and Whitehead- -
that emphasizes the organic and the ideographic. And perhaps then
holistic evaluation, if the term is acceptable, may at least be
contemplated. The laws of probability may take care of the problem
that Heisenberg gave us; will they also t=ie problems that children
force upon us when we try to evaluate their writings?

The difficulties of sampling and measuring in order to
evaluate children's writing abilities (which is a different prob-
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lem from that of assessing the writings of children) have been
well documented. It is to be hoped,that the line taken in this
report and in the work of the Northwestern Center is not merely
an evasion of the problem. It does seem, though, that evaluating
children's writing is very difficulty indeed, when it is done to
determine whether there is a cause in teachilgr materials or tech-
niques for an observed aropezti of the writing. It is like trying
to catch butterflies with a tennis racket. The only way children
and their writing can be made to hold still is to knock the wings
off.

Writing will always be an individual pursuit. When mass-
measures are applied to it, the focus on the individual is lost.
In essence what is then being insisted is that all children should
grow in the same direction at the same rate. Va.iations become
distractions. And further, in applying a standardized testing
instrument) it is almos. inevitable that contelt--the fundamental
element in communication--be lost track of, espcially if it is
supposed, as it must be, that content is somehow dependent on
form. Of course it is possible to talk about general terms like
"originality," and perhaps rarity of response may be used as a
measure of originality; it is also possible to talk about organi-
zation and audience response. But such terms mean little outside
an individual paper. What does it mean to say that one group of
students is "more original" or "better organized" than another?
Very little, it seems, since these terms can be meaningful only
as they are specifically understood in the particularities of
individual papers, as seen in relation to their writers. By com-
paring or seeking to compare the common characteristics of five
thousand butterflies, we lose the ability to talk about that
Spice-Bush Swallowtail on that branch of the forsythia bush that
Grandpa planted. And that is an ability too precious to be given
up.

An account of an assignment done at Taft High School, in
Chicago, may offer some experiential or testimonial evidence for
the argument that is being advanced. The writers were a class of
low-average, under-achieving seniors, many of whom had rather sud-
denly decided to treat college as a possibility. Hence they may
have had an inner originating motivation to support the effect of
the Northwestern materials. In the first part of the fall semester
they had been taken through a selection of the Basic Lessons (for
seventh and eighth grades) that had been made by one of the high
school teachers to take care of just such cases as theirs. By the
time of this assignment, they had done Lessons I and II in the Re-
porting Unit of the ninth grade lessons, and for about two weeks
had been discussing style, especially prose rhythms. First they
had collected ad headlines for analysis; then they had compared
the rhythm in essays by E. B. White and Rachel Carson. Then they
were asked to look for pieces in newspaper magazine sections that
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would provide examples of rather relaxed, conversational rhythms.

One boy brought in a short column on past Thanksgivings.
The boy led the-class in discussion of the relation between the
rhythm-and the tone and meaning of the essay. It is interesting
to note that he singled out for emphasis two paragraphs that were
packed with relatively specific details about the food on the table.
Afterwards, one of the girls suggested writing on changes in their
own views of Thanksgiving. The response was enthusiastic. The -

students began at once to discuss possible material and approaches.
It is probably significant that their class suggestions were rather
more impersonal than the papers that were finally turned.in.

On-the following pages five of the resulting papers are
reproduced. They are arranged in an order from the least capable
to the most capable child; the range is from approximately 90 IQ
to 130 IQ. The first paper is by the boy who brought in the
column that started the whole exercise.
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IV SUMMARY

Basing its work on investigation of school practices and
analysis of the writing process in relation to children, the North-
western Curriculum Stud Center has developed a core curriculum in
composition for grades4threugh ten, supplemented by units on spe-
cialized topics in composition, suitable for grades eleven and
twelve.

Lessons for seventh end eighth grades (ten in observation
and analysis, classification and individualization; seven _in re-
porting impressions) are based on an assumption similar to that of
Pestalozzian object teaching in the nineteenth century; namely,
that children's growth through using language (and in practical
uses of language) may be encouraged by practice in thinking con-
cretely and specifically. In the ninth and tenth grade lessons
(three introducing the writing process, seven on reporting, eleven
on analysis, ten on evaluation) observation is extended to reflec-
tion; this development is also found in Pestalozzian method.
These principles were the basis for three special sets of lessons
(thirty-two in all) which were developed for use with disadvantaged
fourth grade children.

Throughout, the lessons are planned as illustrations of
the various stages in the writing process, especially those prior
to actual "writing- down." The attempt is to explore writing as an
art, a process, accomplishment in which may give children intrinsic
satisfaction.

Observation and testimony suggest strongly that the method
of the lessons does lead children to come to make writing a meaning-
ful part of their experience. There may also be some increase in
the accuracy of their writing; but since "improvement of the child's
use of language" was not one of the interests at the Center, no
attempt to measure it was made. Testing of the core curriculum

showed that there was significant experimental treatment effect
for the use of classifying and individualizing details. No effect
was registered for other criteria. Again, however, the implication
of the testing seemed to be that conventional means of measurement
or criteria of competence and excellence are not presently refined
enough to take account of individual capacities; perhaps they are
not even relevant.

No attempt was made to create an evaluation instrument for
the project investigating the use of the fourth grade lessons. A
sample of papers from experimental and control groups was read im-
pressionistically. The conclusion was that the papers of children
in the experimental group showed greater expressiveness and a much
closer connection with the lives of the children.
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APPENDIX I

Organization of the Curriculum Center in English

I. The Curriculum Center in English is funded by the U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of
Education, under--a "Project English" research contract
authorized by the Act of July 26, 1954, 68 Stat. 533.

It. Organizational Pattern

A. Administrative Committee

The Administrative Committee is responsible for budget
and personnel. .Its members, both of whom sit on the
Committee by virtue of office, are the Dean of Education
(presently Mr. Chandler) and the Chairman of English
(presently Mr. Hagstrum). The Committee reports to Dean
Wild who represents the University Administration.

B. Policy Committee

The Policy Committee is respon'sible for considering
and shaping the substantive work of the Center. The
Co-Directors of the Center present to the Policy commit-
tee,proposals for work and, study. Present membership of
the 'Policy Committee is as f011ows:

1. Mr..William BrinkvSchool of Education
2. Mr. Wallace Douglas, Department of English
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3. Mr. Harrison Hayford, Department of English
4. Mr. William Hunt, Psychology Department
5. Mr. Eldridge McSwain, School of Education
6. Mr. Ernest Samuels, Department of English
7. Mr. Michael Usdan,.School of Education
8. Mr. Erne.st Wrage, Communications Department

(Speech)

Membership on the Policy Committee is by invitation of
the Administrative Committee.

C. Advisory Cyuncil

Each Adviser is invited to identify to the Co-Directors
problems needing study, to consider materials produced
by the Center, and to represent the Center to his teach-
ing colleagues.

A current membership list of Advisers is attached.

Membership on the Council is by invitation of the
superintendent of schools of the cooperating system.

D. Co-Directors

The Co-Directors are responsible for accomplishing the
work approved and prescribed by the Policy Committee.

The Co-Directors will take to the Policy Committee those
issues presented by the Advisers and those issues of the
English curriculum being debated in the schools, col-
leges, and in public.

The Co-Directors (presently Mr. Dunning from the School
of Education and Mr. Hagstrum from the Department of
English) are appointed by the Administrative Committee.
They sit as ex officio members of the Policy Committee.

ADVISORY COUNCIL

, THE CURRICULUM CENTER IN ENGLISH

Dr. Daniel Albright
Head, English Department
Niles Township High School East
Niles Avenue at Lincoln Avenue
Skokie, Illinois
District 219 (ORchard 3-0280)

Miss Helen Barclay

Oak Park-River Forest High School
East Avenue and Ontario Street
Oak Park, Illinois

District 200 (EUclid 3-0700)

Superintendent: Dr. Gene L.
Superintendent: Dr. Clyde Parker Schwilck
Telephone: YOrktown 6-3800 Telephone: Euclid 3-0700
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Mr. Robert G. Barker
Chairman, English Department
Maine Township High School
East

Dempster Street and Potter Rd.
Park Ridge, Illinois
District 207 (TAlcott 5-4484)

Superintendent: Dr. Earle W.
Wiltse

Telephone: 825-4484

Mrs. Marjorie D. Bennett
Avoca Junior High School
2921 Illinois Road
Wilmette, Illinois
District 37 (ALpine 1-3587)

Superintendent: Mrs. Marie
Murphy

Telephone: ALpine 1-3587

Mrs. Evelyn F. Carlson
Board of Education
228 North LaSalle Street
Chicago, Illinois

(DEarborn 2-7800)

Superintendent: Dr. Benjamin
C. Willis

Telephone: DEarborn 2-7800

Miss Gretchen Collins
Central School
620 Greenwood Avenue
Glencoe, Illinois
District 35 (VErnon 5-2660)

Superintendent: Dr. Paul J.
Misner

Telephone: VErnon 5-2100
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Mrs. Marjorie Demorest
Glenview Community Consolidated

Schools
1215 Waukegan Road
Glenview, Illinois
District 34 (PArk 4-7000)

Superintendent: Dr. John H.
Springman

Telephone: PArk4-7000

Dr. Paul Fletcher
Glenbrook High School North
2300 Shermer Road
Northbrook, Illinois
District 225 (CRestwood 2-6400)

Superintendent: Dr. Norman E.
Watson

Telephone: CRestwood 2-6400)

Mr. Clarence W. Hach
Chairman, English Department
Evanston Township High School
1600 Dodge Avenue
Evanston, Illinois
District 202 UNiversity 4-9600)

Superintendent: Dr. Lloyd S.
Michael

Telephone: University 4-9600

Miss Jane Mahin
Forest View School
2121 South Goebbert Road
Arlington Heights, Illinois
District 214 (HEmpstead 7-4600)

Superintendent: Dr. Harold L.
Slichenmyer

Telephone: CLearbrook 3-0200
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Mr. Raymond Naegele
Highland Park Schools
530 Red Oak
Highland Park, Illinois
District 108 (IDlewood 3-0330)

Superintendent: Dr. Kenneth
Crowell

Telephone: IDlewood 3-1370

Dr. Margaret O'Brien
Evanston Community Consol-

idated Schools
1314 Ridge Avenue
Evanston, Illinois
District 65 (UNiversity 4-5600)

Superintendent: Dr. Oscar M.
Chute

Telephone: UNiversity 4-5600

Mrs. Dorothy P. Oldendorf
Assistant Superintendent
Wilmette Public Schools
738 Tenth Street
Wilmette, Illinois
District 39 (ALpine 1-1618)

Superintendent: Dr. Millard
D. Bell

Telephone: ALpine 1-16/8

Miss Anne Pemberton
Joseph Sears School
542 Abbotsford Road
Kenilworth3 Illinois
District 38 (ALpine 1-1565)

Superintendent: Dr. Stanley
T. Bristol

Telephone: ALpine 1-1565
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Mr. Harold J. Perry
Curriculum Director
1040 Park Avenue West
Highland Park, Illinois
District 113 (IDlewood 3-2020)

Superintendent: Dr. Ai E. Walters
Telephone: IDlewood 3-2020

Mr. R. Stanley Peterson
New Trier Township High School
385 Winnetka Avenue
Winnetka, Illinois
District 203 (HIllcrest 6-7000)

Superintendent: Dr. William H.

Cornog
Telephone: HIllcrest 6-7000

Mr. John D. Rossdeutcher
Department of English
Ridgewood Community High School
7500 West Montrose Avenue
Norridge, Illinois
District 234 (GLadstone 6-5880)

Superintendent: Dr. Eugene R.
Howard

Telephone: GLadstone 6-5880

Mr. David C. Smith, Principal
crow Island School
1112 Willow Road
Winnetka, Illinois
District 36 (HIllcrest 6-0353)

Superintendent: Dr. Donald G.
Cawelti

Telephone: HIllcrest 6-0800
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Mrs. Dorothy C. Thompson
Northbrook Schools
1475 Maple Avenue
Northbrook, Illinois
District 28 ( CRestwood 2-0600)

Superintendent: Dr. Homer CL
Harvey

Telephone: CRestwood 2-0600

Mr. Orville Veit
Elm Place School
2031 Sheridan Road
Highland Park, Illinois
District 107 (IDlewood 2-8066)

Superintendent: Dr. C. O.
Dahle

Telephone: EDIewood 2-9254
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Mr. Alvin R. Volk, Chairman
English Department
Proviso High Schools, Proviso West
Wolf Road and Harrison Street
Hillside, Illinois
District 209 (linden 4-5400)

Superintendent: Dr. Leroy J.

Knoeppel
Telephone: FIllmore 4-7000
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APPENDIX II

Visitation Calendar and
Curriculum Center in English Bulletins

April 4, 1962

April 11, 1962

April 12, 1962

April 19, 1962

April 259 1962

May 2, 1962

May 8, 1962

May 10, 1962

May 16, 1962

May 21, 1962

May 23, 1962

May 24, 1962

VISITATION CALENDAR

Niles Township High Schools

Evanston Township High School

New Trier Township High School

Oak Park4fiver Forest High School

Glenbrook High School

Hyde Park High School

Senn High School

Maine Township High Schools

Ridgewood Community High School

Winnetka Junior High School

Evanston Junior High School

Curriculum Bureau, Chicago Board of Education
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CURRICULUM CENTER IN ENGLISH

Bulletin Number 1.

AlCliCC2riasro...........-1.'

On April 4, 1962, Dean E. T. McSwain and Mr. J. H.
Hagstrum visited the Niles Township High Schools, East and West.
They conferred with Clyde Parker, the superintendent; Stuart
Anderson, the assistant superintendent and coordinator of the
curriculum; George Gilluly, assistant principal, East, and J.
Keith Kavanaugh, principal, West; and Katherine Kennedy, head of
the English Department, West, and Daniel Albright, head of the
English Department, East. The comments of these officials con-
sisted of (1) ringing statements that expressed approval of our
aims and (2) specific suggestions for study and discussion. The
latter were more important, but the accolades showed great appre-
ciation that something fairly comprehensive was being undertaken
in this area.

The Accolades

1. Northwestern has seized a strategic moment to look at
the entire English curriculum. Society is making some trenchant
criticisms, and the schools are now aware that improvement is
needed. Comparatively poor performance in English on the National
Merit tests makes the high school people feel that even the best
students need more or better attention in English (Parker).

2. The opportunities for mutual evaluation are great.
Since schools like Niles employ its graduates, the University
could find out exactly how well its products do. And the schools
could, in a curriculum center, have something to say about the
training of their future teachers (Anderson).

3. A joint visit to a high school by an Education Dean
and English Chairman is the first hopeful sign that genuine im-
provement will in fact take place (Parker).

4, A new and separate entity like a curriculum center- -
composed of representatives from the university, the high schools,
the junior high schools, and perhaps even the elementary schools
but not identified exclusively with the provincial interests of
any one of these groups--could have great authority in making
recommendations. Spending $5000.00 on writing a curriculum in and
for one school alone has been a frustrating experience,. Attempt-
ing articulation between one high school and.the junior high
schools that serve it ha; been useful; but the preliminary results
need to be studied now by a larger, abler, more representative
group than any one school can possible provide. In many other
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areas of concern a curriculum center might be able to improve and
complete work that is now being done sporadically and locally
(Kavanaugh, Albright).

5. The schools will co-operate in sending materials to
the center and in granting leaves to anyone who works in it.

The agostions

1. Even though the center may concentrate on grades
seven through fourteen, it should neglect neither the elementary
grades nor teacher training in the junior, senior, and graduate
years (Parker, Anderson).

2. Close attention should be paid to "articulation" be-
tween junior and senior high schools and between junior_high
schools and the grades. Work now being done at Niles should be
carried farther (everybody).

3. Graduated sheets (or handbooks) of minimum essentials
in writing and marking papers should be placed in the hands of all
students and all faculty. Niles wants to train all teachers of
whatever subject in how to teach reading and writing and would like
to get all the departments to co-operate in the improving of
composition. The school needs assistance in formulating the stand-
ards and in preparing materials to be placed in the hands of every
teacher (Anderson).

4. Spelling needs attention. Everyone complains that it
is not being properly taught but no one seems to know very much
about what is being or ought to be done (Parker).

5. Present requirements of the term paper need attention.
Niles requires a senior research paper but is not persuaded of its
value. Should the process be broken down and made sequential?
Should systematic training in note-taking in making bibliographies
and footnotes, precede the actual writing (Kennedy)?

6. Skill in reading is absolutely basic, but many students
obviously capable of good work seemed to have missed opportunities
somewhere in the third grade. Elementary schools should consider
adding reading experts to their staffs (Kennedy).

7. Grammar is apparently taught with confusion of aim,
few standards, and no sense of sequence (Kennedy).

8. Present tests to determine progress in reading aiid
writing are unsatisfactory (everybody).
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9. There should be some--but not too much--theoretical
discussion of what the curriculum should be. Should it be a
spiral that rises with the growth of the child? Or a series of
limited objectives for each grade? If no consensus is possible,
discussion should be terminated and specific projects undertaken
(Albright).

10. There should be a revision of the present ninth and
tenth grade manuals on how to mark papers (Albright).

J. Hi Hagstrum

CURRICULUM CENTER IN ENGLISH

Bulletin Number 2

On April 11, 1962, Dean McSwain and Mr. Hagstrum visited
the Evanston Township High School and conferred with its superin-
tendent, Lloyd Michael, and thechairman of its English department,
Clarence Hach.

Both men strongly supported the aims of a curriculum center
in English at Northwestern and pledged their co-operation. If

they were more reserved in their praise than the Niles Township
High School, it was perhaps because they are farther along in
their own curriculum development and feel fully entitled to be
teacher as well as Opil.

They emphasized that there was great diversity among 17
co-operting schools, that schools were too far apart in standards
of excellence to be treated alike, and that Evanston regarded it-
self as one of the leaders. Mr. Hach described his own very active
curriculum committee, which meets during the first period every
day and has recently produced curricular materials--a sequential
curriculum in composition, for example, and one in the mechanics
of language. The committee is now at work on a sequential pro-
gram in literature. It is apparent that the Evanston Township
High School may contribute more than it learns, but it is perfectly
willing that Its own programs be made available to our center for
further study and refinement.

Some of the Evanston recommendations concerned the philos-
ophy of the English curriculum. Both Michael and Hach urged a
conference on the theory of the curriculum. Like Albright of Niles,
they felt hidden assumptions should be brought to the light and
that English departments in this area should be forced to define
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their objectives. Impulses to this kind of thought might best
come from a conference or a series of conferences devoted to
curricular theory--seminars and lectures in which able repre-
sentatives of divergent theories would be brought together.
Michael and Hach did not suggest that we should impose a philos-
ophy on the schools--only that we should do all we can to stim-
ulate thought about basic principles.

Hach was very keen on looking into the teaching of
language in the grades and in high school, to answer such ques-
tions as these: What is the place of semantics? How can grammar
be made to serve composition? What is the relation of reading to
grammar, even of belles-lettres to grammar? What is a functional
approach to grammar? Should it be taught as a separate subject,
or should it always be related to reading and writing?

Michael, a sew-dvned administrator and a realistt said that
it was out of the qurAstioo to think now of small classes for.every-
body in English. Therefore, emphasis must be put on new techniques.
If machines can be just,fied, they should be used, and a deter- --

mined effort to recruit English teachers should be made. Admit-

ting that such matters might not be directly the concern of a
curriculum center, he nevertheless thought they should be very much
on our minds.

Both Michael and Hach felt that not enough attention had
been given to the relation of the English curriculum to the com-
bined studies program that is given in the junior high schools
and in the first two years of the senior high schools and that
unites social science and/or world history with English. We do not
now train enough people in this combination. If it seems likely
to remain on the landscape, then more thought has to be given to
the preparation of teachers for these particular courses.

Not all of the suggestions were so broad or so much con-
cerned with basic philosophy or with administration. The follow-
ing specific suggestions about the problems to be solved were made.

(1) A program for the slow learner should be worked out
(Hach). Admittedly the basic problem is to secure the properly
trained and motivated teacher, but curricular considerations also
arise. We need to develop a philosophy of education in English
for the slow learner--in fact, the whole problem needs to be
studied ab ovo.

(2) A project on the use of the dictionary seemed feasibly.
Hach suggested that such a topic might at some time or other be
programmed for one of the many learning machines now in operation.
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(3) The notion described in the first bulletin--that
English departments should develop a sheet of minimum essentials
on how to teach reading and how to teach and mark compositions- -
won support. Everyone agreed that teaching English was to some
extent the task of the entire.institution. But how can the
English department impart its skills and standards to its col-
leagues? This very practical problem ought to be studied in a
curriculum center.

(4) English C45, the course devoted to the training of
teachers, ought to be given for two quarters--one quarter perhaps
devoted to the probllms of the junior high school and the other
those of the senior high school. The resources of a curriculum
center might usefully serve such college courses.

just.
(5) The emphasis on composition was regarded as entirely

a. Models for correction are needed. The Evanston
High School has produced such models that could
be made available to the center. But this kind of
material needs to be developed for various grade
levels.

b. The grading of papers should be closely related to
a graduated curriculum in composition. Most teach-
ers mark all deficiencies--without regard to what
has been covered in the classroom.

c. Something has to be done to motivate both the
student and teacher of composition. The problem
is complex. For the students its roots go back to
the grades. For the teacher many unknown causes
operate. But the problem should be considered in
its entirety.

Michael and Hach agreed that the needs were great. Even
students who otherwise rate very high in English are embarrassingly
weak in composition.

Because the need is so great, an excellent school like the
Evanston Township High School is willing to do all it can to make
the curriculum center a success. It has much to gain, nerhaps even
more to contribute. It is not unaware of its respons., 'titles to
a larger community. It will co-operate in releasing expert teach-
ers for whatever task needs to be done and in sending us materials
from its rich store.
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CURRICULUM CENTER IN ENGLISH

Bulletin Number 3

On April 12, 1962, Dean McSwain and Mr. Hagstrum visited
New Trier Township High School and conferred with Robert H.
Carpenter, dean of the faculty. and Messrs. Boyd Guest, Joseph
McCloskey, and Leonard Schweitzer, of the English department. The

Superintendent, William Cornog, was occupied with board meetings
all day, and Mr. Peterson, the chairman of the English department,
was out of the city. Dean McSwain and I plan to invite these two
officials to our campus, to continue the discussion that we began
with members of their staff.

The men we conferred with seemed a bit inhibited by the
absence of their administrative superiors, but they all agreed to
supply us (1) with names of people qualified to co-operate and
(2) specific suggestions for projects that might be undertaken.

Some of the suggestions made at Niles and Evanston were
d3scusted here. The then sy of curriculum should be the subject of
study and talk. (New Trier will itself very soon discuss Bruner's
Process of Education and the spiral theory of the curriculum.) A

project on the dictionary might be undertaken at once. The teach-

ing of grammar, particularly in the seventh and eighth grades,
should by all means be studied. (Professor Sledd's appearances
at New Trier have encouraged the faculty to think that something
sensible can be done for language-study. One of the most attrac-
tive features of the Northwestern proposal is the inclusion of the
junior high school, where the need for systematic and graduated
curricula is especially pressing.)

A number of suggestions were made that had not been made
earlier.

" .

(1) Close liaison should be established with the Commission
on English, which is now concerned with end-of-the-year examinations.
The Commission should be asked to make available its recommenda-
tions on sequential tests in English for further study and for
evaluation after use (McCloskey).

(2) Co-operation with the MAT program is important. New
Trier, which has already appointed some of our candidates, is con-
cerned that their preparation be related to high-school needs
(Schweitzer).

(3) The curriculum center should issue a bulletin periodi-
cally, to inform the schools of developments that e:e taking place
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here and elsewhere (Schweitzer).

(4) The center should prepare a practiial manual, to be
placed in the hands of practice teachers,'infOming them about
what to expect and instructing them in basic proprieties.

(5) Although reading and literature lave not been thought
of as primary aims of the center, attention heeds to be given to
these matters. How should a novel or a sty or a lyrical poem be
taught? When should the concept of genre bt confronted? Can there
be a sensible and uniform gradation of standards in literature
(McCloskey)?

4

(6) At New Trier there is no prviscription of a research
paper, but there is concern that consistent advice be given the
high schools about this matter.

1

I

CURRICULUM CENTER IN ENGLISH

Bulletin Number 4

J. H. Hagstrum

On Thursday, April 19, 1962, Dean McSwain and Messrs.
Brink and Hagstrum visited the Oak Park and River Forest High
School. They met with Mr. Kenneth Lund, the superintendent, alone
and then with Mr. Lund and several members of the English depart-
ment for a long morning session and for lunch.

It soon became apparent that Oak Park--a school unafraid of
experiment--will have much to contribute in information and skill
based on varied experience. Its large department of English (34)
teaches courses to groups classified by ability. These groupings
begin in the freshman year and continue, in very complicated ways,
through the senior year. The Oak Park High School attempts many
kinds of composition--in connection with its courses in English and
American literature and in separate courses. One of the librarians
devotes part of her time to teaching English and part of her time
to collecting materials in English for the library. She serves
on the curriculum committee of the department and relates its work
to the acquisition of books and studies for the library. Under
the energetic direction of Mr. Kermit Dehl, the school runs a most
ambitious program in whclt it calls developmental reading. 300
students enroll every summer between the eighth grade and high
school in non-credit reading courses. Later on, students may elect
a similar course in the improvement of reading once during the
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second two years. (For these electives there is always a waiting
list, so high is the motivation.) Oak Park is fed by K-8 schools
as well as by junior high schools, and therefore has had experience
in teaching students of diverse preparation. Oak Park has language
laboratories, a reading laboratory, a library that is physically
divided by subject matter, and a complex and ambitious program of
study periods based on the specific and changing needs of the stu-
dent.

Oak Park may prove to be a seed-bed of ideas.

Members of the English department--Miss Nina Smith, the
chairman, Mr. James Berkeley, Mrs. King, and Mrs. Helen Barclay- -
discussed with some enthusiasm two possible programs for the
curriculum center.

(1) The Oak Park department has encouraged members of its
composition staff to hand in detailed descriptions of assignments
that have worked well. It plans to pass these out to all its mem-
bers. This file of suggested topics and assignments ought to be
made available to the curriculum center. It could of course be
augmented by materials from other schools, and when properly
sorted and classified, with successful examinations added to
successful assignments, it might prove useful to this area and
perhaps also to the nation.

(2) Oak Park was especially keen on developing a program
that will enlist the entire faculty in teaching English. Members

of other departments might become interested and even committed if
they were asked to help prepare and revise statements of standards.
Mr. Lund was especially enthusiastic: he felt it was important
for English departments not only to set standards for other depart-
ments but also to consider the needs of other fields in composition
and reading.

Ideas discussed at other schools were also discussed here.
We should consider the them of the curriculum. The routine part
of English should be separated from the philosophical side and
should, on the analogy with typing, be taught in ways appropriate
to a mechanical skill. We should learn from the experience of
those who have prepared the science curricula. Courses in physics,
chemistry, biology, and mathematics came in separate packages.
Not enough thought had been given to the relation and order of facts
or to the practical needs of the high schools. -
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CURRICULUM CENTER IN ENGLISH

Bulletin Number 5

On April 25, 1962, Messrs. McSwain and Hagstrum met with
the following officials at the Glenbrook High School: N. B.
Watson, superintendent; Syd Salt, principal Glenbrook South;
Francis M. Trusty, principal Glenbrook North; and Charles R.
Ruggless, chairman of the-English department.

Because the chairman of the English department was out-
numbered by administrative officials, most of the suggestions con-
cerned administration rather than the curriculum.

Mr. Salt felt that the curriculum center should not
disdain practical matters. It should prepare a list of specialists
in the area with a brief description of their specialties. It
might even describe the audio-visual resources appropriate to
the English curriculum. It should be concerned with problems of
scheduling and should perform the service of improving and even
distributing job descriptions.

Mr. Trusty hoped the English profession would be as
ambitious as the scientists and apply serious and seminal thought
to the English curriculum. He hoped that differences between
Engligh and science would not obscure important precedents set
by the scientists. English teachers should be bold in trying new
teaching devices, in setting standards, in exercising leadership.

Mr. Watson, though extremely sympathetic to our aims9 urged
us to be realistic and cautious about certain matters. It may be
extremely difficult, for example, to get released time from the
junior high schools and the elementary schools. He agreed that it
was important to consider the relations of high schools and junior
high schools but urged us not to be under any illusions of immediate
success. The problem is sociologically complex. The Glenbrook
High School is fed by several tributaries: five elementary schools,
five school districts with junior high schools, several parochial
schools (Catholic, Lutheran, and even Swedenborgian). Work has
been done under the direction of Ruggless on "articulation" be-
tween the Glenbrook High School and the schools that feed it, and
what materials they have prepared will be sent to us. Ruggless,
although conceding the difficulties, felt hopeful about an objective
study undertaken by a disinterested organization like the curric-
ulum center.

Ruggless, although extremely cautious about committing
himself to any particular program, has followed the project from the
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'beginning, has conferred with its national director, and says
that there:Are many; many problems.that' need-attentaln.

-

He insisted that no one has yet come CT with anything re-
markable in composition. What has been done so dfar consists only
of -the most abttract principles, which inthemselves are not very
useful: Clarence teach of the Evanston High School has probably
done at much as anybody in working toward.a sequential curriculum
'in composition. Rt.ggless agrees iiith,Hach that students of median_
talent- -the great ,.11ddle class in English- -need attention,

Ruggless described his curriculum in some detail; but
since the high school will send its course plans to the curriculum
center, there is no need in summarizing what he said.

Next year Glenbrook High School is taking several important
steps. Each teacher of English will teach four, not five, classes.
The classes for students of low ability will consist of no more
than 19 to 20 per class; the middle group will have 25 to 26 per
class, and the brightest students will meet 29 to 32 per class.
One hour a day will be devoted to helping those who are weak in
composition--in something like a laboratory situation. Lay readers
will no longer be used. Glenbrook believes they were not close
enough to the students.

J. H. Hagstrum

CURRICULUM .CENTER IN ENGLISH .

Bulletin Number 6

On May 2nd; Dean E. T. McSwain and W. W. Douglas visited
Hyde Park High' School. They Lalked with Mr. Curtis Melnick, Assist-
ant Superintendent in Charge of District 14, Mr. Arthur Lehne,
Principal of Hyde Park High School, and Mrs. Alta M. Farr, Chair-
man of the English Department at Hyde Park High School. It was a
very stimulating and interesting meeting.

Mrs. Farr described the Experimental English Program, which
is based on the so-called Rutgers plan. The program has been in
effect for only about one year, so that its results are still some-
what uncertain. it seems probable that the Curriculum Center might
make use of the evaluation tests which the high school has devised
for the program.

Later Mrs. Farr mentioned' certain problems which she thought
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the Center might consider. One was an'investigation of the
teaching of Efiglish in elementary schools.. She thought.lt
especialle impOrtant-to consider the effect of the %ay the- -evarious d ivisions of the language arts are presented to elemen-tary school pupils, in a group as it Altre. Another suggestion_-concerned the development of objective standards of proficiency inEnglish. Mrs. Farr a1go mentioned the need for. textbooks for olderstudents who are reading at the 6th grade level. She felt too,that a composition course for such students needs to be planned.--

Mr. Melnick sugOeeted that teachfts_would prbfit verymuch if they could have access to a description of the curriculumof various schools. He also approved the emphasis that the Centerwould give to studying the teaching of composition.

Mr. Lehne spoke very impressively about the service thatHyde Park offers to the Hyde Park-Kenwood-Woodlawn con unity. Heis especially interested in having the Center consider the teach-ing of the culturally deprived student He, too, was interestedin the standardization or at least definition of achievementlevels. He thinks that means of improving the mechanics of thepaper reading process needs to be developed; he wonders if teach-ers are taking more time than is really necessary on papers. Hewould very much like to have the Center consider the relation of e-reading and composition and the use of the library to improve theteaching of composition. He thinks it would be useful to considerwhat clerical and mechanical aids are available or could be de-veloped to help English teachers.

W. W; Douglas

CURRICULUM CENTER IN ENGLISH

Bulletin Number 7

On May 10 Dean McSwain and W. W. Douglas visited Senn HighSchool. Present were M. Benedict Amar, Principal of Senn HighSchool; Miss Katherine Brennan, Assistant Principal, in charge ofcurriculum; Miss Grace Lundahl, Chairman of the English Department,,and Mrs. Ruth Hoffmeyer, consultant in language arts in the Bureauof Curriculum! Development.

The discussion was lengthy; much of it seemed directed to-wards explanation of the mechanics of various programs (team teach-ing, etc.) in the school. The following suggestions did, however,emerge.

-r
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From Mr. Amer: _There is somelleed-to"settle the cur:- .rent cantrorreFsy (provoked by thenew edition of the
Itauliml, at least. in his mird),over preserving

. the lafiguage. Considering some of -Ole remarks made,
it does seem that there might Well be some work on
the general-problem of defining- linguistic standards;

There sreal need to study the effect of scheduling,
or rather to investigate ways of taking work-in-End-
Itish language arts out of the rigid :40 -45 minute,
"period "; (in the Chicago_ "Basle! English course, work
is scheduled in double-periods for the freshman-year);

Teachers need a list of literary selections that are
useful in teaching compositiol, and also some more
systematic understanding of-how P.1 literary work can
be useful in teaching composition;

Considerable work should be done on mechanical aids:
tapes, projectors, etc.

From Miss Lindahl: The needs of "average" students need to
.be investigated;

The use of clerical aids should be investigated and
developed.

From Mrs. Hoffmeyer: A great and very important need is
to develop materials for teaching the "culturally-
deprived"--too many books are too rigidly clasS-boundto. the experience and values of 'white, middle-class
groups;

The Center should develop a list.of qualified grad-
uate students who could become lay-readers; perhaps
also should. survey the methods and results. qf the
various'lay-reader programs in this area; administra-tors need proof of the value of the program]

Teachers need a firmer notion of what "errors" stu-
dents a-what levels should _be penalized for;

Perhaps a floating lab for English classes, like those
used in foreign languages, should be developed
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.The.vistt of-Dean McSwair and, M1C Hagstrum to Maine
TownshipHigh School on May 10 provoked one of the liveliest dis-
cussions they have had so far. They met with Earl Wiltse, the
superintendentD and RalphFrost; the assistant superintendent;
William Ludolph, chairman of .Maine High School Mest, and Robert
Baker, chairMan of Maine High School. East; Hirman Rider, principalof 'Maine West, and Milo Johnston, principal of East; andMrs. Ruth Given a teacher of English. Each of these contributed
perspicuous suggestions.

The Maine High Schools--apparently very lively places!--aredoing on their own some of-the things proposed elsewhere-for our
curriculum center. They have already Started to cooperate with
junior high schools in developing vocabulary and dictionary studies.
They are-working-out.an ambitious program in developmental reading.For the -first year Lhey'have prepared e program in development.of
vocabulary, speed, and comprehension in reading, not only for Eng-lish but for science, history, civics, and other subjects. .For the

will be shown to parents. For the fourth year they hope to pre-

what they have found-directly to the reading program. For the

sedond year the have made an analysis of study habits and related

third year they plan to develop a series of films on reading which

pare recommenoations for fast (comprehensive) and slow (critical)
reading. They expect these recommendations to effect all the
teachers, all-the students, and the entire community. 'Maine
expressed a desire to help-make' the curriculum center at North-western a place full of interesting information. They themselveshave much to contribute.

The conferees made several specific proposals that had notbeen made elsewhere--or at least were made here with greateremphasis. .

(1) Abundant oppOrtunity should be prOvided at the curric-ulum center for discussion- -on the assumption that thought is asimportant as research. English cheirmen from the area should gettogether periodically and consider deeply what. is being studied.
They shOuld also share information on other matters, for example,on how the lay-reader program is working out nationally and locally.High school teachers interested in the same local projects-should
be brought together periodically to talk over what they are doing.Most important of all, the schoolkytnot theireerepre-sentatives-i but the sperintindints theditelveir-should be broughttogether in conferences at periodical-intervals. Since they are
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in a position to influence legislators, teachers, and the elector-
ate, they should be intimately involved in the English-curriculum,

.

.."
(2) Someone from,Northwestbrn of prestige and experienceshould systematically collect information on what is now being

done in the schools. He should prepari_a detailed report of what
he-findi and dissminate it to all the.schoois area..

(3) The impromptu theme might be made-the subject of- a
-special prdject. The-University ofIrlinoiS de-fends the theme on
unannounced topics, others say it accomplishes little.

-(4)-Those who fail in.English should be made the subject ofspecial study. Much is being done in remedial courses, but very
little for those who have slightly higher abilities but choose notto use them: How can these students be motivated to develop
appropriate skills? Why have they-be_tome failures? Should theybe given .the special attention the remedial groups get?

(5) uglish laboratoriet should be developed. The need is
not satisfied by the reading laboratory alone. An electronic cen-ter that all might use should have a section devoted specifically
to materials for alit parts of English. Students should listen to
themselves speak and learn to analyze their faults in this way.Film strips should be available of themes being assigned, dicussed,and corrected. (The importance of speech to writing is universally
recognized, but little is done to nake speech contribute directly
to written expression. Electronic devices might be of some use.)

(6) Has enough attention been paid to the audel given in
English, particularly in English composition. How do they figurein arousing interestvin encouraging--or discouraging--stUdentS?

The representatives of Maine Township High School were notafraid of the toughest problems. They called for considerable,discussion of ends as well as means. They. seem to lean to thenotion of the sequential, cumulative curriculum. &it they agreedthat the definition of appropriate-ends for each grade must be
developed locally, empirically, and gradually--after habits of.Cooperation have been established in particular projects and per-haps even after research has been completed on matters. about whichwe do not now have sufficient information. They urged.that welearn the lesson of the scientists, who worked together and pro-duced impressive results. But thOse results may have come too fastand-May not have taken into account the realities of high-schoollife.

_ Theadminietrators .agreed.- that: qualified people -would bereleased for:projects that seemed -necessary and promising.

J. H. Hagstrum57
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CURRICULUM CENTER IN.ENGLISH:-'

B-ulletin Number 9

. -On May 16th Dean McSwain and W. W. Douglas. visited the
Ridgewood High School. in Norridge. They had a long and most
fruitful conversation with Eugene R. Howard, superintendent.

Howard'oward.was very enthusiastic aboUt the whOle idea ofthe Center, especially abefut, =the help.it.might give in pranning andevaluating' is non-graded, concept=centclred curriculum-in English.So far as the content of English instruction at Ridgewood is con-cerned, it seems clear that the intention will be to emphasizewhat may be called cross-artistic materials; that is, materialsdealing with relations among the arts. Insofar as the new CUTTIC*-alum will be individualized, he thinks the Center may be a very
important place for teachers to turn to for material to help stu-dents with their-special problems in-the language arts. Hence itfollows that he would expect a good deal'of the time of the Centerto be devoted to the development of exercise material or programmedinstructional sequences.

Mr. Howard also suggested that the Center could be veryuseful to Ridgewood in planning various laboratories (in compo-sition, reading, and so forth). which are to-be established.

CURRICULUM CENTER IN ENGLISH

Bulletin Number 10

on Monday, May 21, Dean McSWain and Mr..Hagstrum viAitedthe Skokie Junior High School in. Winnetka. -They met with thesuperintendent, Sidney Marland; Doh_Cawelti, assistant superin-tendentvand Mrs. Rosemary geyer, principal of the Hubbard Woodsschool.

(1) Marland expreseed delight, that Education and Englishwere-wOrking,together and taid.everal times that his schoolsystem it-eager-to contribute all it can. He quoted his ownstatement,in_a curriculUO guide,now being used 0 his schoolsystemh-th4t00 simgte most 1MPortant ski-WedOcafors.can create14111:P AtROOtAis'the proper use of written ghgliah: He is happythit-ifiellaWieferft,penter has chosen to emphasize what he re-gards as absolutely crucial.
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.(4t) tomperiling On ,the Specific. propoSals,, that ,hay
o7aeen made }' Mai nci said -.that s liin s a matter _of the .gnat-eft' tolite-r-ii ids --staff"- has already, prepared -.a manual on Spelling

-at AS---nosit= used in hit'-= schools and that iwill -be -made- -available tothe=Center for fUrtter study and,.-Tefinsment--at will the result ofsome six year.s. of intensive study in the language arts.-
;

-(3) The superintendents in-the township are so much con-cerned with the language arts in the grades that they had alreadydecided to- undertake a Study on their own-. 1We should be in touchwith this` group and co-ordinate oup efforts with theirs.
.-

(4) The schools
are

in especial need of help in evaluatingand. testing what they are: doing. They themselves cannot affordexperts in- educational. -testing and experiment. They want to findout what happens when pupils are exposed to a new curriculum--what
are their responses? what produces results?

- (5) All things considered,: grade seven is perhaps the best.p lace to begin a survey.

J. H. Hagstrum

CURRICULUM CENTER IN ENGLISH

Bulletin Number 11

1.

On May 23 Dean McSwa n and Mr. Hagstrum visited Skiles
Junior High School to meet representatives of District 65,'
Evanston: Donald Grote, the principal of Skiles; Jeanne Brouiette,
curriculum.co,eordinator (kindergarten through the sixth grade);
Mrs. Lorraine Morton, chairman of the school language arts programat Nichols; and Margaret- O'Brien,- direttpr of instructional serv-ides in the, junior high schools.

- (1) Just as colleges are concerned with high-schoolpreparation and the high schools with junior high-school prepa-ration, so the junior high schools are themselves concerned withthe pieparation in, the sixth grade. Recommendations that theteachers Of language- arts in the seventh and eighth grades make toearlier grades should be collected and- studied.

12) 'Mrs. Teresa 'Goedsche has worked on English in theseventh -and eighth grades- and has 'given- particular attention toInStrudfibnal* aids
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(4) The problems of slow,leatners in Epglishshould'beMade a matter.of special-study.

(11), Helen Sloane, who teaches at'Fo6ter-Schodl, has
achieved a good reputation in the field of spelling. _2

.

(6) Advicefromtthe high schools sometimes 'seem to the
junior high: schools excessively fragmented. The relation _of the'various Torts-of the langbage arts needs to be-thought-aboOt.

J. H. Hagstrum

CURRICULUM CENTER IN ENGLISH

Bulletin Number 12

On May 25 Dean MeSwain and Mr. Hagstrum visited-AheChicago Board of Education. In the absence of Mrs. Evelyn F.Carlson, they spent most of the time in a long discussion withMrs. Ruth Hoffmeyer, a consultant. in English.

(1) By next fall a considerable amount of new material
from Chicago will be sent to the curriculum center at Northwestern.At the very least, this material might be of great interest to
those suburban high schools who have problems comparable toChicago's. At present there is virtually no liaison between theurban and the suburban.high schools.

'(2) The Chicago schools--at least nine of them--haveexperience in using lay readers. During the coming summer membersof the staff will work on tests, to evaluate the success of thisprogram.

(3) Some material about the grades will be available nextfall. Grades four through eight have been studied intensively forseveral years. It would be important for anyone, working on thejunior high -schools to visit four or five Chicago schools thathave combined as a unit the seventh; 4ighth, and .ninth gradest;the -Kinzie school .11n a- community of blue-dollar workets withsmall homes), Less school (an all-dolored school, whose students

-40
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Glenview Community CoAsolidated
Schools.

HenkJilg School.

Gieniiiiew$

Hoffman School
Glenview, Illinois

Glenview Junior High School
Glenview, Illinois

Nichols Jvnior High School
Evanston!, Illinois

Avoca Junior High School
Wilmette, Illinnis

1

Northbrook Elementary Schools
Northbrook, ,Illinois

ilobezt L. Hillerich, -Asst. Supt.
(Coordinator)

Atikegan Road
Glenview, Illinois
Ine2,140op, Middle Grade
Consultant

GlenAOttoson, Principal
Kay Stroyah
Carol Johnson
Ronnie Cavallini
Vera Thaleg
Eleanore Lines
Diane Bruch

H. R. Stroyan, Principal
Dorothy Bred in
Gail Schmidt
LaVonne Sundell
Dorothy Elliot
Sara Wyatt
Francis Bartlett
Mary Burley
Winetta Ottoson
Carol Michelson

Myrtle Rugerti Principal
Lorraine Bijak
Marjorie Demorest
Lorraine Peterson

Thomas Sinks, Principal
Richard Pace
Josephine Roane

Marie Murphy, Principal
Marjorie Bennett
Olive Johnson
Margery Finch
Sue Davies

John Lukas, Curriculum Director
(Coordinator)

Joyce *Utter
Rite -Kuhl

1uth. Wallish

-Carol Lyman

Oak 'Lane School:

Northbroole- Illinois

Cr'ettWOOti 'fthool

Northbrook011inoia

,63
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Greenbrier School Jane Stark
:146rthbrook,

Nortbbroolt Tunior High School Donna Odar
Northbrook, Illinois

Shepard School (elementary)
Chicago, Illinois

Taft High School
Chicago, Illinois
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Dorothy Thompson

Dianna Nesper

Rita Hansen
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Niles Tetaft-hip Project
Directions for Testing and Research Report

Part].

Dear

i write to request your cooperati= with the Northwestern
Curriculum Center in English and with other teachers and adminis-
trators in the Niles Township schools. The Center Is going tocollect-a random sample'of student writing from your townships

Procedures for collecting. the first of two samples arepresented on the attached pages. Sample number ones an impromptus"opinion" paper, will require no more than 30 minutes of classtime on Tuesday, May'7th. AisecOnd 4amples'which will be 'a
"take-ho0eatsignment, is sr-beau/6i for-May 21st.

Heie ate several thingallad.shoUld know-about thissampling of student composition.
,

(1) We are 'request -patealLT4fprItom the Niles TownshipschoOlv.,
;7,

It

q-11IrliOr-e:.givirig the same' assignment to students Inselected-clasidonis, in grade's 6 through DO., . ,

e p-Alik;#614kefestifeldpiiriffi '.0,itudents' 7 tpmpositionsrifeW***.e fiti'tcf Sdden,?,44604ileifti:' erfOOtek0 ,04p-etitiPties100, dirr;idtaltirir,Ogenizatien and the 'like'

if

1



(4) The papers will be used for at least two research
purposes. Ie want the papers so that we can develop, from the
realities of student writing, some-lessons on language. (We
do 'not kn601, however, howdirettly the compositions will affect
those lessons.) We are also interested in having teams of
readers took at the papers from the different perspectives of
grammar and mechanics, organizational principles, and the "idea"
content.

(5) Other research uses may omen, Conceivably, we
may ask the same students sampled this year to write again next
year or, petiaps, several years from now. Against such possibi-
lities, we shall be collecting considerable information about
each student writer--such information as is available from the
principal's or guidance offices. We may ask you to take ten
minutes of class time later on this year and have students com-plete a questionnaire aboyt books they have been reading in and
out of class.

We would appreciate your help on Tuesday, May 7th, in
assigning and collecting the papers described on the attached
pages

We hope this req.'
as possible.

Instruction Sheet

Papers to be co

est will be as simple and as undisturbing

for In-Class Composition

llected May 7th, 1963.

1. We would like these first papers to be "impromptu,"
in-class themes. Please do not go beyond the instructions givenhere unless some unavoidable situation arises. There should beno rewriting. Students should not be allowed to use dictionaries,
reference books, or textbooks during the writing period.

2. Please do not grade or mark the themes you collect.(Should you be interested in reading what your students havewritten, you are encouraged to read the papers before they arePicked up by a representative of the Csntet. The Center expectstb keep the papers.)

3. Encouraqa students toWrite'in ink ;, Sk them to usefbi. 'their Writing 'only the ''front side of the papef provided.NOtes btfektfes'i, ideas MaY, bee jotted' dowli on the back of the ----
, ,.".,

piper.;

14.
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4. Please try to create a writing situation in which stu-dents ate spending their time mriting'rether than asking questions,
sharpening pencils, filling pens, The-fewer qUesfions you
have to answer, the better it will be for our purpos0s.

Please, as close to 10:00' a:m. as is possible, give the followingassignment to your students.

(READ ALOUD) Softie teachers at Northwestern are collecting papers
from various classes in the Niles Township schools.

They want each of you to write f-r fifteen minutes on a subject
I'll describe in just a minute First let me give you the paper
provided by Northwettern so that you will be ready to write.

Procedure: (1) Distribute writing pages, one to each student.eiVIMM:IMIN*

(2) Check to see that each student has pen or
pencil.

(READ ALOUD) Please print your name in the space provided in the
upper left-hand corner. Notice that your last name

comes first, your first name comes next. (Pause.) In the space
alongside your name, print my last name. (Pause.) On the second
line to the left, print (the name of theschool). Then complete the line, checking either !Toy" or "Girl"
and giving your birthday. (Pause.)

Procedure: Before reading instructions below, be sure that
each student has completed the heading.

(READ ALOUD) Before I give you the topic, I want to tell you that
you will not be graded on this paper. The teachersat Northwestern are interested only in your answers and ir, what

and how you write. Some of you may be contacted later by the
Northwestern-teachers. If you are contacted, it will be becausewhat you have written has been:of interest to them. Later on this
year, sometime in May, I'm going to. ask you for some more writingfor the same people.

(READ ALOUD) Now for the topic. I want you to write a thoughtful
opinion, perhaps a paragraph or two, about summer

scho ::1. How much you write is not. important. But you should writew6at you believe; you should' give an honest opinion. 'Hem are Someof the things you might think andut before-yo0 write.' Thfire areseveral kinds,pf summer s#004;: as you Jnow. SoMe of you haVe beento summer school. Some suMMer'schoOls are planned to help students
catch up in their work,orake.up,courses that they have faijed,..
Other -vmmer schools are planhec.f to hel0 stOde0t0',learn new things,things beyond those taught during the regular-§011661 year.

. ,
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(READ ALOUD) Some parents 4'61 that students should be. school
more days each year= -for example; stay' in- school all

year except for vacations at:Christmas and in the spring. Other
People believe- that students your aft waste too much time and accom-
plish too that you dO :hot-kern as much or as rapidly as
yOu-ate able: Still Othirs, iiiho compare American schools to schools
of other countries, believe that students such as yourselves are not
asked to work hard enough,

(READ ALOUD) To repeat: Your assignment is to write your opinion
about sumrner school--whether you think it's, necessary,

a good idee or bad; whether you think more students should go to
summer schools; whether you

that
that swimming and summer jobs and

vacations are so important that there should be no stainer schools
at ail.

(READ- ALOUD) I want you to write for fifteen minutes. Two minutes
before the end of the writing time,, I shall warn you

that the time is almost up. Ytu may want to do some thinking and
planning before. you write. You may make notes or jot down ideas
on the back of the page I've given yoU.' Please start work, now.

Procedure: (1) Please write hare the time that students
start to work:

(2) When ten minutes have elapsed, say, "You
have five.More minutes to finish your
writing.

(3) When thirteen minutes have elapsed, says
"There are two minutes left now, students.
Please finish up your writing in two min-
utes more."

(4) When the ful), fifteen minutes has
elapsed, write the time here:
Then say to students, "Please stop writing
now. 'pe Eure that yout naiads are on 'cur
papers. Please -pass them to the ftont of-
the K'y1

04/4't,-alli-liaper's as rapidly At possible.
Pibatt:tWtitat*Very. student hands in a
paper--whether or not that student has corn-

.004cligs'*10044'
(6). Please place all 'the ,papers in the envelope

provided you'. A repretentativ Of the North-
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pick- them:Alp before the end of the schoolday..

Thank.you for your cooperation. .:*We_ soon be in touch with youConcerning the-second. aseigtmento

Part 2

Dear

Welted good luck on the 7th of May Ultimately, the entiresample of student composition from Niles was either picked up ormailed to vs. We now have the first half of our "collecting" jobdone.
$

Attached you will find ,a second "procedure" sheet and en-Closed..you, will find two, sets of papers to be distributed to stu-dents-. We ask that you make this assignment on Monday, May 20th,and, have students write for,. fifteen minutes; on May 21st.

The five facts (listed in our last letter) concerning thecollection, of papers pertain to the present collection as well!Grades six through ten are involved; there are no hidden assess-wits; etc:.

. Please'-do -not mark or, grade the themes you collect. Pleasefattwin- students to-write in ink. Have them write only on, thepaper provided them.

,- There is one procedural departOre, from the last sampling:.fil4-ask;thaty'y.00!:plette ,.(a)'-the students:' ,compositions-,. 115),---itheix;notes, ':and.4',:,(Ortht tfyWrostedUre" -,siteett, itit, the steed etsVelope pro-*Med* Oleakei, Set' that it is tsiailtd,r, Mt- later than-2-May 220:4- 1%-
,,:4 A44.41tir---ferlc itti eh ;? .t0,-,fieVe':,_ the,Comptititicins in hand by the 23rd, et) that

vie,),006,:be00-40.4,SSifyintanctpr.00Oasingithemic , :;,,,1 .,,, . ) .

1
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Procedure: On Monday, -May -20t14 make the "take-homo"
assignment below.

(READ ALOUD). Tomorrow, in, class* you are going -to write for fifteen
minites for those Northwestern professors who seem sointerested in= yout compositions. For this composition, however, youshould do some thinking and planning at home. When you come to

school tomorrow I want you to be ready to describe some room--or apart of a room--in the place where you live. What room or part ofa room you decide to write about is important.

(READ ALOUD) You may want to choose a room that will show how you
spend your out-of-school time. You may choose the

kitchen, for example, and describe the sink where you have to washthe dishes. Or you may describe the room where you do your home-work or the place where you watch television. You might choose somepart of the house that your father or mother or guardian works in.You may simply want to describe the furnishings in one room that isimportant to you or to your family.

(READ ALOUD) Now I said that I wanted you to be ready to write tten
you come to school. I mean that I want you to pipyour paper at home, then write it here at school. So tonight youmust finally decide upon what you want to describe. You may talkthis over with anyone you want to. Ask someone in your home whatthey think would be a good topic. Ask them why they think so. :talso want you to make a list of details tonight, facts that can beused in writing the paper. To help you with this part of the assign-ment, I'm now going to give you a sheet of paper that you can usefor your notes.

Procedgees Distribute "Note pages," one to each student.

(READ ALOUD) Notice that there are two spaces on the sheet. In the
first space, "FIRST THOUGHTS," I want you to writedown the first ideas or facts that you get for this paper. You willhave a few minutes here today to think about that room or part ofa room that you're going to describe. You may be able to jot downsome ideas about that place. in the second space, "AT HOME," youwill continue with your note taking after, you have finally decidedwhat your exact subject will be. You should take these notes whileyou're actually looking at specific parts of the room you're des-cribing. It might be better to elakz two inspections: one right afteryou've decided for sure upon your subject, a second inspection anhour later Or 00 Tueiday *orb before school.

(READ ALOUD) Make your notes very specific. For example,, insteadof just ,saying :that ivrocirchas, a certain number ofthairs,-a 'professional writer doing an assignment like this would

70
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til.to.pick out the,chaAr-or chairs that would -beat show what theroom is- like. Hew-Mild-try to%find-out what makes any one Chair
he..-is-looking. at different from all- other theirs. lie would look
forAndividual,things, thence c01.0r9 -kirAVof-wood, kind-. of fabric,the- -.condition of the Chair,- its-site-, etc. Don't take-too manynotes 4, Probably the "Note-page" you: have prOvides plenty-of spacefor notes. Remember you will be writing for only fifteen minutestomorrow. You'll be using the same size paper that you wrote ontwo week& ago. 4.

Procedures Hold up a blank "writing page" so that all
students can see.

(READ ALOUD) The point is of course, that you jot down
details tonight. To repeat the assignment, tomorrowyou are to describe a room or a part of a room in the place whereyou live. You should choose that place carefully. It9s prettyobvious that you should bring your "Note pages" to clastv tomorrow.You should write from those notes. Are there any questions?

it2921121; (1) Spend four or five minutes discussing ques-
tions that arise. Ask students whether
they have already chosen the part of the
room they are going to write about.

(2) Allow a few minutes for students to jot
down some FIRST THOUGHTS. See that each
student has started a note or two in the
FIRST THOUGHTS section.

(3) On Tuesdays May 21st, set aside a total of
twenty minutes for the writing of papers.Follow the procedures below.

(READ ALOUD) I hope that each of you brought to class your "Note
page" and that it is filled with interesting detailsabout some part of your home. In just a moment you'll get a chanceto write your descriptioni. While I'm handing out the writing pages,however, you might close your eyes and decide upon some way to startyour writing: How can you arrange your details In the best fashion?How do you want to start your' writing? What detaiis--from all thoseyou- wrote down' should come first in your description? See if youcan get a plan for the writing you will be doing,'

famelmes (1) Distribute writing pages, one. to each
student.

(2) Check to see that each student has pen or
pencil.



(READ ALOUD.) You know wbat the writing job is= You're going t9
describe a room or a pert of a room in your home.

You will be writing for fifteen minutes. After ten minutes, 1 she./remind you that there are but five minutes left. You may want tothink a minute or two before actually beginning to write. You maymake notes on the back of your writing page if you want to. Pleasestart to work now:_

Procedure: (1) Write here the time that students start
to work:

(2) When ten minutes .have elapsed, say, "You
have five minutes more to finish your writing."

(3) When the full fifteen minutes has elapsed,
write the time here:
Then say to students, "Please stop writing
now. Be sure that your names are on your
papers. Please put your name on your 'Note
page' too. The teachers from Northwestern
would like to see that as well. Will you
please pass your notes and your compositions
to the front of the class."

(4) Collect all pipers as rapidly as possible.
Please see that 'ovary student hands in a
paper-whether or not that -student has core-
pleted his writing. You should .rig,t, insist
that "Note pages" come in, but it would be
interesting to us should we be able to at
"Note pages" from each student.

(5) Please place all compositions and these
"procedures" pages in- the envelope provided.
Please see that the envelope is taken to the
school office and that someone there is
responsible for mailing it.

Thank you for your cooperation. We shall be in touch with you soon.

7,
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Part 3

An Investigation of the Grammatical and Structural
Characteristics of Student Writing, Grades 7-10

June, 1966

14.2111.2.2.21.22.1Stu.k

, Eight-t Undred Niles Township students from the seventh
through tenth grades wrote fifteen minute, in-class essays on two
occasions for the writing sample. The first essay was an evalua-
tion of summer Aeheol4 the second was a description of a favorite
room in the student's home. Instructions for both samples were
standardized and were read to the students by their teachers.

In an effort to obtain, a representative sampling from the
population, two different procedures were utilized. The first,
developed by Robinson and MoCe114 ledicated the size of the sample
needed for a given level of acceptable error in the results.' The
second checked the proportionality within the sample-

More specifically, the entire sampling procedure involvedthe following steps:

(1), A total listing of all, teachers and the size of their
classes for grades six through ten in School Districts 67, 73',74, 720 69, 73, and 71 was obtained.

(2)

and on this

(3)

error level
using these

This total number of students was used as the population,
basis, the Robinson formula was applied.

Taking the fititaber of students needed for an acceptable
(.01), a proportional was maintained in each class
necessary, subdivisions and factors:

_ ee.eeee,,m,eem.

1GlennRobinson and Chester H. McCall, Jr. "Small Sample
TechniqUe in -Educationa ArirAppliOation to Polling. Teacher Opinion."Paper presented to the American Educational Research Association,
Chicagoilititiolee'tebrUSry'241961,, ;

73
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(a) Grade. level.
(b) Homogeneous ability grouping.
(c) Heterogeneous ability grouping
61) No grouping by ability.

(4) Using this unit as a base, the number of classes neededto supply a given number of students was computed.

(5) From a table of random numbers, the classes were selected.A four digit number was drawn from the table and the first numberwas designated as the grade level; the second, grouping within grade;and the third and fourth, teacher numbers. Unpaired essays and
heterogeneous classes were eliminated from the sample. The finaldistribution of students is shown in Table I.

Frequency counts were made of a number of grammatical and
structural characteristics of these papers. Eleven variables, whichfall into five major groups, were examined:

1. Usage:. An lavestigation of de/iations from commonlyaccepted "correct usage.

2.- Pronouns:. The use of 1st, 2nd, or 3rd person pronouns.

3. Single-word modifiers: The use of descriptive and qua-lifying adjectives and adverbs and the use of "descriptive" adverbs.

4. Phrasal elements: The use of noun verbal, verbal modifier,and prepositional phrases.

5. Subordinate clauses.

Categories for the counts were carefully defined to be mu-tually exclusive. Reader reliability was examined with a randomsample of 100 papers which were scored by two readers. The relia-bilities were generally above .80, and in several cases, were above.90. The same two readers made counts on the entire 1122 papersin the sample, each reader gradingr roughly half of the categoriesfor each paper. The categories are defined and reader reliabili-ties discussed in the appropriate sections of this report.

The study is an exploratory or descriptive one. No hypo-theses were established and tested. Rather, it attempts to findanswers to three questions:

1. What are the general growth patterns in student writing?

2. How stable are students' writing habits in differentwriOng situations?

74
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3. Is there any clear-cut relation between students' mea-
surable linguistic habits and-their grade level; i.e., do the writing
characteristics have any predictive value as an indication of grade
level?

The data were divided into the two modes of discourse and
..atthmitted to -analysis of variance," first with division into grade
levels and seconds with division into ability groupings within
grade levels. Correlations between student performances on the two
bodes-of diScouzse were. :correlated to investigate the stability of
student writing for different.writing-tasks. Finally regression
analris, using grade as dependent variable, was performed to give
an indication of the predictive value of the categories.

24.112=5.111J10.21

Initially seven usage errors were counted, but as a resultof the reader reliability study it was discovered that one of these
categories, "word mechanics," was dominant and that several of thecategories had such low error rete4 that precise measurement wasmeaningless. In addition, several of these low scoring categories(with error rates <.10,/100 words) had unsatisfactory inter-judgereliability scores of <.7000. These seven categories were there-fore collapsed into a single error count. The seven categories,
along with their respective reader reliability scores, are describedbelow.

Variable I; Errors in Usage

Word Mechanics. Any single word (or in the case of incorrect hyphen-ation, two or more words) which is misspelled, incorrectly capital-ized, or contains a misuse of a hyphen or an apostrophe will becounted.

//
a. - The refeience for standard spellings is Webster's ThirdNew International Dlctionalx. Confusion of there, iitir, and kay.lre,and your andHvou're is counted in this category.

. .

"b. The reference for failure to capitalize words which arenormally capitalized, or unnecessary capitalization 'of words whichare normally in- he lower case is Wykoff and Shaw, The limmr.Hand-book, pp. 698-704.

c. The reference for:failure to use an apostrophe where
appropriate, and ,unnecessary use. of the apostrophe is' The Rum

11&...)ookHr, pp. 680-684..

.76
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d. The references for .determinimmhsthsr-certain word
combinations are written as two_words, as one word written solid,
or as a compound' word--with a hyphen: between parts are -Webster-ss
Third and The Harner Handbook, pp. 685,689i

Procedure. A word incorrectly used, is counted as one error, even
,tbough it may contain several errors, and may be used incorrectly
several times throughout the paper. Reliability .9344.

Commas in Series. Any failure to use a comma. (or semi-colon) to
separate words, phrases, or short clauses in a series, and any in-
clusion of unnecessary commas (or semi-colons) within a series will
he counted.

count) :

a. Commas.are. mandatory between:
1) Words in a series. (a lovely, ancient, green couch)
2) Phrases in a series. (in the living room, in the

garden, or on the patio)
3) Short main clauses of-no more than four words. (I

came, I saws I conquered.) For treatment of longer
clause series see category 7.

b. =Commas are optional-(and thus excluded from the error

1) Between words, phrases, and short clauses joined in
series by and or or. (Swift or-Dryden or Pope)

2) Before the final adjective of a series. (a pretty,
charming., talented young-woman)

-

'3) Between non coordinate adjectives.(a heavy steel
cable)

Procedure: Count only one error for each incorrect series. Re-
liability .4674.

Commas as Interrueless. Failure touse a comma or a comma pair with
interrupting words or phrases, or inclusion of unnecessary commas
will be counted.

a. Commas-are mandatory in setting off:
1) Appositives with their modifiers. (Mr. Smith, our.

new president, . . .) .

2) Words used in direct address. (Mr. Brown, are you
there?), -

3) Parenthetical expressions. (Consider, however,
4- We musts on-the other hand, . . .)

4) Dates and addresses.
.

5). .Introductory modifying phrasei containing verb
fnmv..,(Half-concealed in the bushes-, the dog

. ., 'In order-to,play a vigorous game, you
should be . . .)

77
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6).. Introductory adverbial clauses., (Since I have
- turned seventeen., I .

7) Contrasting coordinate words, phrases, or. clauses.
(His- esspellIng is. due, not to ignoranCe, but to
. .)

8) Coordinate-conjunctionsjoining independent clauses.
(I went to the movies, and then'returned home.)
This,se,ction treats the so-called "comma splice."
See section 7 for treatment of-Clauses run toge-
ther without the--use of either -a semicolon or co-_
ordinate conjunction.

b. Commas axe optional in setting
1) Adjective clauses.
2) Non-introductory adverbial
3) Introductory prepositional

I like to go swimming.)

off:

clauses.
phrases. (In the summer

Lusgdm: Count one error for each- incorrectly omitted or added
comma or =lima pair. Reliability .7729.

Verb Form. Errors In subject-predicate agreement, tense sequence,
and inflectional form will be counted.

a. A verb must agree with its subject in number.
1) When a compound subject joined by "either . . . or"

or "neither . . . nor" contains one singular and
one plural simple subject, the verb agrees with the
nearer subject. (Neither Tom nor his brothers are
at home.)

2) Compound subjects joined by and require a plural
verb. (Tom and I went to the movies.) Singular
simple subjects joined by "either . . . or," "not
only . . . but also," etc. take a singular verb.

3) gm, each, each one, nozhar,piervong, another,
etc. are singular subjects and take 4 singular verb.

4) A verb agrees with its subject, not with a predicate
coMpleieht. (The hindrance is many unwilling indi-
viduals.)

Prod: Count one error for each failure of subject-predicate
agreement.

b. In- narrative pa4agds, use of tense must be consistent,
and not shift in in eases, pr, Sentence.v. -

. ,

Erogthint Count 600:eri61 fOr each.thift away' from_ the "basic"tense' established it'the:beginnitigloUthe narrative passage. Do
not count returni

I'
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Example: "We went Camping' laSt surriaer. Then we come
honle §b we Won't miss school. We hated coming back."
Tense shifts from past t © present, ar4. then returns to
past. Count one pito*.

c. In complex sentences, verbs must follow correct tense
sequenee:

1) If the tense_ of the verb in the main clot:6e is pre=
sent, futiire,. future perfect, or _present _perfect,
any tense whi6h expresSes" the th-oUght; and- correct
time relationship: may be used in the subordinate
clause.

) .If tile.tente of the main verb _it past or past per-
'feet, -the verb of the subordinate clause must also
be past- or Ost perfect.

Procedure: Most of the tense 'sigpene .errors in the Niles papers
invoiVe the use of the modal auxiliaries, -should, -would, matl'Inioht, 9
etc-,;--Ail excellent list- of%addeOttble Sequence- is in- ThrHaf0er
11004214, pp. 557-560, Count .one error pep incorrect sequence.
Each-sequence may contain Severe/ verbs in the wrong tense. Examples"Whin you visit my house, you would see my turquoise couch. Youwould see my matching. rug. You would see my matching mother."
.Couht one-error.

d. The reference for correct inflectional changes in theform and uses of a verb to show tense, mood, and voice is The RamerHandbook r pp. 552-594. Count one error for each improperly in-
netted form,, no matter how many times the error tray be repeated
throughout the paper. Reliability .5425.

Ergamulbum. Errors in pronoun-antecedent agreement and pronoun
case will be counted.

a. A pronoun must 'agree with its antecedent ,in nUMber.
1) The indefinite antecedents another, Ityggax, !nvonet

each, each ,one, either, ekttgly, ea:mom, neither,,
tomebod 2 etc: are ,referred to by singular

pronoubs.. EVerybody did his homework.)
21 Antecedents, Joined by and. are referred to' by a

plural pronoun. (Bill -and Andtew have completed
their work..)

3) _Antecedents Joined by- "either . or," "neither
. . nor,vt- etc. are referred to by a singular -pro-
noun.- Neither Bill nor Mark _has done his tomework.)

) Collective antecedents 411,,.be= regani.eas 'singularoc plurals _Other .singplar,Or_papraI pronouns' will
4* considerEd comet. ,
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b. The case of a pronoun is determined by its grammatical
functh-a in the sentence.

ftrAggagn: Count one error for each failure of promun-antecedent
agreement and for each pronoun in the wrong case. Reliability .8728.

pentenctIzawents.

a. A subordinate clause cannot stand alone as if it were
a complete sentence. Nan has been at war. Iliggn11221Daing
of tithe.)

b. A phrase cannot stand alone as if it were a complete
sentence. Nis, ambition was to graduate at the top, of his class.
....jini,..3.3majghpAnd;j1mhja.)

c. A substantive followed by a phrase or subordinate clause
cannot stand alone as if it were a complete sentence. (11121,91.

ililLIIMLAWSLAWIJ112WIElatatinc the ball came 022.97*ss.)

Ercet_fums Count one error per sentence fragment. Reliability
.9645.

Run-on Sentences. Run-on sentences include all sentences of two or
more main clauses in which the connection between the main clauses
is not indicated by either a semicolon or a coerdinate conjunction.
Exception: sentences containing main clauses of no more than four
words are treated in section 2? Failure to place a comma before
the coordinate conjunction connecting two main clauses is treated
in section 3. Thus:

"I cam*, 1 saw, I conquered."
"I came r saw I conquered."
"I went to the movies but I
didn't enjoy myself."

"I went to .the movies;,I didn't.
enjOy myself."
-"I went to the. movies I didn't
enjoy myself."
"I went to the movies, I didn't
enjoy myself."

- Reliability

No error.
Comma series error.

Coma interrupter
error.

No error

Run-on sentence.

Run-on sentence.

,,,

_ -,

, .,_,Illeldistribution of errors by 'POO-level, without regard
Watill40004nand the cOrretationbetween student perform
m..inCeS,.66the:tWOM4des are shown'irrtablejt

"
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For both ovaluativa and descriptive essays, the error rate
drops approximately 1.2 errors/100 words over the four year span,
although, interestingly enough, students consistently tended to
make lore errors in the desdiiptive than tri the evaluative papers.
The correlations betlieen performances on both modes of discourse
show that the error rate become6 more stable across the four grades,
the correlations steadily increasing from .46 to .62 in the tenth
grade. As will be seen elsewhere in this report, the across-mode
torrelations for the error variable are the highest of the eleven
variables; that is, the most stable characteristic of student writ-
ing across the two modes of discourse appears to be the error rate.

In Table III, the error rates are broken down by ability
levels as well as grades When the sample is broken down thus,
trends are not quite as clear, perhaps because of the variations
in cell size. The middle ability cells, for example, range from
23 to 170, the low from, 13-to 23, and the high from 20 to 40.
Variance in thp seller cells is high enough to,introduce a con-
siderable standard error of means.

Nevertheless, some trends are clear. The low ability stu-
dents wake more usage errors than the middle ability students, who,
in turn, make more than their high ability colleagues. This trend
holds true for both evaluative and descriptive themes, with the
students'having generally higher error rates on the descriptive
themes. Both high and middle ability students tend to lower their
error rates across the four year span; the low ability students
oppose this trend, the error rate increasing, 1.5 errors/100 words
across the four grade levels.

;. Pronoun sa e

Three counts, of first, second, and third person personal
pronouns, were made:

Variable II .

4'.14.11411911.11MSU14.22MVU! Count all first person singular
pro putts lecltidihg I, me; izt, Mite, pryself, ptc. (Note: First
person' plural pronouns were used so infrequently in the essays that
they did not seem to merit the; effort of counting except in the
ease noted below for second person pronouns.) Reliability .9676.

VariabWIfI-

ksgariUmmaijawl. Count yob, vouFself,yraz, etc. Count all
first ninon plural-Pkonouns when ueed'in the sense "you, the reader,
and Reliability 4827.

6
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Variable IV

Third'Perton_Personal Pronouns. Count all third, person personal
pronbuhs4 including he:; she; his, himself,..herselfs, etc.

-Reliability .9314.

Rates are reported as a- ratio r Pronouns / 100 words.

While no count was made to verify the impression, the
theme graders generally noted that second. person pronouns referred
not to a specific person to whom the composition was addressed,
but to a general, abstract audience; Variable III thus seemed to
be a measure of the so-called "impersonal" use of the second
person pronoun.

Similarly, third person pronouns almost invariably referred
to an abstract or hypothetical person; i.e., somebody, anybody, a

student, ateacherf a parent, etc., tether than to specific
individuals; i.e.-, myjiAind Jolla; Of teacher, Miss Branson; m
mother, etc.

Variables III and IV are thus:an interesting, measure of
how a student presents his generalizations; of whether he presents
them as *lying, directly to his audiece,or whether he ,presents
them in abstracti;generakterms. It wat=felt that the use of
third person pronouns could prove to be- a significant index of
maturity, since contemporary prose conventions-call_for the writer
to speak in general terms about "a person," "someone," or "one,"
rather than directing-his remarks directly to the audience.

In the evaluative essays, there is a slight, but signifi-
cant, decrease in the use of first person pronouns, from 2.92 to
2.43. Second perion pronouns usage decreases sharply across the
four grade.levelsj from 245 to .77, while third person pronouns
increase somewhat from. 2.04 to 2.75. Thuq there-is a rather
clear-cut shift away from, the use of second person pronouns toward
the use of third.

The descriptive themes follow a somewhat different pattern.
The use of first person,pronoune is considerably higher in the
descriptive themes than -in the evaluative, largely, one suspects,
becaute of.the_personal nature-of the. descri,ptive essay topic,
"A Favorite-Room in MIOlouse." Large numbers of first person
pronouti&Avert introduced,': not solmuch becaus§:the theme as
descriptive-, but beCause the personal property of,- the writer was
involved. Interestingly enough, however, the use of first person
spronounsr-decreases-across;-thepiourgradetl. frioq0.24 to 4474.

Sacand, and-third person. prOPou0s. apo;ised only rarely, in
theAciscriptiO. essays4. at 6: rate belav 1401.-100, words. This _is,

-84
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of course, understandable in view of the fact that in a descrip-
tion essay, the student is concentrating on describing things
accurately rather than trying to actively persuade'an audience to
accept his belieft: or arguments. -The data are summarized in Table
Iv.

-Men the data are divided according to the ability group.
as well as grade leVel, the high and middle ability groups follow
similar patterns, differing only in degree, while the low ability
students show considerably different growth patterns.

In the evaluative themes, both the high and middle groups
show a decrease in the_use of first person_ pronouns, with the rates
for the middle ability groups running higher (4.59 to 2.74) than
those- or the high grOup (2,37 to 1.27).. The high-ability group
shows a decrease in the use of second person pronouns from 1.37
to .05; the rates for the middle group are consistently higher
but show a, similar decrease from 2.51 to .83. Both groups show
an increase imthe use of third.person pronouns, the high group
from 2.14 to 2.94, the middle group from 1.82 to 2.64.

In contrast, the lbw ability groups show an increase in
the use of first person pronouns, from 1.63.to 2.94. The second
person pronoun .usage decreases from 3,09 to 1.29 although the
rates are considerably higher than those of the high and middle
groups. Third person' pronoun usage increases slightly across
grade level for the low ability group, from 2.21 to 2.36.

In the descriptive essays, the use of first person pronouns
shows a significant decrease for both high and middle ability
groups, 4.70 to 4.16, and 6.70 to 4.95. Again the rates for the
middle ability group are higher than those for the high group.
First person pronoun use, in contrast, increases for the low
ability group from 4.17 to 5.38. Interestingly enough, in 7th
grade the low ability students use fewer first person pronouns
than either the high or middle ability students.

The use of second person pronouns in the descriptive themes
is quite low for all three ability groups. The high ability
students show a decrease'frbm 1.06 to .08 pronouns. per 100 words.
The middle ability students fluctuate widely,. with the rates
generally under 1.0. The low ability' rates are all below .54.

None of groups uses significant numbers of third person
pronouns in the descriptive` themes.

Pronoun usage does not seem to be especially consistent.
Correlations between student performances on evaluative and descrip-
tiveAhemeS range from -.210 to +.6205, but are generally in the
neighborhood of ::.1 and show little consistency. The data are sum-
marized in Table V.
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TABLEAV

.41x X4

irs4, 'Iwono and Third. Perm Pronouns I 00. OAAr4s

, -402'M:140n-by Grades

1st

Evaluation 2nd

3rd

st...

2nd;-

"sr

*Significant, k.05
Significant, P401

Grade

.8 10

_

2.92 .3 24 '2 38 2.43 3.15*

2.35 .21-26- 1.29 .77: 12.94*!.

2:-.0441-. .2.36 -2:73 .2.75 ,-4.457**

14-24 , , _i4.78,_ 4.74. 3.60*

.6, ,-:.95- %.12 .45 11.69*

. 45: . x.12 ...16 .21. 1.23

dorrelationt 'Evaluation x-Docription

1st

Grade.

7 10..

.1386

.

.0416 .1316 .1089

4174 4:1; 0292 . .195d .3047

1593
.

9..
-

1114
.

0028
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TilLE V

Vaiiables Ili, 8. Tiffs

first, Second, and Third -PerSon. Pronouns -/-100 Words

Distributioh by _Grades. and Ability Groups

Evaluative Themes

1st

High 2nd
Ability

3rd

1st

Middle 2nd
Ability

3rd

1st

Low '1.1d

Ability --
3rd

Grade
Correlation:

Grad Pronoun Rate

2 8

1.37

--
4;05. 1.31 1.27

_.

-.170

1.91 -.52 .05 =.023
I

2.14 2.31 2.87 .220

4.59 2.50 2.47 2.74 -.023

2.51 2.45 1.12 .83 -.152

1.82 2.40 2.53 2.64 .021

1.63. 2.00 3.76 2.94 .111
..-_ .

3.09 2.00 1;78 = 1.29 -.068

2.21 2.85 2.46 2.36 ...........1111.......1
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Descriptive Themes

'Correlation:
10 Grade x Pronoun Rate

_446 4017 ,

High 2nd
Ability

Middle
Ability

3rd

1st"

iodWI 2nd
Ability

3rd

4.17 ---- 7.17 5.38 .116--

.54 ---- .05 .19 -.026

.06 1 ---- 1 .00 .00 .008

Correlation of Student Performances:

1st

High 2nd
Ability

. Middle
Ability

3rd

ist.

2nd

.3rd

1st

Evaluation x Description

Grade

7 8 9 10

4938 .0081 .0737 .1191

.6205 -.0545 -.0784 -.0569

.3164

,

-'.2330-

-

.2302 .0389

-.0489 -.0561., .0729 .0986

.091 .1603 .1229 .2929

..0000. .0636 4454. -.0199

.0576, .----- .1202 0038

4.1496 ;=
-- '

-,. ,

--.0546 :3'l61

,666,: ,-,

_ .

88-



41...afigle-Word Modifiers.

The use of three, kinds- of single ttord4sodifiers, descrip-

titre adjectives, qualifiers, and "descriptive" adverbs, were
investigated: ,

Variable V

Descriptive adjectives. Count descriptive adjectives, those which
generally describe size, color, and quality, including:

a. Inflected comparatives and superlatives. ( A better
mouse-trap, the best newspaper)

b. Predicate adjectives. Count adjectives following forms
of the verb "to be" and adjectives following verbs which can func-
tion as linkihg verbs, such as seem, 2.5115 be,come, look, smell,
sound. (Grandfather seems older. The city smells bad.)

Exclude:

a, Adjective-nouns which form a compound. (ping-pong
table, coffee table, bar stool, breakfast nook)

b. Demonstrative adjectives. (this, that)

Numerical adjectives. (one, two, twin, double)

d. Possessive adjectives, (the dog's bowl)

e. Proper adjectives. (the American flag)

f. Articles. (a, an, the)

Prodedure: Count every descriptive adjective, even though some
adjectives may be used more than once in a paper. Reliability .6702.

gpalifiers.- Count:-
.

Variable VI

-a. 136itietiitratiVe adjectiVeiii-saMei suct4 such eaCh,
ejlge5 a 1, etc. Exclude this, that, these, those, etc.

Inifefin1tif-40i4gaiVei;irttUi las ,sitimei
wadi, iiore 14ttleij a s At er101.p. te_iferri I

mo'wda -tixonivedd,,s6,10frtorApatatives and
SUperlativeS -6f detstriptive adjeCtiiies.
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. c. Adverbs of degree, my, nearly, much, too.

Do not count transitional adverbs, also, however, thus, etc.
Reliability

Variable VII

Doscriptive:adverbs. Count adverbs which tell "how" - how rapidly,
how well, how badly, etc., rapidly, Quickly, well, efficiently, etc.

Do not count adverbs of direction (up, down, across, etc.) and
adjectives of time (sooner, later, immediately, etc.)
Reliability .7735.

The reader reliabilities for these three categories, ranging
from .6702 to .7798, are not particularly satisfactory, and this
inter-judge variance is reflected in rather ambiguous results from
the investigation. Several problems were encountered in the
categories. There was some confusion over whether noun adjuncts,
'i.e., stone wall, pool table, bar stool, should be treated as nouns
or adjectives. Adjectives describing color presented problems when
placed in a noun position, as in "It was a lovely red." Inflected
comparatives and superlatives were not clearly defined as being
either in the adjective or qualifier category. As is evident
from the category descriptions, traditional definitions of parts
of speech were used. More satisfactory results would probably
have been obtained if form classes and substitution frames had
been used to define the elements being counted.

Nevertheless' some patterns of growth were apparent in
spite of the low reader reliabilities. As is to be expected,
students used considerably more descriptive adjectives in the
descriptive themes than in the evaluative essays, with a mean of
9.12 for the descriptive themes versus a mean of 4.98 for the
evaluations, The use of descriptive adjectives increases across
the four grades for the evaluative themes from 4,49 to 5.60.
There is no,significant difference across grade levels for the
descriptiveihemes.

No significant changes occur in the use of qualifiers
across the four grade levels. The evaluations contain a mean of
3.72 qualifiers/100 words, the descriptions, 2.72 qualifiers/100
words.

The use of adverbs increases significantly for both
evaluative and descriptive essays, from .43 to .82 in the descrip-
tive-andlrom .72, to. 1.03 in the evaluations.

90
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The correlations. between student performances on opinion
and description themes are, like those for the pronoun categories,'
quite lowl_ranging; apparently at rango44. from ...0863 to-1-.3002.
These trends are summarized in Table VI.

When the counts for the evaluative essays are broken down
by ability grouping as well as by grade, both high and middle
ability groups show similar increases in the use of descriptive
adjectives, from 4.88 to 5.81 and from 4.37 to 5.71. The low abil-
ity students .seem to decrease in 'the use of adjectives, the 7th
grade rate being 4.26 and the 10th, 3.46, but.missing data make
this conclusion at best tenuous.

In the descriptive essays, the high ability rates fluctuate
widely with a range of 7.98 to 11.86, but with 7th and 10th grade
rates of 9.25 and 9.33. The middle ability rates are in general
slightly lowers, ranging from 8.47 to 9.26, but indicate no signif-
icant pattern. Missing data and variation of means make the low
ability scores uninterpretable.

The data for qualifiers and adverbs for both 'evaluative
and descriptiVe themes do not present any clear-cut patterns. It

is generally apparent that high ability students use slightly more
descriptive adjectives than do middle ability students, and that,
for evaluative essays, this number increases across the four year
span. Clearly, students use more descriptive adjectives than they
do qualifiers, and they use more qualifiers than "descriptive"
adverbs. Beyond these, however, no generalizations seem possible.
These data are summarized in Table VII.

Phrases

Three kinds of phrasal elements were counted:

Variable VIII

Noun Verbal Phrases. Verbal phrases are defined as groups of re-
lated words containing a verbal (i.e., either a partIcipall a
gerund, or infinitive.) A noun verbal phrase fills a sentence slot
normally occupied by a noun. it'may function as either a subject
or an object (direct, indirect, or of a preposition) in a sentence.
Reliability .8078.

Variable IX

Verbal Modifier Phrases. Count all verbal phrases which function
either as adjectives or adverbs in the sentence. Reliability .8441.

9?.
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3

Variable X

EsematisiIalPhigss, cOunt:all phrases introduced by the
standard list of pre0Ositionsi "it," 14ln," "on," "by," "around,"
etc.

:44401bilitr

.9420.

The-scores are reported as a ratio of phrases per ten
clauses in the text.

The most interesting result of the analysis is the indi-
cation that students rely very heavily on prepositional phrases
in their writing, and use very feyor verbal phrases in their writing.
Means for prepositional phrate$ ranged, from 6.52 to 11.69; those
for noun verbal phrases from .16 to 2.31, Thit seems particularly
interesting in. view of the results of the investigation of single-
word modifiers, where students clearly make little use of adverbs_
and .qualifying adverbial and adjectival elements. Student
writing does not contain much expansion of verbal phrases; nouns,
adjectives, and prepositional phrases appear to do the bulk of the
work of communication.

When the sample is broken down by grade level only, in-
creases for all three variables across all grade-levels and filr
both-modes of discourse areseen. In-the evaluative themes the
use of noun verbal-phrases increases froM .87 to 1.22, although
the increase is not statistically significant. Students use fewer
noun verbal phrases in the descriptive paper, but the use increases
significantly from .16 / 10 clauses in 7th grade to .43 in 10th.
Students also use fewer verbal modifier phrases in evaluative
writing than they do in descriptive, the increase for the former
being 1.71 to 2.33, and for the latter, 1.10 to 1.67. Preposi-
tional phrase usage was considerably higher in the descriptive
essays than in the evaluative. In the descriptive themes, prep-
ositional phrase use increased from 9.57 to 11.69 in grade ten;
in the evaluative themes, it increased from 6.52 to 8.24. These
trends are summarized in Table VI/I.

When the sample is divided by grade level and ability
grouping as well, the results again prove to be somewhat Incon-
clusive. In the evaluative themes, high ability students appear
to use more noun verbal phrases Olean 1.53) than do the middle
group (mean 1.18) and-low groUp (inean.90, but the means for
specific grade levels vary widely and sporadically. Results for
Variable IX, verbal modifier phrases, are similarly inconclusive,
with all three groups, varying between about 1.4 and 2.9. High
ability students do appeal to use more prepositional phrases,
Increasing from 6.41 to 8.62, than middle ability students,
increasing from 6.10 to 8.32, who in turn use more than the low
ability students, who appear to decrease usage across grade level
(7.09 to 6.67).
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VIII
Evaluative

Themes IX

Descriptive
Themes v--'

f ;

=

by Grades:

ade
.;"_,

10.. F

87 1.28 1.32 1.22 .95

1.71 1.97 2.35. 2 33;_ 2.16
- ,---,-- ::--, .:.-.4--_,

4
4 , '.... :401.

4-2

16 .21 .43 -**6.80

t.10- ." .99' 1.49 1.67 -6.6e*

9.57 9.62 10.96 11.69 5.45

Significant; p1(.0:
sig4ficent,''K4057'

Arailable

Correlations: Evaluation x Description

1-

X

=

-Grade
9 10
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The patterns are Similar for descriptive themes. All

three groups use fewer verbal and more prepositional phrases in
descriptive themes than they.doin the evaluative. All three .

groups,. however9 apper'tbbeLincreasingL use of all three kinds
of phrases. Again high ability students use more prepositional
phrae-eithbaivM38)-thifii-middle tineah MOO than the low (mean
11.38). The data are summarized in Table IX.

6. Subordinate Clauses

The subordination index, the ratio of subordinate to
total number of clauses, has been a popular pleasure of writing
maturity since it was first used by LaBrant. For this study,
the subordination index was determined as follows:

Variable Xi

Subordinate Clauses. A subordinate clause is_defined as a clause
la group of words containing a subject and predicate) which is not
capable of standing alone as a complete sentence. Count all sub-
ordinate clauses, including those which function as nouns, ad-
jectives, and adverbs. .

Reported in terms of subordinate clauses per ten clauses
of text.

The subordination index did not appear to be a particularly
stable variable. Correlation between scores on descriptive and
evaluative themes was generally low and varied from -.2003 to
+.1120. In th evaluative essays, the subordination index had a
mean of 4.74 and a range of 4.54 to 4.96. Change across grade
level was not significant.

In the descriptive themes, the index increased from 2.13
in grade 7 to 2.92 in grade 10, the change was significant. That
students do not use as many subordinate clauses in descriptive
themes as they do in evaluative themes suggests that the subordi-
nation index is perhaps not an especially effectivp index of
maturity, simply because the number of subordinate clauses used
would appeart'in part, to be-a reflection of kind of writing
task as well as of the student's linguistic maturity. The. data

for the grade by grade analysis are summarized in Table X.

When the sample is divided by ability grouping as well as
by grade level, the results are not any more significant. In the

gml01011111=vo61PINMINIIMesimensommumarammiton. um&

hou LaBrant, "A, Study of Certain Language Developments in
Children," Genetic
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TABLE: IX.

, Nominal VerbarPhrases, Phrases,
,,

Pieposonef.PhreSei,

DisibtionbyGáès .ant$ Groups,_

Evaluative, Mertes,

Grade:

inn
High

Ability IX

Middle
Ability

Low
Ability

VIII

IX

VIII

IX

X

Correlation:
.

74- le65

.

"1.39-

,

.047

1.81.........

T6.41

1.88 3.56 -2.93 01 7

,:..-.- _.......

6.84 '9.23 8.62

\

.082

,

.

.92. 1.39 1.261 .024

1.41 2.06 2.16 .024

6.10 :1.97 - 8.32 . .139.

.94 1.04 1.01 .005

1.93 2.24 3.01 ,201

7.09 '-' 6.39 6.67. .016
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EsEsticaThemes

High
Ability

Middle
Ability IX

VIII.

X

VIII
Low

Ability IX

High
Ability IX

X

Grade
8 9 io

Correlation:
Grade x Rate

A. . -t.45 .177

'97- .95. 1:73- 1.99 .176

9.44 10.49 l3 52 12.07 .213

_....,

.14 .28
... .. ,... .,

32 . .45 .025

1.24 1.02 '1.46 1.58 .088

9.57 8.82 10,621- -11,26 .141

.09 - - -- .06 .52 om

1.05 ---- 1.00 .94 -.034

9.69 ---- 9.16 10.66 .113

Correlations: Evaluative x Descriptive

VIII

X

VIII
Middle
Ability IX

X

VIII
Low

Ability IX

X

Grade
7

-.056. -.3367 .0395 .0102

.0629 .0885 0962

.0822 .3005 .0174 -.1017

2747 .0869 .1923 .0497

-.2309 .1338 .0943 -.0831

.0616 3054 .2426 .1475

-.4058 1583 -.3972

-.0506 ---- 1211 -.3375

.4450 ........ .4052 .3524
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Eva/uative,:-

DescriptiVef

-Correlation:
Evaluative x
Descriptive

TABLE-,X,

Variable Subordinate Clauses

DisttlbUtiOw: bar- -Grades.

_10

4.70 --.4 96; :4,78: 4.54 .67'

2,-.70--=
-.' 2,92 :5.22*

_

*Significant, 15.405
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_TAKE XI

Variable XI: Subordinate Clauses

Distribution by,Grades-and Ability Groups

High

Middle

Low .

High

Middle.

Low

Correlation:
10 Grade x Sub. Clause

4.34 496 4,78 4.31. .090

4 92 4.96 4.40 4,59 .015

4.86 4.90

_

4.58

.

i089

2.79 2.8.E 2 86 .081

2.84 2.82 3.01 .104

1.96 2.19 2.08 .018

Correlation of Student Performances: Evaluation x Description

Grade

8

High

Middle

Lo

9 .10

1.0932 .2899 .1370 .3145

.1490

.1642 .1210 .0682

.1496 .1932
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evaluative themes there seems to be little difference among the
three ability groups, all of which have means in the range 4.31
to 4.96 in all grade levels. No growth patternse eithsr positive
or negative, appear.

In the descriptive themes the high and middle ability groups
follem different patterns from the low. The high grourashews con-
siderable fluctuation around a mean of 2.67. The middle group
steadily increases in the use of subordinate clauses from 1.71 in
grade 7 to 3.01 in grade 10. The low ability rate is about 1.0
subordinate clause per ten classes lower, with a mean of 2.07.
Again correlations between etudent performances of the two modes
are not highs varying widely with a range of -.2988 to+.3145.

7. Reoression Anal sire The Predictive Value of the Variables

One of the purposes of the study was to determine the use-
fulness or the variables in predicting grade level, or, phrased
inversely, to see whether growth patterns located by the study were
clear enough that specific usage frequencies can be more or less
closely associated with specific grade levels. In the past, studies
like those of LaRrant and Hunt 3 ilave located multiple regression
factors in the area of .6 and .7. But it is important to note
that such studies have included a wide span of grade levels and
have sampled student writing behavior at three or four year
intervals. Such high regression scores are possible because of
the breadth of the sample (student writing changes radically over,
say a ten year span) and because of the fact that interval samples
are not likely to overlap to a great degree.

In this study, however, the grade levels examined are
contiguous. The variance is great enough within each grade level
that variances from one cell overlap those of adjacent ones, .

making regression scores lower.

Regression analysis was performed on the sample in two
ways. First, the essays were divided simply according to mode of
discourse without distinction among ability groups. With grade as
a dependent variable, the regression scores were quite low, .2234
for the evaluative themes, and .2629 for the descriptive themes.

The analysis was also run with the sample divided by ability
as well as by modes of discourse, again with grade as the dependent
variable. For the high ability students the multiple is were
somewhat higher than those for the sample as a whole, with values

WORAWVIOWNWMIWOWOME.1.41681102WILAMMWIMMOMMIZeigmememOM

3Kellogg Hunt, Grammatical Structures Written at Three Grade
Wall, Champaign, 1965.
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of .4472 for the evaluative thetes and .4564 for the descriptive
themes. Interestingly enough, the most significant variable in
both cases was Errors

The middle ability regression scores were quite low, and
due to the predotinance of middle ability students in the entire
population, this explains why the multiply r's for the entire popu-
lation was eel Iow. The values were .2492.and .2696 for the eval-
uative and descriptive- essays.

The Most successful analysis of the lot achieved a multiple
r of .6360 for the lit ability student's descriptive essays, For
the evaluative themes, the r was a fairly high .4697.
Interestingly enough, only one variable was significant in each
case, Adverbs- for the-evaluative essays, and Noun Verbal Phrases
for the descriptive themes.

No really dependable, consistent predictor variables re-
sulted from the analysis. In general, variables appeared in what
seemed to be an almost random pattern, as for example, in the case
of the low ability students, where two different variables were
good predictors for the two different modes. Several variables,
however, appeared in the regression equations more than one time,
and mould, thus appear to have more significant predictive power
than others-. The Errors variable entered at a significant level
three times; Second Person Pronouns, four times; Noun Verbal
Phrases, three-times, and frepositional Phrases, four. The data
for the regression analysis are summarized in-Table XII.

General Conclusions

The results of the study are, on the whole, quite nebulous.
The findings are freqpently ambiguous and therefore not subject to
a single, conclusive generalization.

In this case three interpretations seem possible:

1. Student writing behavior is wildly erratic, exhibiting
no predictable growth patterns and varying widely from one case to
another,

2. The sample essays themselves were collected in such a
manner that the students' writing was abnormal.

3. The sampling prodedure introduced variance into the
gesults.

It may be that all three of these reasons account for the ambiwity
of results in the study. First* although the sample was designed
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TABLE XII

in alysls-.

Evaluali4.-Themest_

thiant Variables -Correlation tiand Error. _

2nd Person- Pronoun.

..

1 .2332

.
,

.074 ........

Pre .. sitional. Phrases- :.. ,.. _. 1283 .057

:Erriiit:,.-:_,i,-_ _ ....; _ .r., .: _ ,.1283 ___' _ _-068 ,

-
- r

,.ps.s/Lki tive 'Themes

anificant Variables

Multiple 11.4.:;2234

Correlation Standard Erro
, _

t.touit Verbal Phrases ..i.tO1'

.4062

MM.
. .13lnd Person- Pranaim-s

Pre ositional Phrases -.0767 .03

Subordinate.,Clauses _. ,-, .312 11

Ir

Multiple R=.2629
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.2812 .09
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to be-representative of an entire population, a number of cells
in the design - for example, those for the low ability groups -
are-qatc,small with Membership of less 'than twenty. Comparison'
between these and other cells (of as many as 197 subjects) is at
best difficult because Of the large standard errors associated
with the small cells.".'

Second, the writing samples were collected under very
unusual circumstances; students were given only fifteen. minutes
to write an essay which they knew was going to "some professors"
at Northwestern University. Fifteen minutes is clearly too short
a time for a student to compose a carefully written essay. The
mere pressure of time undoubtedly distorted the students' normal
writing habits.'

Nevertheless, in spite of these problems in designs the
data suggest quite clearly that the-third interpretation, that
student writing habits are not especially stable, is also possible.
Consistent differences between, say, pronoun usage on the eval-
uative and on the descriptive themes, cannot be dismissed simply
as random variance due to poor sampling and poor test administraton
techniques. There are, in the data, enough of such clear-cut
differences to suggest plainly that student writing varies con-
siderably from one essay to the next, and that usage character-
istics are in part dependent upon the subject matter and mode of
discourse. Research workers have, in the past, generally operated
under the assumption that "writing is writing." Students are
asked simply to "write an essay," or if topics have been assigned,
they are not clearly defined in the research report and are not
considered in the analysis of data.

Clearly, if research into the linguistic characteristics
of student writing is to be meaningful, the variable effects, such
as the theme topic, must either be filtered out of the data or
accounted for in the analysis.

It also appears from this study that breaking students
into conventional categories of grade level and ability grouping is
of limited value. On two consecutive grade levels, for example,
many students may be of almost the same chronological age. The
amount of instruction a student has received becomes confused with
his "natural," chronological growth patterns. The problem can be
avoided, as it was in the LaSrant study, for example, by selecting
students at four year intervals, eliminating overlap chronological
ages and grade levels.

But in eliminating the overlap, such a study also makes any
growth curves or growth patterns discontinuous. The analysis sup-
plies a description of the general characteristic4 of growth pat-
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teleris-4: kit with -otsly_three,J*Adur-',111easuremsnts -across a 12 to16, year span; such patterns are only rough sketches, _.based on theassumption that grOth_in.wri-ting- is near

Perhaps: the: only :solUtion- is for the investigator toexamine the- itteration- of specific 'writing, characteristics with
-a-- 4iff.Wat.tab1es la`t: grade : lei/a or Years of-sch'091ing, chrOnciliigieir Standardized test scores ofverbal abilityl_ reading. ability,- intel-ligences, and the like.Such analysiS ogroicith would indeed be complicated, resultingin rata itidipionlitiiiii4"-givivtliff**10-4)bti 1-4-y. -indeed be theonly realistic.
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: . APPENDIX V

Teaching-COMposMon to Culturally Disadvantaged
Elementary School Students

A-Report-of Research Conducted Jointly
by -Northwesterm University and
'The_Chicago Bard of Education-

, August, 1966

uring the wand semester of the 1965-66 school year, Mrs.
Osanna Nesppr of_the Shepard Schools was released from her teaching
duties one-half time by the Chicago Board.of Education to partici-
pate in a research project with the Curriculum Center in English,
Northwestern University. This is a-report of that project.*

Bacind
Mrs. Nesper has now worked with the Curriculum Center inEnglish-for,theiwt two years. Dulin4 the 1964-65 school year she

was released -half7time,by the Board of Education to prepare a set
0-#4chtng,mAtOrials dotOned_for-the so-called "culturally dis-
a4iMintageeelementary school children.

- , = 0- ,kr , ; ,

DraWing on lessons previously prepared at the Curriculum
centeTaNt,-,Q0 ,her 'own,;expertence teaching fourth grade at the
Sheparat-Schooil, -Mre. Xesper prepared three units, consisting of 36
two,p0P three4ay,,,,les,son,s-, treating the basic processes of .compo-
siti:.00, Unit I strecses the use and role of detail in writing,
and is designed to help students expand the content of their

r ,

the,Contribmtion. of .releated time by theChica0cfsBoart40040tiO4.-the-CUr*.kulum,denter lavishes. to .acknow-
led-gerthe..,,:4Sist,,PnPe "044, *NarthwoOtern, University Research Grant

-Cprat4tt#041hichg,p,upplief 4,00 for suppprt,:of the project.to
71
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writing to include signifitant details and to develop their sensi-
tivity to the needs of thereading audience. Unit II treats senso-
ry details in considerably greater depth, while Unit III, based on
a study of children's poetry, emphasizes accurate details aneOic-
turesque" language in coMmunication.

A standard probedure was followed in each of the lessons:

I. A writing model was read to the students. Models in-
clude such diverse forms of literature as chapters from children's
novels, short stories, nonsense limericks, and poems. In every
case, the content of the models was such that students could relate
their own experiences and observations to those of the- author or
the central character.-

2. The vocabulary of the piece was discussed to eliminate
lexical barriers to comprehension.

3. The model was reviewed by teacher and students to in-
sure that the students thoroughly understood the story, plot, and
main ideas.

4. The model was examined by 'the class to see how the
author had used details in reporting his experience. At this stage
the students concentrated on seeing both the kinds of observations
made by the author and how he communicated them through the use of
detail.

5. The students were encouraged to write compositions
about similar situations they had experienced, drawing on their
understanding of the author's use of details to develop their own
writing.

During the early stages of Unit I, compositions were writ-
ten by the class as a whole, with a class secretary recording sug-
gested sentences on the board and the class selecting and rejecting
various components of the story. Later in Unit I, and throughout
Units II and III, students were encouraged, but not forced, to
write by themselves) drawing freely on the advice of their teacher
and classmates. (As a matter of fact, after two or three weeks
of group writing, a few students, on their own volition, wrote
papers at dome, which they brought to school for the teacher to
read.

All four aspects of communication--reading, listening,
speaking, and writing--are involved before a lesson is completed.
The presentation of the model and vocabulary discussion stim-
ulate the OupWs 'awareness of language; the closer examination of
the Modtadurincuthe 'period of qUestions and answers about the con-
tent and the descriptions unleashes the pupil's ideas.

"i 4.415.7',-,77774110=9,, rrie'N.,
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The emphasis on vocabulary, which is necessary for the
children's understanding of the story, also becomes valuable to
them when they are writing their compositions. Mrs. Nesper found
that her students had wanted to communicate ideas they had, but
lacked enough words to be as specific as they wanted to be. Early
in the course or the lessons, the students became concerned about
the readers of their papers--would the reader understand what they
meant? It was during the vocabulary sessions that children learned
to use the dictionary and to put definitions into their own words.

The discussion periods are a vital part of the lessons,
being concerned with the heart of the writing process. Children
have ideas, but need time to synthesize them. As individuals dis-
cuss their particular experiences, others begin to recall their
own. Often the words used by one pupil in telling about his expe-
riences can set off some kind .f chain reaction among the listeners.

Activities Durin the 1965-1966 School Year

Mrs. Nesper was released from her teaching duties one-half
time during the second semester of the 1965-1966 school year to
conduct a fairly formal examination of the effectiveness of the
lessons in the classroom. The lessons were taught by a number of
teachers in four District 19 elementary schools. Participating
schools, principals, and teachers included:

Chalmers School: Miss Devine, Principal
Mr. Gallegos, grade 5
Mrs. Newman, grade 5

sy Johnson School: Mrs. La Palermo, Principal
Mr. Ball, grade 5
Mr. Freelon grade 5

4

are Howl ad School: Mr. Rosen, Principal
j

Mr. Hooks, grade 4
Mr. Moffett, grade 4

Shepard School: Mrs. Becvar, Principal
Mr. Agrimonte, grade 5
Miss Mendak, grade 4
Miss Moran, grade 4
Mr. Bilandre, grade 5

Teachers were supplied with copies of the lessons and
sufficient copies of the writing models for all of their students.
Mrs Nesper visited the participating teachers approximately once
each week to discuss the progress, and to gather suggestions for
improvement of the lessons.
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Evaluative Conenel.......ALsiaar_LLcialtilg._1Teachers

Perhaps the most valuable results from the project came
from informal discussion with the teachers. Such comments, can-

e. not be easily quantified, but the reactions of the teachers to the
lessons can be suomarized in five major points:

I. The lessons encouraged the students to experiment
freely with language and communication. Because of the emphasis
on seeing and writing, rather than on forcing students to use
"standard" English forms or certain prescribed manuscript forms
and conventions, and because of the emphasis on voluntary writ-
ing and self-expression, the students felt free to "test things
out"--to experiment with language structures and phrases to see
which ways of expression would communicate effectively.

2. The students were made more aware of the world a-
round them through the use of literary models. By observing the
characteristics of professional models and then writing their own
compositions along similar lines, students became more concerned
about observing things around them. They also came to realize
that the "stuff" of literature is experiences quite like their own.

3. The ability to use the forms of standard English was
developed without drill. Interestingly enough, although students
were given no drill in grammar, usage, and punctuation, they de-
veloped an interest in them through study of the writing models.
They came to realize the value of the standard conventions in com-
munication without going through drill and without having errors
red-pencilled on their papers;

4. Students developer' a stronger interest in reading as
a result of studying models in detail. In many cases, teachers
reported that students voluntarily read a number of the books from
which models were selected. Reading grade level appears to have
been improved throughout the use of the lessons, experimental
grade four classes were 1.00 years above ntrol classes which did
not use the lessons5 experimental grade five classes were 8.85
months higher than control classes.

5. The teachers found the lessons useful as model lesson
plans. Most commercially published textbooks provide little
assistance to the teacher in planning lessons and seldom offer a
rationale for their procedures. Mrs. Nesper's lessons include
anecdotes about her experiences teaching composition to fourth
graders, attempt to anticipate difficulties likely to be encoun-
tered by the teacher, and explain the rationale behind each lesson
in detlil. Thus they provide more assistance to the teacher than
traditional materials.
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Results of the Anal sis of Student Writing

Measuring growth in writing is very difficult because of
the complexity of prose and the problem of establishing realistic
standards of evaluation. The College Entrance Examination Board,
for example, struggled with the problem for year and finally
"solved" it by not grading writing samples at all, simply mailing
copies to schools designated by the candidate. Initially, we had
hoped to conduct this project under a formal experimental design,
including experimental and control groups and evaluating composi-
tions on a quantitative scale, and at the beginning and end of the
project, collected writing samples prepared under experimental
conditions. But measuring writing skill for the fourth and fifth
graders in this project presented even more than the usual prob-
lems because, in many cases, students could not write a complete
sentence, much less a complete paragraph, at the beginning of the
experiment. Quantitative measures could not be applied because
there was simply nothing to measure. Clearly fluency, the number
of words written-for the test, would be one legitimate criterion
of student growth. But because it tells us little about the
quality of a student's expression, it is hardly satisfactory as a
single criterion of growth.

We therefore decided that instead of attempting to apply
quantitative measures to the papers that several members of the
Curriculum Center Staff would simply examine a number of the pre-
and post-test writing samples and attempt to describe the kinds of
changes which took place.

We have reproduced several sets of pre- and post-test
writing samples from both the experimental and control groups beim.
Fox both tests the students were read a passage from Roosevelt
audy, by Louisa R. Shotwell. The passage described Roosevelt's
first day at school. After discussion of the passage, the stu-
dents were asked to-comment on any *similar experiences they mighthave !ad. The pre-test was administered on February 4, 1966, the
post-test on June 13, 1966. (The statisticians inform us that the
same test can be administered twice without fear of the "practice
effect" if the testings are separated by at least four months).
Names of teachers and schools have been removed from the essays,
but the student spelling, punctuation, etc. have riot been corrected.

First we will present two sets of papers from the control
classes written by students who did not study under the experimee-
tal lessons. In addition to showing the "usual" growth patterns
for students in the participating schools, these papers will
supply a norm to which the papers from experimental classes can be
compared.
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Set #1

Pre-test

I have not bend to summer school. The story
was about Roseavel. Nothing happen to me like
Roseavel. Yes am tired-of doing the same thing.

Post-test

I have never been to summer School.. And i
never trancefered to another School. My experience
was wash dishes and pots. And to mob the floor
and that was all for me.

--Eddie Brown

Eddie's two papers rather completely summarize the
difficulties which most of the students in the participating
schools have when fated with writing a composition. His chief
problem is that he simply has nothing to say. He doesn't elaborate
on his statements; he doesn't, for example, tell the reader why he
hasn't gone to summer school, what he does do in the summers, what
the things that he is tired of doing are (the questions in the test
were phrased in such a way that elaboration of this sort was quite
possible.) In his post-test: he does personalize his writing a bit,
adding the details that his experiences do include washing the
dishes and pots, but he lacks a sense of audience. He never allows
the audience to fully understand what happened. Where did this
kitchen drudgery take place? Under what circumstances? How do
these details relate to the general topic of the essays?

A second problem is that Eddie is not at home in the
written medium. His sentences don't conform to standard English,
appearing to be almost literal transcriptions of his speech. Note,
for example, the verb forms in the sentences, "Nothing happen to
me like Roosevelt," and "My experience was wash dishes and pots,"
both of which are fairly common in the spoken dialect and communi-
cate successfully there, but which are not "correct" in writing.

Set #2

Pre-test

I went to summer school last summer. I liked
the Children very much. I.liked the teacher very
much too. Put I didn't like doing the same thing
over., and over again. So I was brave enough to ask
her to let the class do something different.
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Post-test

When went to summer shcool I felt very
brave. I felt that the children were very nice.
The teacher was very nice. She took us on trips
almost every day. She had black heir and kind
of slim legs. Every day she would give us some
free milk.

--Eva Townsend

Eva clearly has more facility with the forms of written
English than Eddie. She also has a good deal more to report. But
in many respects her two papers reflect some of the same writing
problems that Eddie seemed to encounter. While she wrote a bit
more than ne did, she still hasn't very much to say. Note, for
example, her frequent use of the evaluative labels "very good" and
"very nice," labels which actually communicate very little. Why
did she like the children and the teacher? What was she doing over
and over that she did not enjoy? Was she successful in persuading
the teacher to let the class do something"different? In the post-
test, of course, Eva makes_some progress in supplying answers to
these questions. The teacher was "nice" because she took the stu-
dents on trips, gave away mdlk, and apparently, was good looking.
But even in the post-test, Eva leaves the reader on the outside,
without a truly complete picture of the situation. We never come
to see precisely what summer school was like, and we never learn
in detail what Eva enjoyed in it.

Both Eddie and Eve thus appear to have made at least some
slight progress in writing during the year, although quantification
of that progress is difficult. We will present, for comparison,
five sets of themes written by students in the experimental classes.
As was the case with the control group themes, we have selected
simples which we feel are representative of the group as a whole.

Set #1

Pre-Test

When I came to Mr. s Room
When I came to Mr. _s Rooms I was very

happy. I like Mr, very well. I like all
the boy and all gril. Mr. is very nise to
us. Mr. have a very nise room. I live this
room,
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Post-test

When I came to School
When I came to . School I thought that

I was not. going to fight. I had came that day, So
3 weeks later I_had a fight with Rodney. We were
fighting almost all day. But Mr. stopped us.
He made us shake hands. So we shaked hands. So
me and Rodney were friends all the time we were to
gether.

--Raymond Roberts

Clearly Raymond has not become an accomplished writer as a
result of the program, but the changes in his writing do seem
rather remarkable. First, it is clear that Raymond has become a
little more fluent; his post-test writing sample is considerably
longer than the pre-test. Where the pre-test is a loose collection
of general statements (the 6 sentences can be placed in practically
any order without affecting the communication) the post-test is a
complete, though short, story, progressing chronologically from
beginning to end. But perhaps most important is that the post-test
really seems to be an expression of Raymond, of his problems during
the early days of the school year; while the pre-test is a collec-
tion of statements calculated (consciously or unconsciously) to
gain the approval (or at least to avoid raising the wrath of) the
adult world. Perhaps Raymond really did like everything about his
early weeks of the school year, but as the post-test suggests,
there were some difficulties, too. After writing compositions for
four months, being encouraged to write about his own difficulties
and problems, Raymond has made considsrable progress toward learningggg g
to express himself.

Set #2

Pre-test

The first time I came to School
The first time I came to this School I was in

Mrs. s room. it was near Valentine :10 Mrs.
gave us a party. I stage until two weeks. I

wanted to Stay here but I had to move and go to an-
other School. Gaited School. My mother
moved again and I came back to this School and was
in fourth grade. My teacher's name was Mr. .

Post-test

The Birthday Party
One day my family and I went to a party. My
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cousins were there I didn't know all my cousins
because I didn't see them in a ieng time. Then the
children started to dancee. I was afraid to dance.
Then the grownups started playing card:. My cousins
took us to the park Then W6 played baseball. I
hit the ball so far that I el de a home run. Thp
girls were trying to beat the boys. But do you know
who won? The boys won the girls were so mad that they
told there monther to take them home. But my family
and I stayed. We did 'Cleo's back"! Then they said
I was the best dancer. We stayed from four o'clock
to ten o'clock. we went home and 'want to bed.

--Joann Jones

Like Raymond, Joann has telcome more fluent; her post-test
is twice as long as the pre - test Particularly interesting is the
!Lai in which Joan's writing has expanded. Her pre-test essay is
simply a collection of facts, a series of events reported without
comment. What happened at the Valentine party? What did Joann do?
How did she feel about leaving after two weeks? How did she feel
about returning? The pre-test essay does not say. But in describ-
ing the birthday party, Joann adds a number of details about the
party itself and about her reaction to it. We learn that she
didn't know her cousins very well, that she was afraid to dance,
that she and the girls were angry at losing the ball game. She
tells us about her accomplishments--she hit a home run and was
named the best dancer. In short, Joann, like Raymond, has opened
up to the reader; she tells her story with a much greater degree
of fullness than she,did at the beginning of the project.

Set #3

Pre-test
Roosevelt problem was about Subtraction. My

problem is about penmanship. Why don't we do penmanship
sometime? We doon stop doing penmanship. I would
like to do penmanShip. When we start doing penmanship
I will be glad. I like to do penmanship. Because
penmanship you can finish faster.

Post-test

I remember when I first came to the othor school. I
didn't want to do reading and spelling all the time.
When we go in a new book, my teacher would say, "Now we
are in a new book and we will start on new contenet."
Some times, The class, would laugh at me. Because I
did Some silly things. Some times I would laugh at
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them. Because they did Some silly things. When ever
we said a bad word she would make use apologize to the
class. When we were bad, she made use write "I must
always be polite in school." Then I went to her desk
and said, "Mrs. could we do Arithmetic now?' she
said "yes. And tomorrow we will do it."

--Robert Phillips

Again we can see a considerable increase in fluency. In
the pre4Aett, Robert has a single message to deliver, "Why don't
we do penmanship sometime?" After he states his point, he has
nothing left to do but repeat it three or four more times without
much variation. -He seems at a loss to find something to say, so
that the pre-test seems to be a cross between a message to the
teacher and a monologue taking place within himself. (Inter-
estingly enough, Robert's penmanship did improve considerably
between February and June. Perhaps he succeeded in getting his
message to the teacher.)

1In the post-tests while not choosing to write much of a
story, Robert does a fairly complete job of characterizing his
class.' Note that he does not give just a single example of events
in the room, but supplies the reader with a number of details and
specific incidents.

Also interesting in the pogt-test is his use of quotation
marks. In the manuscript copy a number of erased quotation marksand commas are still visible; it is apparent that while writing thestory, Robert experimented some with these punctuation marks, in-
serting quotation marks and then deciding that they Were not approp-riate and removing them. He was successful in his experimentation;the quotes are placed correctly. (Teachers did not offer any
assistance to the students during the testing, so that we can be
certain that Robert himself made the final decision.)

Set H4

Pre-test

Whtin I went to Miss room. I had a worderful
time wher I life I fell sorry I want to see her she
was so nice to me and now I want to see her Whien I
do I am goniq to be happy when I see her,

Post-test
When I went to 'school - Unture story
I went down South so see my dad. When he came

back I was in kinagaige. I was smart so they put me
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in secund gard. I was smart in that room to I did

not want to stay in three gard and now in for grad and
passing to 5th I hope.

--Phyllis Johnson

Phyllis did not seem to improve particularly in her use of
personalizing details and the like; indeed, we really learn more
about her from the pre-test essay, where she clearly communicates
her unhappiness about leaving a teacher than we do in the "Unture
story" of the post-test. But it is interesting to note Phyllis's
syntactic growth. At the beginning of the project she pretty
clearly had no concept of "sentence;" she simply strung words,
phrases, and clauses together until she had finished what she had
to say, at which point she inserted terminal punctuation. In the

post-test) she seers to have acquired the concept. Her first four
sentences are complete aAd correct. The fifth returns to the run-
on form, but it is impoetant to add that in the manuscript copy,
Phyllis's handwritlng degenerates into a scrawl in that sentence,
implying that perhaps she was rushed by the time limitation or that
her interest wandered. Clearly, at any rate, she has in the coarse
of the year learned now to write complete sentences.

Set #5

Pre-test

When i first came to this school I was a
cry baby, I was in first Grad. I have a good
tee:eher, in my room I dety no any one. I just
no e boy and girl. In forth grad Mr. was
my teacher.

Pest-test

When I fought
One Day when I was walking down the street, -I

saw a boy with blue shirt and black pantes and brown
sox and Black shoes. He walked up to me and asked
me do I want to fight. I said yes and so we started
to fight. I hit him in the nose. He hit me in the
mouthe and I hit him in, the Jaw and he said thats
enough. And then I said no! and then We started
back hitting each other, Back fighting, I hit him
in the Jaw, he hit me in the nose. And then my
mother was walking down the street. So I pushed
him behind the bushes. When my mother was next to
me I jump in the bushes where Mike was. I tried to
wake him up but he was dead asleep. And suddenly
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my mother tripped over a rock. And fell in the
bushes. She saw Mike. I got behind the other bushes,
and hid from her and so she couldn't see me. Suddenly
she saw my feet and told me to come out.

--Freddie Davis

At this point, Freddie's essay hardly requires much
comment, He is obviously not a sophisticated writer of prose, but
he surely has become a prolific one. The post-test essay presents
quite a different picture of Freddie than the pre-test, with its
sketch of a shy, unhappy boy who didn't know anyone in first grade.

The papers which we have presented here are, we feel,
representative of the kind of progress which students in the project
made. Not all of the students did as well as the five whose work
is discussed here; many students wrote no more or no better in the
post-test thah they did in the pre-test. But we feel that on the
whole, the lesson materials have proven to be effective in helping
culturally disadvantaged elementary children improve their writing,
particularly since instruction took, place for a very short four and
one-half month period. It seems apparent that given further study
under materials of the sort written by Mrs. Nesper, these students
could make great progress in improving their communications skills.

4
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APPENDIX VI

A Report of Research Conducted Jointly
by Northwestern University and the

'ilk Park Junior High School
Language Arts Curriculum Committee

March, 1967

Introduction

Since 1962, the Curiiculum Center in English at.Northwest-
ern University has been preparing materials for the teaching of
English Composition under a grant from the U. S. Office of Educa-
tion (Project English). During part of the same period, Professor
Wallace W. Douglas, Director of the Center, has served as a con-
sultant to the junior high school Language Arts Curriculum Come
mittee of Oak Park. During the 1965-1966 school year, the Come
mittee agreed to assist in the testing of Northwestern lesson
materials piepared for the seventh grade by supplying a number of
experimental and control classes for use in a formal research plan.
This is a report of that'project.*

*The Curriculum Center wishes to acknowledge the assistance
of Northwestern's Research Grant Committee which supplied funds for
many of the expenses incurred in the project.

The Center also wishes to acknowledge the aid of Dr. Lewis
direll at that time chairman of tl*Committee, and the,teachers
Who participated in the project: Mrs. Katherine Andrews (Holmes),
MO. Caroline Webb (Lincoln), Miss Franklean Wegersen (Beye), Mrs.
Carb Whlstan (tengfelloW), Mrs., Tamarah Warden (Mann) , and Mrs.
Barbara Driggs tHawthotneY.
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Six teachers participated in the project, of whom three

were arbitrarily selected to teach the experimental materials! the

remaining three used their classes as control groups. In total

twelve classes were involved, six each in the experimental and

control groups, creating populations of 146 experimental students

and 131 control. The distribution of the sample is summarized in

Table I of the Appendix.

Early in the fall all students were administered one of

two equivalent forms of a descriptive writing test. Instructions

for the writing sample were read by the teacher; an array of objects

(chalk, pencil, book, ruler, etc.) was placed in a prescribed''

pattern on the teacher's desk, and the students were given thirty

minutes to write an essay "using enough detail that a person who

has not seen the objects could lay out a similar set himself."

The forms of the tests differed only in the objects included in the

display: similar sets of objects were used for each form, end

were arranged in the same pattern.

After this pre-test sample had been collected, the teachers

of the experimental classes were given a brief description of the

lessons.' but little formal training or instruction in the use of

them, and were supplied with sufficient copies of the materials

involved to teach them to their classes. Control teachers taught

composition "as usual", using textbooks as the base of instruc-

tion. The Northwestern materials concentrate on teaching the

processes of composition, helping students to see, gather, and

shape materials, while the "traditional approach" (the term is

not used as a pejorative) focuses primarily on the structure and

form of completed pieces. Nevertheless, comparison of the ex-

perimental and control groups does seem reasonable, given the

fact that both approaches concentrate primarily on narrative and

descriptive writing, the usual point of emphasis in elementary and

junior high school composition.

In the spring of 1966, the post-test was administered, each

student writing on the alternate form of the examination from the

one he had taken in the fall.

From the entire population a stratified random sample of

fifty students was selected, twenty-five each from experimental

and control groups, with roughly equal numbers of students who had

taken the two sequences (A-1) and B-A) of the examination forms.

The sample essays; totaling 100, were evaluated by a team of two

theme readers, both of whom were English teachers, and were graded

in five categories using a scale of I (low) to 5 (high):

47=474,14:7,eerneseetellape,eieear
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I. Organization and structure.
. .

.

I. iot#tiOnal:detailtdetails which locate the objects
pretisdly on the desk. _

III.- Classifying details7.-details regarding shape, size,
calor:, and post' 1y weight of the objects.

izft

IV. fndividualizing details--detailt which set an object

apart from othei'items in bits Class; i.e. egg= ik'zt
eared dictionary, a-mtly4kala pencil.

tf
Sentence structure --the depth and complexity of
sentences.

CA.

Reader reliabilities were calculated on double readings of
100 essays in the- sample; and ranged from .6528 to-.7786, With

four of the five above .7 (c.f. Table II).

Results and Conclusions

TheScores given by the two readers were summed, giving
each variable- a range of 2 to 10. The data-were submitted to

analysis of covariance, which compensates for pre-test differences
between groupt and determines the significance of any treatmen:
effect registered in the ,post-test scores.

For three of the variables, I., Organization, II., Loce-
tional Details, and V., Sentence Structure, no significant dif-
ference between the-control and experimental groups was regis-

tered. Fot two other variables; III., Classifying Details, and

IV., Indivichializing Details, there was a significant experimental

treatment effect well. beyond the .01.level of significance. The

mean score on Classifying Details for the experimental group in-

creased .72 from pre-test to post-test, versus .16 for the control

group. For Individualizing Details, the experimental. group in-

claned 2.00 and the control group ;44. Thus the results seem

modetately favorable to the experimental treatment.

They are not, however, sufficiently persuasive that one
would want to reject or accept either.program unequiVocally.
There is always, in experiments of this Sort, the danger of en-
countering the Hawthorne effect, "extra effort" if you will, on
the part of the experimental teacher and students, who, given a
set of materials known to be "experimental", perform at an abnormal-

ly high level. One would suspect, however, that such an effect
would be minimal in a project of this sort, simply because it
extended over seven months, and it is difficult for any person to
remain "psyched up" for that length of time.
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A second potential hazard in interpreting these results
involves the measuring instrument itself.. In spite' of numerous
at tempts by researchers to bring "objectivity" into:the measure-
ment of writing ability, any instrument which proposes to separate
good compositions from bad -or finds certain kinds of 1inguistIc
growth desirable, rests on subjective grounds,. on.-the taste of the

person creating the instrument. 3ome people, for example; would
evaluate a composition on the basis of whether or not it is error
free; or on whether or.not.paragraphs contain topic sentences and
conclusions. We feel that such matters are elatively unimportant,
that-they are spurious marks of.writing ability, aid-as 3 result,.

we ignored them in creating out grading instrument. But it-must

be acknowledged that the debate exists, and other experimenters
might dismiss our variableE, as worthless and select an entirely
different set:

Finally, it is not clear from the data why change took
place. Both method and material variables are involved in the
lessons,-and -to a large extent these are inseparable. The lessons,
for example, follow a pattern of having students-read a model and
look for the ways in which the author has made his meaning clear
through the use of description. The traditional approach to Compo-
sition involves stating or discovering rules for the construction
of discourse, mastery of which is tested through writing practice.
Thurs the experimental and control groups were not only looking
for different alings, they were following different patterns of
searching, and we cannot be certain whether it was the search
pattern, the object of the hunt, or some combination which account-
ed for the differences noted.

The chief conclusion that we. can draw is that more re-
search is needed, specifically longitudinal studies of the ef-
fects of various materials, coupled with a more complex design
which would enable us to pin down the effects of specific method
and material variables. Nevertheless, even considering the prob-
lems in this design, it Is clear that "something was happening"
in the experimental class. Given the that the acquisition
of ltinguage still is a lifetime process, while this experiment
was conducted over a very short seven month span, these results
seem encouraging.
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Teatt,y:qg gem0os In :the: Secondary S_chooli _

" A '1009tt
-f:110#ItiOtertfigliOrtitito'bnd

ibp: itktia*, Boat Jof EdUCatiOn

Introduction:

6utiog the-196,5-1966 school year, Mrs. Rita E. Hansen of
Taft High School was released from her teaching chities one-half
time by the ,Chicago Board, of _Education to "participate in a _research
project witkihe Curriculum Center in English, Northwestern Univer-
sity. This is- a repert of -the -protect.*

Rackoround

.2470..Agnsen has -been associated _with .the Curriculum Center
Engiighsince During the .19.64.-4965school. year, she was

rAleased 4-441fi..;t4pkby,the..Boar4 to serve _as__a.Resparch Associate at
P.A41.440 Y.P.OZ wistPly oq:174 ,teaching of

grAg1,44,-*p.k4e. y72,,4he tOching of . cornpositipnt, an we-4,iking with
the :rely Or staff she,,asisted _erg _.mapping out .

cOrrIC A001401,f4*-'0e ,scOondary sAhOois.._ Tn _e_it_tdition she_
;virofe: A.:series ,Alt lessons designed for high ,school

fAe

1:102-419 t-M,194,5714.900: Pchoot YV.441 _wee,Atp.aro, of Education

19:11--TOLAN, z.54n#441449.0 .oiteXitle. 0.40. tt.:15.ip by; the
4110.40,,,thEt-044.VP*ti,",q00,43'0, to

thWstfrArv.P0-1,444h cx,ant Pcgott.teg for



assigned. Mrs, Hansen one-half time to shq Center to participate in
a woject to evalvate the effeotiveness of those lessons.

The population for the study was the "regular" and "hOnors"
. English classes of the Norwood Park ranch of Taft High School, a
total of some 365 freshman students. in the fall of1965 all
students were administered one of two equivalent forms of a descript-
ive writing,test under controlled conditions.. Teachers placed a
collection of objects on their desks; then read the test instructions
to the students.- Instructions Called for the students to write a
description of the array,-using seffIcient detail that a person who
had not seen it 'could construct a similar display on the basis of
the deseriptiop. The two forms of the test varied only in the
nature of the objects placed on the desk; i.e., where Form A required
the students to describe an array containing a pencil, pad of paper,
dictionary, etc., Form B'included chalk instead of the pencil, a
note book instead of a pad, and a textbook instead of the dictionary.

The classes were then separated by ability groups, creating
two independent experiments, and experimental and control treat-
ments were assigned. Scheduling difficulties did not allow assign-
ment of treatments on a random basis, but the pre-test scores
suggest that classes were sufficiently "equal" that comparisons
could be made legitimately (cf. Tables III aec) . The final distri-
bution of classes is shown in Table I.

During the six months following the pre-test, the experi-
mental classes studied two units in composition prepared at the
Center, "a selection of introductory lessons in the basic processes
of composition,- and a unit on reporting. The control classes
studied composition as outlined in the curriculum guide of the
Chicago Board of Educetion. There was, of course, some difference
in treatments due to the fact that the two curricula have somewhat
different aims and thus different content. However, both curricula
aim at introducing the students to the "fundamentals" of writing,
and both are aimed laegely-at teaching narration and description,
so that comparison seems possible. In order to minimize any
Hawthorne effect which might be generated because the teachers of
experimental classes were working with "new" materials, Mrs. Hansen
and members of the Center staff tried to visit both control and
experimental teachers at equal intervals.

In'the spring of 1966 the alternate post-test forms of the
descriptive citing test was administered. Fifty students from the
honors and fifty from regular classes, twenty five each from experi-
mental and control groups, were selected at random to have their
papers graded. The pre-test and post-test essays from each student
in the sample were evaluated by two high school English teachers



11?) . 1c2- t. 1 -;47
_

tollowing:a__fen. page .evaluationegUidee The examiners weighed the
paper ordinq to fiveeteiteriee Using:. a stale one (low) 'to

s- Orgarittation and 'Structure

29 Locatlenal Details (the _ability of the student to give
the ,reader- cktirections" for locating: the objects

.

q.- Classifying Details (fundamentai descriptions of sleel
shape:, -

4. Individualizing Details (characteristics-of objects
which set them off horn similar ones; i.e.., a dog-eared dictionary,

halfeused peneil,..a dirty notebook)'

5. Sentence Structure(the depth and complexity of sentences)

Reader reliabilities for the two judges were generally satisfactory,
with a,low of .62-, but with four of the five ranging between .72
ande.78-(Table u).

The scores of the two readers were,summed, giving each
variable a range of two' to ten, and experimental and control group
differences were determined by analysis of covariance, which come
pensates for pre-test differences_by adjusting post-test means.

In the honors sections two of the criteria showed a signif-
icant experimental treatment effect at the .01 level, In the use
of both classifying and indiViduOlizing-detalls, the honors students
improved considerably more than their peers in the control.classes;
For a third criterion, organization, experimental treatment effects
approached the .05 level of significance. This is perhaps indica-
tive that the experimental treatment was producing e real effect,
but cannot be regarded as significant. For two other criteriat
sentence structure and locational details, there was minimal.dif-
ference between groups. In the regular"cIesses, no between group
differences appearegTables III a-c).

The statisticelereeultee.while 9avoring" the experimental
treatment somewhat, fail to supply enough information that one would
want to accept or reject either approach to composition unequivoc-
ally. The results. from the honors classes do seem to suggest that
the experiMental program was having results, but it must he pointed
Out that it is possible, the 4fferences were a result of teacher and
student attitudes toward experimental materials; i.e., the Hawthorne



effect. There seems to thelticpeiimentor to be no way .of determining
Whethe* this 'effect was-okiniftcant The only possible soluVon
would be to -retest_ln yeat4.1.after both experimental

and 'classes had- 'begun itt, regard.. the experimental--
situation- as, normal. .

Because the% honors classes- showed more positive results..
than 'tho regular 0610, One might be tempted to suggest that the
matet4a _are_better_ suited-to high ability.students_ This, how-
eVarf would- teeth, a premature -conclusion; .the project Was conducted
Covet .a kilatively-thert'perlod'of time and .m0 ability students
-are, "presumablylz,s4cker to master new concepts than the_ average
students. Thus arid possible Vetter" performance
of the'6oraors ttix4nta is that-the project was not run long enough
to achieve results_ in the regular classes.

Needs one of the major"conclusions" that must be drawn
from the experiment is that such projects_ probably 'need to be
conducted foryOnger periods of time. One does not become a
"writer" overnight; -six moritht seems a terribly short time 'to
expect_ measurable differences An writing skill to: deyelop.

66 25

3 58 25

6 138 25

7 193 25
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TA1114 HT a

Nairiabllo Organitationt

'HonOes

OperiMerital-

Control

Regular
Experimental:

Control

Standard
-A0Justed igzror

14Tp-tett ',Post-test Change Post-test 0ost-test
mew means Score Am:3X Means) F

..,

S-.6"4- 4.-4 1.N -4.-88
.2962 2.955?

3.44, '4.16 7 .52 4.16

-3:26 3.20 ..66- 3.15
.055Y

2.80 ._ .3.64 + .84 _3.69
.2825

Variable Locational Details

Honors
Experimental

Control

Regular

'Control

Standard
Adjusted Error

PxOutst Post-test Change Poitistest (Post-test
Means Means Store Means X Means) F

50' 4.84 .66 4.66
.3252 .803Y

,4..O ... _ 4,92, ± .52 .. 5A9

_

3.84
,.. ..

1.-
(--_-..--..---,--. , ,....,...-......,

3.60 .24

,

...

3.562

.

.
,

. .

,055Y
3.60

.,-;-4,-,_.,____:.,...

+ .38. 3.'63. %

.2256

. .

- %CI" "k,,, ',": i...r.c..,,,,, ff-f-.i. ..7-: ,,,, i '""
N

'

7t,--t .. ,405
c....-., .4.- ..{.-,-,,... ..---....--,0.,...f.:..,..1)

.. ,.., .
.:-.-r_

-ost '..;.---.-;--.4--,.---,,_- f-...----,.,.-I. "'' -r-",',- - ',Li .."...f-.." l'-.. ean;:s ,,o-test In tisted to Compenate for prep-test differences
,



_ 'TOW l b

1/4.4004,

Honors
Experimental

Control

*Regular
EXperimental

Control

$tan0a4
Adjusted Ert-Or

Pre,test Post-test change Post-test (Post-test
-Means X Means)MeanS Means Score

5.88

5.44

6.36 6.40 **
10.042.

-.....
546 5.11

.2847

5.36 5.76 + .40 5.75
.4,

2.502Y
5.04 5.0o .04 5.00

.3340

Variable IV: Individualizing Details

Honors
Experimental

Control

Regular
.Experimental

Control

Standard
Adjusted Error

Pre -test Post-test Change Post-test Lost-test
_Means Means Score, Means 4( Means)

3.76 5.28 +1.52 5.26 **
13.562

3.96 3.76 3.17
.2867

_ _

[....3.84 2.96 .12 2.96
.210Y

2.92 3.12 .2C 3.11
.2209

:*4;sigrim
SAgnificeiTti 0

X TRisiites mot* ddjusted to cOrripenSate for"- pre -test differences
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Evanston-Township High_Zchool 1GraorMr :Project .

minutes -Of Evaluation
February -16-and,I7, I `s6

Minutes of the. Februar 16 1966 _Fieetin of the En lishDe artment
-

The 'Meeting was called to order by Clarence Hadh,, Chairman,
who -welcomed 'several _guests,, -among whom was Dr. Geraldine LaRocque,
former -English ;teacher at E.T.H.S., who has recently received her
Ph.g, ., at Stanfcir.d,UniverSit-y ,and. who is- now -teaching at Teachers
Callegel Columbia,,inembers of the District 65 Articulation -Committee,
Miss ,Jean iBtouillette, elementary. superVisor.4. Mrs. Evelyn Schmidt4
prit:tary teacher -at Lincolnwood, -Mrs.. Lorraine Mortonv.. chairman of
the 'English Department at -Nichols. and :Chatrman of English in District
65, and- repre-tgntatives frOM the Combined ,Studies Department..

_ The, I/matins Was .held in conjunction with Dr.: James Sledd's
visit; on _February, 14,40 17 concerning .the :teaching ,itif, language. in
genral,, and the e)eperimental linguistics program .fir freshman Eng-
lish which _.110s- been Artcipexation At* 'Hach introduced a
pa-ne.,4 bade of teact4t6.4041,ved in the "program- :arid using. the
neY1 .e1asse.S4 Miser 'PinnWitty, -Mrs.
404_ Miss 54 .#0-.0004 -ROO:14# _.410$6$ -<0#} trOtilved
-to- this 0 .,1:0*.r: _31040 ;#7e0tiona
0110,40._ g! ;.e. LScdS t. p -g00464.
of4Att ct #e*:

ir*fr 4-44,:vot
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the summer of 1965 were given to further planning of the program,
which was introduced in the six freshman classes in September. Mr.

Hach noted that it is hoped that the present program can be ex-
panded next year (196667) to include many more feeshman classes
with the help of funds allegated by the U. S. Office of Education.

The first speaker on the panel was Mrs. Pannwitt, who intro-
duced her remarks with the statement that generative transformation-
al grammar proceeds from the central fact that language is made up
of sounds uttered or written to convey meaning and that each user
of language fashions it in an (nticely unique way. No one, she
pointed out emphatically, has ever constructed a full generative
grammar for the English language or any other language or is likely
to do go; however, it is certainly possible to attempt the teaching
of it and to change students' attitudes toward their language
through a sequential course of study such as has been proposed for

Mrs. Pannwitt believes further that attitudes towards the
writing of composition might also be changed through this new
approach towards linguistics. Of course, literature appreciation
skills have not been ignored because the program schedule has
allowed for the full range of literature selections: biography,
drama, novels, poetry, short stories, mythology, and book reports.
Mrs. Pannwitt regrets that the three teachers did not operate as a
team, although they did confer in several informal meetings. It

was difficult, however, to achieve any feeling of working as a
team since there were no conference periods and their free periods
did not coincidel so that true interaction was impossible to
attain. Mrs. Pannwitt felt that the outstanding purposes of the
program were to eradicate prejudices in matters of usage of people
who use dialects other than the prevailing one and to erase miscon-
ceptions about language in general by 'showing what it dces and how
it works. By causing students to realize how grammar fits into
the scheme of things and giving them an opportunity to describe
the characterestics of langtage by using a set of hypothetical
working rules, we will succeed in our goal of making students
sensitive to what language is, how it evolved, and why it changes.

,MissJahante the next member of the panel to speak,
stated that her part, of the language program concerned the units
on lexicography, or useof the dictionary, and lexicology, or word
study. -Oneof the Most important results- of the study of the
dictionary, using exercises which were not based on the most re-
cent edition of Websterisetwae that the underlying principles
lUnction-aecurately and universally for any dictionary that_ might

-Nrjeeloyedienot,401y.for, an isolated edition. She believes that
students 1010 that the dictionary is a useful source for finding
not only deeivatignp:hUt the; rode,sa of vocabulary changes, such

,
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44J14;TOwing, broadening, and elevation, and that while the
dictionary is an excellent recorder of language, it is not an
authority onjt. As a source_of knowledge, such as etymology,
standard pronunciation, part of speech and meaningl the-dictionary
is, reliable andinformative, but it cannot, for instance, -specify
a perfectV respectable,dialect-prOnunciation of a-word as it would
be intoned in Boston or the deep South. In the matter of affix-
ation study, Miss Jahant felt that .concentration in this area
provided a vehicle for student proficiency in the use of a Latinate
vocabulary and an apparatus for easy recognition of the parts of
speech. The students use their intuitive knowledge of grammar to
fit words into a-derivational frame such as "The seems good
(bad).". Sample words to consider would be met! and creation,
convuldiat and converse, _and deify and gglity. Students also
realize that the addition of different suffixes changes meaning
as well as the part of speech. Although it is shown that pre-
fixes have force in themselves to alter meaning, they are used
mostly to help in vocabulary building and to show students how
consistently they are, attached to-English learned words. Miss
Jahant notedthet_the unit needs-expansion into more extensive
exercises and the addition

the
a section on using larger diction-

aries. She finished with the opinion that her students have be-
come interested in words for their own sake and that the fine
response she has received indicates that the part of the program
with which she worked has been a notable success with pleasing
results.

Mrs. Ladd began her presentation with a "sales pitch" for
a new book, TransformaitheTeachal by
Owen Thomas. for those who are interested in digesting "Chomsky
without tears." Mr. Hach noted that copies of this book should be
available at Chandlers shortly. Mks. Ladd emphasized that the
materials included in the linguistics proposal were subject to
constant revision and reexamination .because the actual "warm body"
approach was so different from the "dry run" method used to evolve
the exercises. Students often grasped concepts more slowly or
much faster than wes originally conjecturidt.and more or less time
was therefore spent on various ideas. ft _Was emphasized that the
implementation of the Estercisis would have been impossible withoutDr. Sledes grammar containing the forMulations of the transforms
that might be presented in a ninth grade unit in the study of
language. Dr.,;SledCwrote two versions of. the grammar, a semi..
symbolic veraikal4t01,801#0.S to .,students who enjoy the.abstract
terminology :0-400_04 and 0,:7040 inglish",versiOn stWp9 the
same ruleS /0-04004-40.0SVA0.-,HoweVer4

it was pointed out that
all-the WOrds/KOtt40_#,004400 a verb ,phrase, for ,examPletcan
be eco_nOlicalh'Plit,--40P:-i'-fl**1,41
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Many combinations are therefore possible using the, "power and
elegance," as Chomsky describe-a-economy of eitOrdation,-of-such a
formulation, Mrs. Ladd noted that students must be ,constently
reassured that thoy'can be creative because they do- know a great
deal efgrammar and should put it .to use. This was proved to them
by working with oversimplified and traditional exercises and pro-
ceeding to more sophistitated material as stmiente confidence
was built up. Once thty were certain of their competence in using
grafter to construct and expanc sentences, formulations and trans-
formations were manipOlated with greet aplomb and sensitivity to
appropriate length, Language as a syttem Was brought home by pre-
sentfpg nOns4nte sentences which were then transfotMed into
acceptable sentences by replacing words, adding inflectional end-
ings and applying phrase stncture rules. °The daggles riddle in
the tattles" for -exatriple, wag quickly changed to "The sqUirrels
scamper through the grass" and "lever the oomphong!" to "Kill the
umpire!" Much emphasis was placed on noun behavior with class-
ification and subclassification taking place from abstract and cow,
Crete to human and nonhuman and inimate and inanimate. Students
learned that by combining the main verb with some form of be, a
modal, or a participle, vety subtle time slot differentiations
could be achieved, that subclassifications of verbs suCh_as linking
verbs and transitive verbs impose certain restrictions -on the
sentences in which they appear, and that certain kinds of comp-
lements can be used with certain verbs and not with others. Most
iMportant is that We cause students to make their own formulations
after they have arrived at their pin generalizations through dis-
covery procedures acquired by doing the exercises. Not all will
arrive at generalizations at the same rates but they will, hopefully,
all eventually grasp the processes of rearranging, changing, add-
ing, combining, and deleting until they are able to generalize
and formulate on their owe. py taking a sentence such as "I know
the boy" and ending up' With "I know the little boy who lives in
the big red house on the cornet," students are able to come to
some conclusions about the order and system in their language.
Mrs. Ladd contliAded with the remark, that While student: initially
becoMe confused becaUte they leek the reassurance of definite rules,
such as "Hever begin a sentence With a conjUnction" or "Never end

_a sentence With a preposition," they do become more aware of their
iant0066 more WOW sensitive, st4"yery often quite intrigued with
the ute of lan0U40 as an orderly system.

44041rftted. that .** verit,0010 of the achievementsof the tetCW;rd-InvoiVed ifi the eXPerikehtel program as evidenced
by the erPgillnae, 01 Ole material Pze000*.ln the prpsisj and byof! so4,#0. tit Sitof boon titoOtt:041*#*:fies*T4p_ experimental00s, SI $0*. T9totri*O.S, SI* . chanceto

g:000100001* 614:0041..ogr0:000#1,0400grarais .tt f.6* .404,00#04-501400 andstintt*",- teiontir of tatigtitte 7-gonotaL Tho-meotiog was*UAW.
,Respettfully submitted by B. Jones
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Mi utes-,.of Februar 17- 19k-- fteetils.,Ecliattageit
The meeting was called, -to order by Climence Hach, chairman,

wig! weicomeci,severpt !guests.
. .

James- Sledd, the department's consult :At freaii.#e Uni-
versity- of Texas, was then introduted to- present his. *Nations
and conclusions ccnterning our new language pram:at:4:- Dr. Sledd bs-an his 'marks- by -saying that after being as "dataChed* critical,
objective:, and objectionable" as possible during ,his visit, he
must frankly admit that he has not encountered in any high school
anything to- match the quality of the performance-given by Mrs.
Panarmitta, Mrsa Ladd., and Miss Jahant in their panel at the meeting
of February, 16. He .added- that the -presentation was so superb that
if tb2_-_,selient points -and purposet of- the language program were notmade perfectly clear, he certainly could mat think of any more ef-
fectiVe,means of doing so. Dr. Sledd noted that the English
Department at ETHS has- distinguishes/ itself chiefly because the
language program, has been planned and actually created by the
school itself, whereas in -most systems the program has been "im-
post& from above" after materials and curricula had been engen-dated- elsewhere. Teachers in Portland, Oregon, for example, use
a grammar which- they did not write themselves but one which wasprepared for them by the Univea'sity of Oregon. Our having donethe job ourselves constitutes a substantial advantage over theschool. that has received materials on a secondhand basis. Be-
sides- the achievemmt of a pure act of creativity, we should have
considerably more insights into our limitations and capabilities
as a result of an entirely original production.

After reviewing the initial proposal for the languageprogram last year and comparing it with the folder of materialspresented by the panel, Dr. Sledd felt that a very great deal ofprogress had been made. Several important gains were noted: thefirst was that never again would we have to face the dreadful ex-perience- of staying one step ahead of the students and occasion-ally watching them pass us up because of inadequately developedmaterials and. superficlal preparation. The program is becomingwell established nowaaand we should feel-mere confident and athome with There is -also- the gain of having. several excellentnew pubp.catiwis, on theasObjett of the new-van-par such as Owen.ThoMaey) 'ItaidwatioalLamsu.a,agdeggvx...sux
whixkiyat,,,refe.,ried,;taaalSo atayeaterday-ls meeting*

= - ;

AnOthf*,*-3:90144,ant gain isYthat there.1% -considerably
mOreairktierfts.k-,,A0 the prOgram* now than ,previousi.y.4. perhaps "not014W0A,Aka-ffectiiiiiatc ',141tegesti,"A but nevertheAess,'e. t,ailarenesOies been generatectivat-only-ew the part. of

.-ereb).* r -parents_ tasivo1,1# NationalAevelopments, have
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also 'indicated that the -program is not just a "fine =mess," but
definitely at the center of things. Even the MLA, Dr. Sledd noted,
has,becorraeonscioUs of the new trends and has-awakened to its
poseibilities, and this development is as itpresaive a proof of
the accepted integrity of the program as can be offered. The ques-
tion has arisen as to whether' a completely integrated curriculum
would combine and interact. 'Dr. Sledd felt that any "strenuous
effort at an artificial integration of these subjects" would bring
only superficial and 'inadequate results and that relationships
should be allowed to.emerge, not be

ETHS will pay certain prices for its creative urges; the
questions will begin bombarding-us from all sides; we will be 'ex-
posed to public view"; there will be no refuge from the merciless
analyses of critics and-assorted-observers, but in a sense these
are the tests of a great high school. There is no doubt, Dr. Sledd
remarked; that we have a much clearer view of the problems in-
volved, which seem to fall into these central areas: 1. Many
schools often make the mistake of presenting "too little toe late
or toe much too --soon." There-are several institutes'around the
country-with instructors pontificating with great authority about
the new methods and procedures when they have had little or no
experience teaching in the-high-school at all. If the new grammar
Is to be developed successfully, restraint and care must be exer-
cised in the choice of the teachers who will present it. Dr. Sledd
felt that we are "incredibly fortunate in having a fine staff made
up of competent, willing;- confident, and well-prepared teachers,"
so that the language program is in hands as it should-be
everywhere. 2. There is a major problem concerning_ the materials
and-publications-that are `being developed even though the increased
activity is providing teachers with more effective and authorita-
tive sources. Caution must be exercised in the examination of the
wealth of printed material in order to identify -the "skillful
popularizer who can make evil look virtuous." Though such writers
make a big splash with impressive productions, their basic tenets
minus the gleam and glitter are harmful and destructive. 3. Work
on a "new grammar" was begun in the 1920-'s by George Lyman Kitt-
redge and others and revitalized by NoamcChoMsky, whose major pro-
ductions on the subjects though as close-in time-as 1957 and 1965,
are a world remeved frowene another. It is impossible to assume
that "any definitive finalized version Of the new grammar has yet
been published. Tests, methodsl.exercises, formulations must be
Subject-to constant review-and: revision.- Modifidation6 and changes
laUWcOritinuallytake-place eventhough,the, cost-both in money and
tumiitlabOr/will,be high4- A-Carefullegeace fwJst.be maintained
'between: the now and the.oldi3Out OreOlous,standarda-must not be
-allewOdtti-be diminisheiFto-itake -way for the experimental spirit.
AUt.-'SletK felt.that'in thtytase'of.ETHS,-the "Minor miracle seems
loAleve been -passed" in =cthis regardt no serious damage seemste,.:
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rni have-been done to-the valuable programs in :literature efnd compoe
sitionwhich- have weathered .the-_ tests of time, -00. tradition.

-theematter. of_ articuletion is always a problems bit Dr. Sleddwas pleased to see people from Districts 65 and .202 conferring
with one ..another with.interest end_ eletality about the teaching of
language n the -primaryT 'elementary and high school levels. It isvionderfu4 to added to see _"the ,left liar4 knowihg What the right
harNd As!4(drigieb s - vestepreserve the attitude toward the pro
geereeep4.being -experUnentel and subject to .complete or partial
failure. We leteet ept prejudge our success; if we de so, the result-ing .errore are likely to be compounded. 7. For which students will
the new program- work!? It is felt by Dr. Sledd that it may well besuceeeefolly taught to ,students. on levels than the H and G
classes,* but more experimentation.will be .necessary in the future
to "determine how far down the line it will prove effective.

Dr. Sledd reiterated his satisfaction with the success ofthe introduction of our language program this year, noting that
though grammar at 4111.5 may well be described as "frenetic and wild,"it will never agaiirige called dull-. During his experience of con-ducting eome of the Gland -H freshman classes, Dr-c Sledd observed ahigh degree of eager interest on the part of the students, theiragility in, handling language, and their perceptive, intelligently-formulated questions.

Dr. Sledd can envision no serious problems in introducing the otherbranches of the program on the upper levels, particularly sinceteachers are familiar with the study of words end the history ofthe language. It is unthinkable, Dr. Sledd has found, to continueto--e-enfir*-1-iterature and language to the contributions of Great
Britain and the United States. Enormous problems are being pre-
sented to students of dialectology since regional dialects are
vanishing and social dialects are changing so radically. In the
matter -of lexicography and usage, emphasis should be 'placed on the
increasing interest of the oridnary citizen, who, it has been
found, is perfectly capable of becoming very excited and involved
in what should be and should not be included in a dictionary. Asfar as grammar is concerned, Noam Chomsky's "twelve-cylinder" brain
has -done more to revive and invigorate English grammar than anyone
else in- this ecentury. Furthermore,---Dr. Sledd stated, it is simplynot true that transformational grammar _"turns its back" on thetraditional _grammar we were all brought up on. Chomsky's genius isof the type that ."is good enough to see the _eignificance of ourgVaematiol tradition and- at the same.-time good enough to askquestions that will lead -beyond the tradition. In fact, for thepereeonwho, is thoroughly embued ;with the.spirit, of traditionalgmear r., there, t theeoleligetioneto ,exeminee, the , extensions of it04 to _educate Aimse.lf ,inc;the-prirkeiplesAich Chomsky has estab-lishedee Dr* Sledd ter9rpote4 that perhaps it 44 we who are beingtested and.not the concepts of the new graMmar. If we fail to
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recognize the meanings inherent in it, we are guilty of turning
our backs on-the very traditionwe:are-defending;.it constituteseflrefusa of intellectual

.

Dr. Sledd then asked the meeting for questions and comments.Miss Weiss inquireoUas-to what exact sorts of questions were askedof-Dr. Sledd during his visits to the classrooms. Dr.- Sledd gave -.the example-of the-boy who asked,.- during a discussion of the deter-miner a, whether-the word would be used to specify "whi st! ball,brokethe window" or "how many balls broke the window," since a isboth an indefinite article and- a word of specification derived from
the-Anglo-Saxon word in meaning one. Another student wanted toknow why, in addition to the three conventional, ways of stating acommand, "Do% close the door," "Don't close the door," and "Don'tyou-close the door," there couldn't be a logical fourth, "Do youclose the door." Dr. Sledd answered the student's query by explain"tog that historically we did have this fourth alternative, but be-cause of a reshuffling of ti* uses of the word do, which is one ofthe major syntactic changes in English, the fourth possibility wasremoved. Dr. Sledd felt that such intensive questioning, was animpressive proof that students are amazingly competent in handlingand manipulating their language. Mr. Bodycombe expressed concernover the Basic student, who, if he is not involved in the programsomewhere, may suffer even more of a sense of isolation than hefeels now. Mrs. Griffin stated that her experience with the"lower" low-average students in their study of dialectology showedthat they do respond to the routine and the consistency of severalgeneral phases of the=program. Mrs. Ladd agreed wholeheartedly inthis regard, noting that she _received- many spontaneous commentsfrom students to the effect that dialectology and the study of thedictionary was "fun" and generally more interesting than it hadever been before. She felt certain that many of these people havestanines of 3 or less on verbal and abstract reasoning tests.Mrs. Pennwitt remarked that her G class was the most heterogeneousgroup she has ever taught and that while some students wanted aneven more abstract statement than D. Sledd's semi-symbolic versionof the grammar, some relied almost entirely on his "plain English"version.. The result was that a thirds-more symbolic grammar waswritten by.those students feeling, the need for it, This would seemto.indioate thetas long as students-can develop their own state-merits. and ,keeprthere-consistent/ani organized, even the lowerability groups- should) be ableyto'handie the_ new grammar. Mrs.McGrow-pointedout-that it might-be,advisable to differentiatebetween what Basic students consider new and- fascinating and whattberlicle

ectuallgvabsorbing*t,,sincetheabsenceof the convent-ional fearsome terms and rules might cause them to respond to thenovelty withoutAmy
tiveunderstandinge ,Dr.:,Pleddf,returned.withOw:thought-that any - device: that-would,

suCceed-iminterostingstudentA,andAolting,them eut,of,their customary, apathy-would be
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highly acceptable in his opinion. To Mrs. MGrew's question
whetheithe-program could be adapted to an emphasis on oral rather
thanOritten-commUnidatiOn0Dr. Sledd replied that it would be
imp6igibie to limit the grammar to an oral presentation, consider-
ing that the kind of English which is spoken and which is written
are often so entirely different. Whi}e the sentence, "They con-
sidered the dance to be a failure" is usually agreed by students
to be perfectly acceptable when written down, hardly anyone will
admit to using it in normal, every-day speech. Mr. Neumann .asked
whether consideration had been given to a starting point for the
new grammar and whether it might be introduced on the elementary
level rather than later in high school. To this Dr. Sledd affirmed
his strong contention that the program may be begun in the junior
high school as soon as there are enough qualified teachers to make
it feasible. The Honors students at ETHS have shown that they are
able to cover the same material in less time than college students,
and pupils in the 6th, 7th, and 8th grades could handle it as well
when and if proper teacher training makes it possible. Mrs. Wolf
wondered whether the language program has been found to have any
application to reading skills. Dr. Sledd said that it has helped
students in the study of poetry; for example, figures of speech
are discovered to be deliberate departures from established sub-
classifications of nouns in that animate qualities are given to
inanimate objects. Mrs. Kemp asked how much transfer of under-
standing carries over into composition. Miss Jahant noted that
not enough writing has been done in her classes as yet to see any
correlation emerging, but that while studying passive transfor-
mations, one of her students insisted that she would never use
this less effective form in her writing, i.e., "John was- hit by
Jack" instead of the more commonly used active voice. Investi-
gation of the student's writing folder produced the "happy coinci-
dence" of containing a paper in which so many instances of passive
voice were marked that Miss Jahant had made a comment on the paper
to the effect that its use was destructive. The result was, Miss
Jahant felt, that the student will have absolutely no doubt in the
future about identifying and correcting passive voice. To Mrs.
Pickett's comment that the transformational method seems to allow
for so much inductive learning, Dr. Sledd said that the marvel is
that it brings to the consciousness of the child, in an organized
and systematic way, what he has known all along about the structure
of language. As Chomsky replied when asked to justify the teaching
of the new grammar, "The study of our language gives children re-
spect for their own lives." It is an exciting moment of truth for
them to become aware that they have,, Dr. Sledd noted, "the most
marvelous and mysterious equipment in all of animate existence"

Mrs. Hinkel inquired as to when the materials in the folder
presented by the panel at yesterday's meeting will become avaiable
for expantion and use by other teachers in the department, for instmce
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tt* ,Northwestern Curriculum. Study Center in English-

Stephen gunning
.;

gldrisiseAlcavain
;., s_,

Sister Ann Carol, O.P.
Katherine Andrews
°dile Bleasdale
Kathy Kilday Daniels
,Ann C. Davis

John' Dowell
Elinore Jordan

RIchard-Pate
_

Jpsephine ;Roane
Marjorie.,Sicogiunef,-,

;,Corrop.. riStel.
'Helen S. wolf

BLit- tt
Cati A-4. Barth.
Michael Flanigan"

Rita Hansen
Steififfeifif.4_,
Daniel ,plurtays#,,_r
Manna lieiper
Mitchell SCIi614:5W

iditortal & Secretarial
Judith. Beavine
EOP.4.POORPff:
Dorothy Po- latsek
Margara Potts

t J.,01.i.ort,,tyna,ta
Eileen pa_uplann
Ann McLaren
Marilyn Moats,
Linda, Darnell
Caialyn_Dessent
Deborah deScitveinitz

Leslie Phillips
Mary SNanley
'Flora. Strohm

. .

Teachet Associates-

Siena Heights College, Adrian, Michigan
Holmes *School Oak Park, Illinois
Aragon High School, San Mateo, Calif.
Taft High School, Chicago
Nichols Junior High ,School, Evanston
New Trier Township High School, Winnetka,
Nichols Junior High School, Evanston
LocuSt 'High= Schciol, Wilniette,
Howard Junior -High -School , Wilmette,
NichOle.-Junfor;High.--School, Evanston
Nichols Junior-School, 'Evanston
SkilOC',-juniot-',High-,School-, Evanston

Niles ,TfonOhip ,High SchoolIt/eat , 'Niles , Ill.
Nichols Jianior High School, Evanston
Evanston Township High School; Evanston

.Contultantt
-7-0:010 Chicago

Atie4-tO'lleie,;,'-citV-Vnitiers,ity- of New York
lii:c10 bait iiims

lansing, Mich.
-tt:-.$10,1%* -School #73}f --Ann 'Aibor
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repOrt,.Of. the .Course of events at the northwestern Curriculum enter. The
report- documents the complexities of the relationships betwen schools and univer-
0.04i-that' hay6 ?pen, created as a result of the eitriblisbinent of the curriculum
Centers_ under Project 4n4714..sth. The report desdribes the developzent of hypotheses
aiott the nature..oi 7composition' acid techniques for teaching it. The research-at
the .-:Oenter is defier-404:
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